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Abstract
Porous media problems are very common in many fields of engineering. Classical applica-

tions can be found in civil engineering and geomechanics, where fluid flow through soil or other
porous structures is considered. Material sciences, lightweight engineering and chemical engi-
neering may serve as further examples. Of particular interest in this work is the huge potential
of porous media approaches to models in biomechanics. In this thesis, a computational approach
to saturated porous media problems is presented. Therein, large deformations in two- and three-
dimensional settings are considered. The porous flow field is either governed by the Darcy or
the Darcy-Brinkman equation. Special emphasis lies on a formulation capable of using differ-
ent constitutive laws and at the same time incorporating a full coupling of the two phases. An
arbitrary potential-based strain energy represents the material behavior. The coupling comprises
varying flow resistance caused by changes of the porosity and permeability and additional me-
chanical stresses within the solid phase in accordance with the loading state of the fluid. The
complete set of partial differential equations is discretized with the finite element method. The
resulting system of non-linear equations is solved by a Newton-Raphson scheme using a mono-
lithic approach, accounting for the strongly coupled nature of the problem.

One of the main contributions of this thesis comprises different forms of the finite element dis-
cretization. Darcy-Brinkman flow with large deformations of the skeleton requires an accurate
evaluation of the spatial gradient of the porosity. The influence of those porosity variations on
the convergence behavior of the numerical solution scheme is investigated and based on this, two
suitable approaches are proposed: an isogeometric approach using the C1-continuity of NURBS
functions and a mixed approach, directly discretizing the porosity. It is shown that both ap-
proaches fulfill the necessary requirements for convergence. Furthermore, a special technique to
include complex boundary conditions into the monolithic system via the (dual) Lagrange mul-
tiplier method is discussed. The degrees of freedom associated with the Lagrange multipliers
are condensed out of the linear system, restoring the original system size. Also, a novel volume
coupling approach is applied to the fluid and skeleton problem to enable non-matching volume
discretizations.

The second major part of this thesis is dedicated to the extension to multi-field problems. The
coupling between Navier-Stokes flow and a porous medium is demonstrated. The finite element
framework is enriched by this additional problem scenario by introducing the corresponding bal-
ance equation and sensible conservation constraints, most importantly the Beavers-Joseph con-
dition. The second example of a multi-field problem is the interaction between a porous medium
and an impervious solid. The considered constraints are either a static mesh tying or a dynamic
contact zone scenario. Both coupling constraints are established with the dual Lagrange multi-
plier method, well-known from mesh tying and contact solid mechanics. The respective condi-
tions for the porous fluid at the interface are formulated and enforced in a consistent manner.
Additionally, the governing equations for transport within a porous medium are formulated and
solved within a partitioned scheme. This methodology is included in a new model for pericellu-
lar proteolysis. It comprised a computational model for the interaction of surface- and volume-
bound scalar transport and reaction processes with a deformable porous medium. The model is
applied to a special form of a mechanical-biochemical coupling phenomenon in cell and tissue
mechanics, originating from the degradation process of a strained extracellular matrix.
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Zusammenfassung
Poröse Medien sind in vielen Gebieten des Ingenieurwesens sehr verbreitet. Klassische An-

wendungsgebiete finden sich im Bauingenieurwesen und der Geomechanik, worin Strömungen
durch Böden und anderen Strukturen betrachtet werden. Materialwissenschaften, Leichtbau und
Chemieingenieurwesen sind weitere Beispiele. In dieser Arbeit sind die vielfältigen Anwen-
dungsmöglichkeiten im Bereich der Biomechanik von besonderem Interesse. Im Rahmen der
vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein numerisches Lösungsverfahren zur Analyse gesättigter poröser
Medien entwickelt. Dabei werden zwei- und drei-dimensionale Probleme unter großen Defor-
mationen betrachtet. Die poröse Strömung wird entweder durch die Darcy- oder die Darcy-
Brinkman-Gleichung beschrieben. Ein besonderer Fokus liegt hierbei auf einer Formulierung,
in welcher ist verschiedenste komplexe konstitutive Beziehungen verwendet werden können
als auch die vollständige Kopplung der beiden Phasen berücksichtigt ist. Ein allgemeinenes,
Potential-basiertes Materialgesetz modelliert das Materialverhalten. Die Kopplung beinhaltet
einen veränderlichen Strömungswiderstand, der durch Variationen der Porosität und der Per-
meabilität hevorgerufen wird und ebenso komplexe, interagierende Spannungszustände inner-
halb beider Phasen. Die partiellen Differentialgleichungen werden mittels der Finiten Elemente
Methode diskretisiert. Das entstandene nicht-lineare Gleichungssystem wird unter Berücksichti-
gung der starken Kopplung der Felder innerhalb eines monolithischen Ansatzes mit der Newton-
Raphson Methode gelöst.

Ein Hauptaspekt dieser Arbeit besteht in der Analyse verschiedener Formen der Finite El-
emente Diskretisierung. Die Kopplung zwischen der Darcy-Brinkman Strömung und großen
Deformationen des porösen Skeletts erfordern eine korrekte Auswertung von räumlichen Gra-
dienten der Porosität. Der Einfluss dieser Porositätsvariationen auf das Konvergenzverhalten
des numerischen Ansatzes wird analysiert und auf dessen Basis zwei passende Formulierun-
gen vorgeschlagen: ein isogeometrischer Ansatz, der die C1-Kontinuität von NURBS Funktio-
nen verwendet, und ein gemischter Ansatz, in welchem die Porosität separat approximiert wird.
Es wird gezeigt, dass beide Ansätze die notwendigen Konvergenzkriterien erfüllen. Außerdem
wird eine Technik zur Aufbringung komplexer Randbedingungen mittels der (dualen) Lagrange-
Multiplikator-Methode diskutiert. Die zusätzlichen Freiheitsgrade des Lagrange Multiplikators
werden aus dem linearen Gleichungssystem auskondensiert, womit die ursprüngliche Problem-
größe erhalten bleibt. Zusätzlich wird ein neuer Ansatz zur Volumenkopplung, welcher nicht
passende Volumendiskretisierungen ermöglicht, auf das vorliegende Fluid-Struktur Interaktion-
sproblem angewandt.

Der zweite Teil der vorliegenden Arbeit befasst sich mit der Erweiterung in Richtung Mehrfeld-
problemen. Die Kopplung zwischen einer Navier-Stokes Strömung und einem porösen Medium
wird vorgestellt. Die Finite Elemente Formulierung wird durch Integration der zugehörigen
Bilanz- und Erhaltungsgleichungen, insbesondere der Beavers-Joseph Gleichung, um diese Prob-
lemstellung erweitert. Das zweite Beispiel eines Mehrfeldproblems ist die Interaktion zwischen
einem porösem Medium und einer undurchlässigen Struktur. Die Nebenbedingungen sind hier-
bei entweder eine statische Netzkopplung oder ein dynamisches Kontaktproblem. Beide Bedin-
gungen werden mittels der insbesondere aus der Strukturmechanik bekannten, dualen Lagrange-
Multiplikator-Methode erfüllt. Die zugehörigen Bedingungen auf der Grenzfläche werden hier-
bei auf einer konsistenten Art und Weise erfüllt. Außerdem werden die Bilanzgleichungen für
den Transport skalarer Größen innerhalb eines porösen Mediums vorgestellt und mittels eines
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partitionierten Verfahrens gelöst. Dieser Lösungsansatz ist Teil eines neuen Modells für perizel-
luläre Proteolyse. Letzteres beinhaltet zusätzlich die Interaktion von Oberflächen- und Volumen-
gebundenen skalaren Größen und deren Reaktionen mit einem deformierenden porösen Medium.
Dieses Modell wird für eine spezielle Form eines mechanisch-biochemischen Kopplungsphä-
nomens – dem Degradationsprozess einer gedehnten extrazellulären Matrix – angewandt.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation
In principle, every material on earth is porous. It all depends on how close you look at it. The

pores of a sponge are visible to the naked eye and its remarkable mechanical integrity is notice-
able when squeezed. Ranging from atomic to geodesic scales, examples of porous structures can
be found everywhere. Some examples are depicted in Figure 1.1. The fragility of limestone is
based on its porous nature, and one reason why the hydrological cycle on earth is working are
porous sands and voids within soil, granting space for groundwater to flow. Also seemingly solid
and compact materials like stone and metal do actually exhibit an internal structure on a very
small scale. In many cases it is still very sensible to model such materials as one-component
solids. If the pores are closed and not interconnected, representing the whole solid by a macro-
scopic material law is most often reasonable. In a way, the material properties are ‘smeared’ over
the solid body and its pores. However, a too ‘coarse’ description might lead to neglecting some
potentially decisive effects. Microscopic pores and cracks can have a significant influence on the
macroscopic behavior and could cause, for instance, damage and eventually failure. Even more
than dead material, living matter exhibits porous characteristics. Virtually all kinds of biological
substances display a large volume fraction filled with fluid. The actual solid phase is a complex
of interlinked fibers. They provide stability and at the same time leave sufficient space for water
or blood to flow. This mechanism is crucial for the transport of nutrients to supply organs within
the vascular systems of animals and plants. Such systems can be observed in the trunk of a tree
as well as on a cellular scale within the fiber matrix composing any kind of tissue.

Clearly, just as porous media can frequently be found in nature, they are also omnipresent in
engineering. Experiments analyzing natural and artificial porous structures have been performed
for almost two centuries, and also theoretical investigations are an intrinsic part of continuum
mechanics theory. Classical applications range from civil engineering and soil mechanics to ma-
terial sciences and lightweight structures in aerospace applications and battery models in chem-
ical engineering. Therein, macroscopic descriptions of the material behavior resulting from a
porous structure are developed and applied to the physical system at hand. Besides elastody-
namics, such investigations can also include the analysis of flow and transport phenomena. The
interplay of deformation and flow within are porous system is called consolidation. Naturally, the
theory of consolidation has a huge impact on biomechanics, where mechanical theory is applied
to biological systems. Such models in particular have become increasingly large and complex.
The non-linear, coupled systems arising from these models are impossible to solve analytically.
This emphasizes the necessity to investigate computational models for porous media mechanics,
which is the topic of this thesis.

1



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Porous media in nature and engineering. Top row (left to right): limestone [2], magni-
fied cross section of wood [3], lightweight structure [1]. Bottom row (left to right): re-
constructed tomography scan of alveolar microstructure [208], X-ray-scan of porous
electrode battery structure.

1.2. Fundamental Approaches to Porous Media
Modeling and Simulation

In the last view decades porous media problems have gained more and more attention in var-
ious fields of engineering. Some examples will be listed in the following. In geophysics such
problems occur for example in melting of ice or snow layers [176]. Additionally, the analysis
of seismic attenuation [165] is of interest in this field. In civil engineering, applications include
flow in porous media, e.g. when analyzing seepage through soil, walls of water reservoirs, em-
bankments or dams [105, 106]. In chemical engineering, such approaches are used to model
fluid-solid reaction [213], mass and heat transfer through membranes in fuel cells [263] or in
packed-bed reactor columns [178]. Also, a large number of models for acoustic and poroelastic
wave propagation have been developed [136, 167]. In biomechanics, porous media models have
been utilized to model bones or soft tissues (see, e.g. [9, 68]) and recently to model parts of the
human lung [29]. On a smaller scale, porous media models have successfully been applied to
tumor growth models [206, 223] and cell mechanics [174, 230].

Arguably one of most famous historic names associated with porous media theory is Henri-
Philibert Darcy (1803–1858). The civil engineer born in France was the first to perform detailed
experimental investigations of water flow through natural sand [71]. He discovered a proportion-
ality between the total amount of filtrating liquid volume and the loss of pressure. This relation
for flow of a fluid through a rigid porous solid is still known today as Darcy’s law. It represents
the most basic flow equation and will also be referred to in a generalized form in this thesis. At
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1.2. Fundamental Approaches to Porous Media Modeling and Simulation

the beginning of the 20th century, the Viennese professor Karl von Terzaghi (1883–1963) made
decisive contributions to the theory of porous media and is therefore often named as the founder
of soil mechanics. He analyzed fundamental mechanical properties of saturated porous systems.
The interested reader is referred to [233] for an original work written in German and to [234]
for a textbook in English. Terzaghi was the first to consider deformation of the porous medium
and developed the one-dimensional consolidation theory. His principle of effective stress is still
present in modern soil mechanics. Based on Terzaghi’s findings, Maurice Anthony Biot (1905–
1985) derived a complete formulation for three-dimensional problems [33, 38]. The Belgian
aeronautic engineer generalized Terzaghi’s theory and integrated dynamic loading effects. In the
following years, he extended his formulation to anisotropy and linear visco-elasticity of the solid
and also acoustic propagation, see e.g. [34–37, 39]. Many practical problems can be solved with
Biot’s consolidation theory and a quite large number of the modern formulations are still based
on his insights and derivations. Besides those three ‘pioneers’, there are many more important
names and contributions to be mentioned concerning the history of porous media theory, which
are not given here. For a more thorough review of the development of the theory, the interested
reader is referred to [73, 74] and the references therein.

1.2.1. Mathematical Basis: Homogenization
Porous media are composed of one solid phase (the skeleton) and one or several fluid phases,

flowing through connected pores. The geometry of the pore structure is very complex and in
many application unknown. Thus, a fully resolved model in the sense of a surface coupled fluid-
structure interaction system is computationally highly demanding. Yet, in many cases such de-
tailed resolution is not needed to answer the relevant questions. For instance, the knowledge of
the precise distribution of the fluid flux within the pores might not be necessary, as long as it can
be obtained in an averaged sense. Therefore, continuum mechanics of porous media concentrates
on a description on the macroscopic level, which is larger than the pore scale. Such theories lead
to a continuous description of the porous medium. The fluid and solid are perceived as overlap-
ping continua and, hence, the interface between the phases is not resolved explicitly. Finally, a
volume-coupled fluid-structure interaction problem is derived. Following this methodology, the
porous medium can be modeled without presuming detailed knowledge of the pore geometry.

To obtain a macroscopic description, one has to bridge the distance from microscale to macro-
scale. This not only holds for the governing equations and the variables of interest, like filtration
velocity and deformation, but also for model and material parameters. Such a procedure is often
referred to as homogenization or averaging. Note that these terminologies are sometimes used for
one specific method. Here, they will be used as umbrella terms for all methodologies resulting
in a macroscopic description. The homogenization process is shown schematically for a fully
saturated porous medium in Figure 1.2. Starting from a resolved scale, incorporating the interface
between solid and fluid, averaging gives a smeared continuum formulation, where every point
is composed of both phases with a volume ratio defined by the porosity φ. It relates the current
fluid volume dΩf

t to the current total volume dΩt:

φ dΩt = dΩf
t. (1.1)
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homogenization

fluid phase

structure phase homogenized medium

(no distinction between phases)

porosity φ

(volume ratio (1-φ) )

(volume ratio φ )

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the homogenization process applied to porous media, taken from [243].

In porous media modeling, many methods have been developed to obtain a homogenized formu-
lation. Some of them will be reviewed briefly in the following. Most methods imply the existence
of a so called representative elementary volume (REV) big enough to include the basic geom-
etry information of the porous medium and yet small enough to resolve all physical effects of
interest with a sensible level of accuracy. The fraction of the porous medium in Figure 1.2 can
be interpreted as a REV.

The method of volume averaging has been advanced primarily in [249–252]. A similar aver-
aging approach can be found in detail in [25]. Therein, spatial averages are formulated on the
microscale and a closure relation is postulated to perform the coupling of scales. Closure rela-
tions most often include some assumptions regarding the problem. Simply speaking, it gives the
missing relation between some microscropic and macroscopic variables. For instance, a consti-
tutive law for the permeability tensor depending only on macroscopic variables is the result of a
closure relation, see [253].

The mathematical method of asymptotic expansion has also been applied successfully to
porous media problems (see e.g. [16, 124, 214]). Here, the porous medium is assumed to be
a spatially periodic structure, with the REV (often also called microcell) representing the small-
est composite. The method is based on a multiscale perturbation theory. The solution variables
are approximated by a power series of contributions from different scales. By inserting them
into the governing equations on the microscale and comparing orders of magnitude of different
terms, eventually macroscopic equations are obtained.

Thermodynamically Constrained Averaging Theory (TCAT) (see, e.g. [112, 113, 115]) in-
cludes thermodynamic constraints into the averaging process. In [114] a review of TCAT is
given. All conservation and balance equations are first formulated on the microscale. The gen-
eral upscaling procedure is similar to volume averaging. However, the thermodynamic laws are
considered on the microscale and treated as constraints on the governing equations. This leads to
a more complex and extensive mathematical derivation of the homogenized model. In the end,
the conservation properties of the model are very clear by construction. This is the major dif-
ference to volume averaging approaches, where most often thermodynamic considerations are
restricted to the macroscale, where the physical meaning of some smeared quantities might not
be precisely defined.

All methods are capable of reproducing a general form of Darcy’s law. The differences in the
final equations frequently stem from the constitutive equations and the interpretation of macro-
scopic values. See [122] for a theoretical comparison between volume averaging and asymptotic
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expansion, where it was shown that volume averaging can for certain cases be formulated as a
first-order asymptotic expansion method.

1.2.2. Computational Approaches
The method of choice predominantly used for solving porous medium problems is the finite

element method (FEM). Other approaches, like the finite difference method and the finite volume
method, were also utilized, e.g. in [4, 90, 138, 139]. However, the considered problems are
usually restricted to flow through a rigid porous medium there. For consolidation problems, i.e.
the coupled problem of deformation and flow, the FEM is the most prominent method. Another
popular approach, especially in environmental engineering, is a coupled finite volume and finite
element formulation [57, 85, 126]. For textbooks specifically about porous media and FEM
analysis the reader is referred to [158, 242].

The first computational approaches concerning porous media can be traced back to the late
1960s and early 1970s. Based on Biot’s theory, several FE approaches were proposed during
this period of time, see e.g. [60, 131, 216, 262]. Two- and three-dimensional consolidation of
linear-elastic solids was simulated. In [108, 266] the method was extended towards compress-
ibility of the fluid and the solid grains. In [227, 266] computational models for visco-elasticity
and plasticity were proposed. Permeability changes during consolidation were analyzed in [159]
and large deformations were treated in [52]. In the 1980s important contributions were made
in [264, 265, 268] and [194–196]. Non-linear dynamic effects including complex material behav-
ior were considered there. Extensions of the porous media model in the form of non-isothermal
effects were studied in [5, 41, 160]. Most of the approaches presented above use the pore pres-
sure and the displacements as primary variables. Although being computationally cheap, such
methods often lack accuracy regarding the fluid velocity, fluxes and mass conservation. A valid
remedy are methodologies involving post-processing of the velocity and enforcing mass con-
servation [63, 67]. However, more recently, mixed formulations including the fluid velocities
as primary solution variables have become increasingly popular. They are based on the gen-
eral theory of mixed methods, see e.g. the standard textbook [43]. The theory of mixed finite
elements was applied to porous flow in [84], originally designed for multiphase flow through
a rigid porous medium. Therein, stable Raviart-Thomas spaces [203] were chosen as solution
spaces. Equal-order interpolations using residual-based stabilization techniques were proposed
in [17, 166]. In [17] a stabilization method, which will also be used in this thesis, based on the
variational multiscale decomposition of the Darcy flow problem was considered. This analy-
sis was restricted to a non-deforming solid phase. Small deformations of the solid phase were
included in [18]. A more general formulation for a porous media problem was given in [54].
Large strains were considered and a generalized hyperelastic free energy potential was proposed
there. Similar theoretical analysis was performed in [102], further including compressible flow.
In [103] finite element schemes for this general formulation were presented. Mixed formulations
with higher-order interpolations for solid displacements and fluid flow representing stable finite
element spaces were applied to one- and two-dimensional settings.

In conclusion, one can state that very general continuum mechanics formulations of porous
media models exists. The theory of non-linear effects and the coupling to other fields have been
considered. Many of those aspects have also been treated numerically. However, the simulation
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of the full coupling between flow and deformation for large deformations and non-linear material
behavior still remains a challenge.

1.3. Research Objective
The undeniable importance of porous media in a huge number of scientific fields is the mo-

tivation of this work. The objective is to realize a general computational approach for a huge
number of problem classes fully or partially consisting of porous media. The numerical method
of choice is the finite element method, as it has proven capabilities to solve both non-linear solid
and fluid problems as well as complex coupled problems.

1.3.1. Specification of Requirements
Motivated by the overview and explanations given before, the most essential requirements of

the work this thesis is based on are listed in the following.

• General and flexible formulation of porous medium model including large deforma-
tions
Many concepts and formulations of computational models for porous media exist in the
literature. Even though very general theory is available, most of the numerical realizations
are in some way restricted to certain assumptions. This frequently means either small de-
formations, a linear constitutive model or fully or partially stationary behavior. This is very
reasonable in classical soil mechanics, for instance, as large deformations and highly dy-
namic processes only occur in special scenarios. However, when thinking of biomechanics
and other fields, large strains are not extraordinary, but rather the default case. Actually,
including large deformations introduces further intricacies. As known from classical elas-
todynamics, non-linear kinematics – not compulsorily, but very often – imply a likewise
non-linear constitutive behavior. Hence, there are two further aspects to be accounted for.
First, the relation between strain and stress of the skeleton needs to be flexible. It should
not be restricted to one certain material law, but expressed in a generic fashion. Second,
the relations for the porous media characteristics (e.g. porosity, permeability) need to be
exchangeable and possibly the governing equations themselves need to be adapted, if the
application demands it. This need for flexibility holds for both the theoretical basis, i.e.
continuum mechanics, and for the implementation. In conclusion, the most important goal
of this thesis is to provide a generic and flexible numerical solution framework for flow
through a deformable porous medium undergoing large deformations, with as few restrict-
ing assumptions as possible, giving credit to the complex, coupled nature of the problem.

• Finite element formulation of porous medium problem
Once the formulation is set, it has to be solved. For this, the finite element method is
utilized. Particular approaches are to be designed for porous media problems. A significant
aspect is the treatment of non-constant porosities in time and space. This is an effect not
often considered in classical porous media applications. However, in the large deformation
regime this very easily occurs. As will be pointed out in the computational part of this
thesis, this leads to some special requirements concerning the finite element ansatz space
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in certain cases. The numerical framework further comprises discretization in time and
non-linear solution schemes. Suitable and robust methods need to be chosen and applied
to the given problem.

• Extendable formulation and implementation regarding multi-field problems
Many realistic scenarios are not single-field (e.g. pure solid), not two-field (e.g. porous
solid and porous fluid), but multi-field problems. Flow over a porous bed is a classical
example. A fluid field for the free flow is coupled with the two fields comprising the porous
medium. Although the development of a solution framework for a pure porous medium
problem is the main goal, the extension to multi-field problems is a natural next step.
These do not only include interface-coupled problems, as the flow example given before,
but also volume-coupled problems. Suitable coupling conditions need to be formulated
and included in the finite element framework.

• Specific application to cell and tissue mechanics
Even though it was already stated that the goal is a general formulation, the applications
in mind are clearly biomechanical problems, that is, the modeling of cell migration. The
environment surrounding a cell is called the extracellular matrix (ECM) and is mainly
composed of collagen and elastin fibers and interstitial fluid. Thus, it can almost be de-
noted as a classical porous medium. More precisely, it is a porous medium with a high
fluid volume fraction and potential constitutive anisotropy due to the fibers composing
the solid phase. And obviously, at the latest when there is significant interaction between
the cell and the ECM, it becomes a multi-field problem. From reviewing the biological
literature it becomes clear that the main goal to implement a general framework is not
excluding, but rather supporting the aim for a model of cell mechanics. As many biolog-
ical and biochemical details are not yet fully understood, a flexible formulation gives the
opportunity to adapt certain parts of the model once deeper insight is granted. Therefore,
the application of the solution scheme to cell and tissue mechanics is a motivation in itself
and also a validation of the flexibility of the developed framework.

1.3.2. Proposal of Numerical Approach
The methods presented in this thesis address the aforementioned requirements. The main nov-

elty comprises the generality of the approach, the presented and analyzed discretization tech-
niques and the continuum-mechanical model for cell mechanics including a porous medium.
They are summarized in the following scientific contributions:

• Solution of a general formulation for poromechanics in the large deformation regime using
the FEM and implementation for 2D and 3D problems [243]. This includes the capability
to incorporate an arbitrary potential-based constitutive law for the skeleton phase.

• Analysis of the numerical properties of Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow regarding the
finite element method and developement of specific approaches for non-constant porosi-
ties [244]. Therein, the application of complex boundary conditions is also considered.
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• Demonstration of the numerical flexibility in terms of finite element discretization regard-
ing standard Lagrange or NURBS discretizations and non-matching fluid and skeleton
discretizations [91, 244].

• Capability to embed the porous medium framework into different, complex multi-field
problems [201, 245].

• First applications to cell and tissue mechanics comprising a specific model for biochemical-
mechanical coupling [201, 245].

The whole algorithm has been implemented in the in-house C++ code of the Institute for Compu-
tational Mechanics at the Technical University of Munich. The basic data structures like already
implemented parallelization and linear solver algorithms, were reused. Other modules have been
adapted or were written completely from scratch.

1.4. Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 the basic equations govern-

ing the most important continuum-mechanical problems relevant for this thesis are given. These
include classical non-linear elastodynamics, fluid dynamics and transport of scalar quantities.
As those equations are basic knowledge, they will only be stated in such a form to be compre-
hensive, without going into details about mathematical basics and derivations. In Chapter 3,
the continuum mechanics of porous media is reviewed. This thesis introduces poroelasticity to
the Institute of Computational Mechanics, and therefore the descriptions will be more detailed
(however without claiming to be complete). All the governing equations will be written on a
macroscopic scale. In the subsequent Chapter 4 the computational approach to solve the porous
media problem is presented. It includes different forms of finite element discretizations, specif-
ically designed for non-constant porosities and the flow equations considered. In particular, a
natural approach involving skeleton displacements, fluid pressure and fluid velocity is compared
with a mixed approach with the porosity as additional primary variable. Continuity requirements
on the finite element solution spaces are analyzed. Following this, a NURBS-based approach
is proposed. Also, time discretization, stabilization, application of complex boundary condi-
tions and solution techniques are described. At the end of the chapter, the results are illustrated
with numerical examples. Chapter 5 is dedicated to multi-field problems including a porous
medium. It will be shown how the interaction between a pure solid and a porous medium can
be modeled and solved numerically. Also, examples of fluid-porous-media interaction and pas-
sive scalar transport within a porous medium will be displayed. A large part of this chapter
will treat the application to cell and tissue mechanics. For this purpose, a framework for scalar
transport on curved, moving surfaces has been implemented and will be presented. Thereafter, a
model for biochemical-mechanical interaction designed to represent pericellular proteolysis will
be proposed. All multi-field applications will be illustrated with numerical examples. Lastly, in
Chapter 6 a summary and an outlook towards potential future work are given.
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2. Governing Equations of ‘Classical’
Non-linear Continuum Mechanics

The basics concepts of non-linear continuum mechanics are reviewed in this chapter. The
theory presented here will partly be explicitly used in the succeeding chapters or form the basis
of extensions towards porous media models. In the following, the governing equations for solid
dynamics, fluid dynamics, and advective-diffusive-reactive transport of scalar quantities will be
presented. Detailed theory will only be given when it is considered to be useful for understanding
the subsequent exposition of the continuum mechanics of porous media. Otherwise, it will be
stated in a matter-of-fact fashion. For more theory and derivations it is referred to the abundant
literature on continuum mechanics, like [21, 40, 111, 120].

2.1. Configurations: Eulerian, Lagrangean and
Arbitrary-Lagrangean-Eulerian

As a various number of physics and fields are considered in this thesis, a clear distinction be-
tween the different configurations and observers is crucial for the comprehensiveness of the the-
ory. Two domains are commonly used in continuum mechanics: The material configuration Ω0

and the current or spatial configuration Ωt. The material configuration describes the position of
the material points X at the initial time t = 0, while the current configuration is composed of
all current points x at a given time t. The Lagrangean observer follows the material particles
in their motion. Thus, he is linked to the material configuration and the corresponding govern-
ing equations are written in terms of the material coordinates X . The Lagrangean formulation
is commonly used in structural dynamics and significantly computationally advantageous when
considering problems with history-depended variables, like in visco-elasticity and plasticity, for
instance. In fluid dynamics, however, most often an Eulerian formulation is preferred. Therein,
the observer, and thus the computational grid, is fixed. The governing equations are written in
terms of the current coordinates x. As a consequence, large material deformations like vortices,
which could lead to infeasible mesh distortion in a Lagrangean formulation, can be captured. In
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) and – as will be shown later – in some sense also in porome-
chanics, a generalized viewpoint, the so called Arbitrary-Lagrangean-Eulerian (ALE) descrip-
tion is used. The corresponding reference coordinates are denoted by X . The basic idea is to
allow for mesh movement, like in the Lagrangean formulation, but still be decoupled from the
motion of the particles, like in the Eulerian formulation. For this purpose, a third configuration,
denoted as reference configuration ΩR, is introduced. In Figure 2.1 the configurations and the
corresponding mappings are illustrated. The motion ϕ is a bijective map between the material
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2. Governing Equations of ‘Classical’ Non-linear Continuum Mechanics

Figure 2.1: Configurations: Reference configuration ΩR, material configuration Ω0 and current
configuration Ωt and corresponding mappings.

configuration Ω0 and the current configuration Ωt:

ϕ :

{
Ω0 → Ωt(t), (X, t)→ x,

ϕ(X, t) = x(X, t).
(2.1)

Similarly, the bijective mapping between the reference and the current configuration is defined
as

Ξ :

{
ΩR(t)→ Ωt(t), (X , t)→ x,

Ξ(X , t) = x(X , t),
(2.2)

and the bijective mapping between the reference and the material configuration is written as

χ = ϕ−1 ◦ Ξ :

{
ΩR(t)→ Ω0, (X , t)→X,

χ(X , t) = X(X , t).
(2.3)

Note, that the only configuration independent of the time t is the material configuration. An
important aspect of equations in ALE formulation is the expression of the total, material time
derivative. The material time derivative of a spatial quantity g(x, t) can be written as

dg(x, t)

dt
=
∂g(X , t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
∂g(X , t)

∂X · ∂X
∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

=
∂g

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
∂g

∂x
· ∂x
∂X ·

∂X
∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

. (2.4)

Here, it was used that g can be written in terms of any of the three coordinates. The velocity v
of the material particle can be calculated as

v =
dx

dt
=
∂x(X , t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
∂x

∂X ·
∂X
∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

. (2.5)
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Solving equation (2.5) for the second summand, and substituting this expression in (2.4) yields

dg(x, t)

dt
=
∂g(X , t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ (v − vg) ·∇g =
∂g(X , t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ vc ·∇g, (2.6)

where vc = v − vg denotes the ALE convective velocity, i.e. the relative velocity of the particle
with respect to the grid velocity vg. Equation (2.6) is also known as fundamental ALE equation.
The material derivative is expressed in terms of a time derivative for fixed reference coordinates.
Essentially, this is done by introducing the additional convective term−vg ·∇g originating from
the movement of the observer.

2.2. Non-linear Kinematics, Strain and Stress
A brief overview of non-linear kinematics, strain, and stress measures, forming the basis of

elastodynamics, is given here. A classic Boltzmann continuum in three dimensions is considered.
From now on, it is assumed that both the material and the current configuration are formulated
with respect to one global Cartesian coordinate system {e1, e2, e3}, see Figure 2.2. Note, that in

Figure 2.2: The motion ϕ as mapping between material Ω0 and current configuration Ωt, for-
mulated in one global Cartesian coordinate system. In common elastodynamics, no
distinction between material configuration and reference configuration, i.e. Ω0 = ΩR,
is made.

common elastodynamics no distinction between material and reference configuration is neces-
sary. The displacement d is the difference between spatial and material position:

d = x−X. (2.7)

The deformation gradient F is the gradient of the current position with respect to the material
position:

F (X, t) =
∂x(X, t)

∂X
= ∇0x. (2.8)
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It describes the mapping of the infinitesimal line element dX in the material configuration to
the infinitesimal line element dx in the current configuration, that is

F · dX = dx. (2.9)

The determinant J of the deformation gradient

J = detF (2.10)

can be interpreted as the relative volume change between an infinitesimal volume element dΩ0 in
the material configuration and an infinitesimal volume element dΩt in the spatial configuration.
It holds

dΩt = J dΩ0. (2.11)

Due to the bijectivity and smoothness of the motion, the determinant is guaranteed to be positive,
i.e. J > 0. For an incompressible body, the determinant of the deformation gradient is equal to 1.
For the mapping of an infinitesimal area element dA in material configuration to a current area
element da, Nanson’s formula is used:

da = JF−T · dA. (2.12)

In order to describe the kinematics of a body, derivatives in time are needed. The velocity v and
the acceleration a of a point are defined as the total time derivatives of the displacements

v =
∂d

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

=
dd

dt
, (2.13)

a =
∂v

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

=
d2d

dt2
. (2.14)

The rate of the deformation gradient can be calculated as

Ḟ =
d

dt

(
∂x

∂X

)
=

∂v

∂X
= ∇v · F−1. (2.15)

As a measure for strain in non-linear solid mechanics, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor

E =
1

2
(C − 1) =

1

2

(
F T · F − 1

)
, (2.16)

with the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor

C = F T · F , (2.17)

is often used. The Green-Lagrange strains fulfill the natural request for zero strain in the unde-
formed state, that is E = 0 for F = 1. The Green-Lagrange strains are a suitable choice in
the moderate stretch and compression regime. Alternative strain measures are for instance the
Euler-Almansi and the logarithmic strains, see the textbooks referenced at the beginning of this
chapter for details.
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For non-rigid bodies, deformation in general induces stress. As the strains, the stresses are
not uniquely defined in the theory of large deformations. Instead, different stress measures are
possible, depending on the problem formulation used and the configurations considered. The
boundary traction t in the current configuration is defined as the limit value of the resulting
force ∆f on a vanishing surface area ∆a:

t = lim
∆a→0

∆f

∆a
. (2.18)

The Cauchy stress tensor σ then gives the current boundary traction t to a respective current
outward pointing normal n of a boundary as

t = σ(x, t) · n. (2.19)

The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P is defined as

P = Jσ · F−T. (2.20)

Like the deformation gradient, the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is a so-called two point
tensor, being a mapping from the material to the current configuration. It maps a material normal
to a current boundary traction. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S is a pure material
stress measure and defined as the pull-back of the Cauchy stress

S = JF−1 · σ · F−T. (2.21)

It gives the material boundary traction T to a respective material outward pointing normalN of
a boundary

T = S ·N . (2.22)

For viscous effects and also for general thermodynamic analysis, rates of strain measures, i.e.
their total time derivatives, are needed. The rate Ė of the Green-Lagrange strains can be calcu-
lated as

Ė =
d

dt

(
1

2

(
F T · F − 1

))
=

1

2

(
Ḟ

T · F + F T · Ḟ
)
. (2.23)

An objective spatial strain rate is the deformation rate ε. It is defined as the push-forward of the
rate of the Green-Lagrange strain:

ε = F−T · Ė · F−1 =
1

2

(
∇v + (∇v)T

)
. (2.24)

All the definitions and relations stated here will be used in the following sections for formulating
governing equations in non-linear continuum mechanics.

2.3. Governing Equations of Elastodynamics
The dynamics of elastic solids will either be considered as one component of a porous medium

in Chapter 3 (for which similar but slightly different equations hold) or as part of a multi-physics
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system in Section 5.1. The mechanical laws, that are typically used for characterizing a structural
system, are the balance of mass, linear and angular momentum and energy. All balance equations
can be formulated in a global, integral manner or in a local, point-wise form. The balance of
angular momentum is implicitly fulfilled by the symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor and the
balance of energy is a direct consequence of the balance of linear momentum for isothermal
solids. As the balance of angular momentum and energy do not play a crucial role in the context
of this thesis, they will not be addressed further. They can be found in any continuum mechanics
textbook mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Instead, only the conservation of mass and
the balance of linear momentum will be stated here. In addition, the constitutive equation for the
stresses of a hyperelastic solid are given.

2.3.1. Conservation of Mass
Assuming no mass generation or loss, i.e. no growth and no degradation, the solid mass ms

needs to be conserved. Thus, the balance of mass can be written as

dms

dt
=

d

dt

∫
ρs dΩt =

∫
ρ̇s + ρs∇·vs dΩt = 0, (2.25)

with the current solid density ρs. Symbols that will be used later also for other fields, like ρf

and vf for the density and velocity of a fluid, are marked with the superscript (•)s explicitly
denoting their correspondence to the structure field here. The Reynolds’ theorem was used to
obtain the above equation. The corresponding global form in the material configuration reads

dms

dt
=

d

dt

∫
Jρs dΩ0 =

∫
ρ̇s

0 dΩ0 = 0, (2.26)

with the material solid density ρs
0 = Jρs. The local forms of the balance of mass follow imme-

diately, as the global equations have to hold for any arbitrary sub-part of the domain, as

ρ̇s + ρs∇·vs = 0, (2.27)

for the current configuration and
ρ̇s

0 = 0, (2.28)

for the material configuration.

2.3.2. Balance of Linear Momentum
The global balance of linear momentum states that its temporal change is equivalent to the

sum of forces acting on the body:

d

dt

∫
ρsvs dΩt =

∫
bs dΩt +

∫
ts dΓt, (2.29)

where bs represents the external body forces. The traction forces ts are acting on the current
boundary Γt. Using Reynolds’ transport theorem, the definition of the Cauchy stresses (2.19)
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and the conservation of mass (2.28) gives∫
ρsas dΩt =

∫
∇·σs + bs dΩt. (2.30)

The local form follows in a straightforward way as

ρsas = ∇·σs + bs. (2.31)

Similarly, the global balance of linear momentum in the material configuration can be written as∫
ρs

0a
s dΩ0 =

∫
∇0 ·P + bs

0 dΩ0 (2.32)

and equivalently its local form as

ρs
0a

s = ∇0 ·P + bs
0. (2.33)

To complete the problem, a suitable constitutive model to relate stresses and strains and consis-
tent initial and boundary conditions need to be formulated.

2.3.3. Constitutive Relations
For hyperelastic materials the existence of a strain energy function Ψ is postulated. Consider-

ing purely elastic, isothermal conditions, the second law of thermodynamics reads

P · Ḟ − Ψ̇ ≥ 0. (2.34)

The termP ·Ḟ accounts for the internal mechanical power. Assuming that the strain energy func-
tion only depends on the deformation state, i.e. Ψ = Ψ(F ), equation (2.34) can be reformulated
as (

P − ∂Ψ

∂F

)
· Ḟ ≥ 0. (2.35)

Since Ḟ can vary arbitrarily, the first term in equation (2.35) has to vanish in order to the dissi-
pation inequality to hold. Thus, the following constitutive relation is obtained

P =
∂Ψ

∂F
. (2.36)

In practice, the strain energy function is often not written in terms of the deformation gradient,
but instead in terms of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. The stresses can thereby be
calculated via the following constitutive relations:

σ = 2J−1F · ∂Ψ(C)

∂C
· F T, P = 2F · ∂Ψ(C)

∂C
, S =

∂Ψ(E)

∂E
= 2

∂Ψ(C)

∂C
. (2.37)
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In particular for finite element approaches, the material tangent Cmat is needed for building the
stiffness matrix. This fourth-order tensor is defined as

Cmat =
∂2Ψ

∂E2 = 2
∂2Ψ

∂C2 . (2.38)

The choice of the strain energy function determines the constitutive behavior. One of the simplest
model is the Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff material. It is the natural extension of linear constitutive
theory formulated for large deformations. The strain energy function reads

ΨSVK =
λs

2

(
trE

)2
+ µsE : E, (2.39)

with the Lamé coefficients λs and µs. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor follows as

SSVK = λstr(E)1 + 2µsE, (2.40)

and the material tangent of the Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff material reads in index notation

CABCD
mat,SVK = µs(δAC δBD + δAD δBC) + λsδAB δCD. (2.41)

Inspired by linear theory, the material law can also be expressed in terms of the Young’s mod-
ulus E and the Poisson’s ratio ν. The Lamé coefficients can be calculated from the Young’s
modulus and the Poisson’s ratio as

λs =
Eν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
, µs =

E

2(1 + ν)
. (2.42)

Another popular material law, which will also be used in this thesis, is the Neo-Hooke model,
with the strain energy function

ΨNH =
µs

2

(
trC − 3

)
− µs ln(J) +

λs

2

(
ln(J)

)2
, (2.43)

and the corresponding second Piola-Kirchhoff stress

SNH = µs
(
1−C−1

)
+ λs ln(J)C−1. (2.44)

The material tangent can be derived as

Cmat,NH = λsC−1 ⊗C−1 + 2
(
µs − λs ln(J)

)
D, (2.45)

with the dyadic product ⊗ and the fourth-order tensor

DABCD = −∂(C−1)AB

∂CCD
=

1

2

(
(C−1)AC(C−1)BD + (C−1)AD(C−1)BC

)
. (2.46)

For further, more sophisticated material laws it is referred to the standard textbooks of continuum
mechanics listed at the beginning of this chapter.
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2.4. Governing Equations of Incompressible Newtonian Flow

2.4. Governing Equations of Incompressible Newtonian
Flow

The dynamics of fluids are presented as preliminary analysis for flow in porous media and
as basis of the multi-physics system of flow over a deformable porous structure. The governing
equations of instationary, incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid in a moving fluid domain
are presented in this section. Basically, the equations are the same as in elastodynamics, i.e. the
balance of linear momentum and the conservation of mass. However, they are usually written in
the current configuration. The Cauchy stress σf tensor is composed of the fluid pressure pf and
the viscous stresses σf

visc depending on the fluid velocity vf :

σf = −pf1 + σf
visc = −pf1 + 2µf∇·εf(vf), (2.47)

where εf(vf) = 1
2

(
∇vf + (∇vf)T

)
denotes the strain rate tensor of the Newtonian fluid and µf

its dynamic viscosity. The balance of momentum in ALE formulation then reads

ρf ∂v
f

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ ρf (vc ·∇)vf − 2µf∇·ε(vf) + ∇pf = ρfbf , (2.48)

∇·vf = 0, (2.49)

with the fluid density ρf , the body forces bf and the convective velocity vc = vf − vg, depending
on the grid velocity vg. The convective velocity appears due to the application of the fundamental
ALE equation (2.6). Equation (2.49) states the conservation of mass given that the fluid density ρf

is constant. Suitable initial and boundary conditions need to be chosen in order to complete the
problem formulation.

2.5. Governing Equations of
Advective-Diffusive-Reactive Transport of Scalar
Quantities

Advection-diffusion-reaction processes of scalars will be viewed in the sense of mass trans-
port. However, the application of the theory to transport of temperature/heat or energy is straight-
forward. Later, the theory presented in this section will be extended to transport in porous media
in Section 5.3 and transport on curved surfaces in Section 5.4.1. The balance of mass of a scalar
quantity c with the molar mass M reads

d

dt

∫
Mc dΩt = −

∫
Mq dΓt +

∫
Mσ(c) dΩt, (2.50)

with the flux q and the reaction term σ. The reaction term is acting as mass source or sink and
is often used for modeling the effects of chemical reactions. It is closely linked to kinetics of the
reactions. More details with respect to specific forms of the reaction terms for modeling chemical
reaction in the context of cell mechanics are given in Section 5.4.3. Assuming a constant molar
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2. Governing Equations of ‘Classical’ Non-linear Continuum Mechanics

mass, the balance of a scalar quantity c can be written in local form as

∂c

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ ∇·q − σ(c) = 0. (2.51)

For classical transport processes, the flux is composed of a convective and a diffusive part:

q = cv︸︷︷︸
convective

−D∇c︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusive

, (2.52)

with the diffusivity D. The transport velocity v is the velocity of the particle the scalar is asso-
ciated with. In the context of this thesis, this will be either a solid particle or a fluid particle.
Inserting equation (2.52) into equation (2.50) leads to the conservative form of the transport
equation:

∂c

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ ∇·(cv −D∇c)− σ(c) = 0. (2.53)

The transport equation is written in the spatial, Eulerian configuration. For applications in cou-
pled problems, like passive transport in FSI, or, as will be shown later, for transport in porous
media, it is more convenient to rewrite the above equation with respect to a moving domain. In
ALE formulation the transport equation reads

∂c

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X
− vg ·∇c+ ∇·(cv −D∇c)− σ(c) = 0. (2.54)

As for the ALE formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations, the local time derivative is recast
with respect to the arbitrary mesh coordinate using the fundamental ALE equation (2.6). This
leads to an additional convective term. In order to obtain the convective form, the divergence
term is further expanded using the product rule

∂c

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X
− vg ·∇c+ c∇·v + v ·∇c−∇·(D∇c)− σ(c) = 0. (2.55)

If the transport velocity is divergence-free, like for incompressible flow, for instance, the respec-
tive term can be canceled. One obtains

∂c

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ (v − vg) ·∇c−∇·(D∇c)− σ(c) = 0. (2.56)
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3. Continuum Mechanics of Porous
Media

In the following, a compact survey of the theory of porous media will be given. In particular,
the governing equations for fluid flow through a deforming porous medium under finite defor-
mations will be introduced. Using the basic principles of contiuum mechanics reviewed in the
preceding chapter, the Darcy and the Darcy-Brinkman equation are presented. The constitutive
equations are based on macroscopic thermodynamical arguments. This short summary of the
most important concepts was already published by the author in a condensed form in [243, 244].
A more extensive review of mechanics of porous media can be found in the textbooks [66], [73]
and [158] among others.

3.1. Nomenclature and Scales
Porous structures consist of a solid phase, the so called matrix, and a pore space. The latter is

possibly filled with fluid. In general, the matrix is assumed to be impermeable. When observing
porous media in a continuum sense, one has to distinguish between two phases which compose
the infinitesimal volume: the skeleton phase and the fluid phase. The skeleton phase is formed
by the matrix and the connected porous space emptied of fluid. The fluid phase is formed by the
fluid filling the porous space (see Figure 3.1). In this thesis the porous media is assumed to be
fully saturated, i.e. all pores are completely filled with fluid, and all pores are connected.

+ =

skeleton phase fluid phase infinitesimal volume

of a porous medium

Figure 3.1: Porous media as superposition of skeleton and fluid phase, taken from [243].

The scale, where a local distinction between the phases can be made, will be denoted as mi-
croscale throughout this thesis. On the microscale the interface between fluid and structure is
resolved and the physical laws hold according to classic continuum mechanics. Thus, it is still
bigger than the atomic scale, which is not considered here. The scale of main interest for porous
media is a larger scale and will be denoted as macroscale. On this scale, the two phases can no
longer be distinguished. In general, porous media are characterized on the macroscale. In many
applications, high resolution methods to identify the geometry of the microscale experimentally
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3. Continuum Mechanics of Porous Media

are not available, not efficient or not of interest. Thus, values like porosity, tortuosity or per-
meability (quantities that will be explained in detail in the following sections) representing the
macroscopic characteristics of the porous medium are measured in a macroscopic sense instead
of analyzing the microgeometry. From a modelers point of view, it is therefore sensible to de-
rive a formulation which is based on the macroscale, where information can be obtained and
parameters are likely to be identified.

Physical quantities are classified into intrinsic, averaged microscopic, and averaged macro-
scopic. Intrinsic quantities are the true quantities on the microscale. Such quantities do not ap-
pear in the homogenized equations of porous media. They are replaced by averaged quantities
during the derivations of the governing equations. Some exemplary derivations based on volume
averaging can be found in Appendix A.1. Averaged microscopic quantities are averaged intrin-
sic quantities over the phase volume they are associated with. Averaged macroscopic quantities
refer to whole porous volume. Both types of averaged quantities are either not marked explicitly
or, if associated to a phase, with a corresponding superscript. For instance, the Green-Lagrange
strainsE are written without superscript, to emphasize that it refers to whole porous domain and
not only the solid phase, whereas the averaged solid and fluid velocities are written as vs and vf ,
respectively. The final equations are given in terms of averaged microscopic and/or macroscopic
quantities. For single phase equations, as for pure solid or pure fluid dynamics, there is no dif-
ference between all three classifications.

3.2. Material Derivatives
One of the main specialties of porous media mechanics compared to classical continuum

mechanics is the presence of two phases within one domain. Although mathematically sound, the
simultaneous presence of skeleton and fluid phase at every point within the continuum can seem
rather non-intuitive or unusual at first glance. A simple example is the effect of incompressibility.
Even if structure and fluid phase are assumed to behave incompressible, the determinant of the
deformation gradient is not necessarily equal to 1, as one with a traditional solid continuum
mechanics background could expect. For instance, the volume can change due to in- and outflow
without microscopic volume change, see Figure 3.2. Instead, incompressibility implies a direct
relation between porosity and the Jacobian determinant J , see Section 4.4.1 for details.

Figure 3.2: Macroscopic deformation without deformation of the microscopic structure.

Skeleton and fluid phases can deform independently, despite the fact that they could have oc-
cupied the same material volume in the initial configuration (see Figure 3.3). In this section,
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3.2. Material Derivatives

ϕ(t)

fluid phase

skeleton phase

ϕf(t) fluid phase

skeleton phase

Figure 3.3: Independent deformation of skeleton phase ϕ (black) and fluid phase ϕf (grey), taken
from [243].

a mathematical specialty arising from this continuum approach is considered, namely the oc-
currence of two material time derivatives. In classical continuum mechanics, the material time
derivative is defined to follow the Lagrangean observer. Thus it describes the change in time of
a physical particle’s property. In a way, this is the time derivative with the most evident physical
interpretation, when thinking of quantities as the density or the temperature in solid mechanics,
for instance. As porous media consist of two types of phases at least, two different material time
derivatives have to be distinguished: the material time derivative with respect to the skeleton,
following the skeleton particle and the material time derivative with respect to the fluid phase,
following the fluid particle. The total time derivative with respect to the skeleton phase ds/ dt of
a material quantity (•) (X, t) is given as

ds(•) (X, t)

dt
=
∂(•) (X, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

, (3.1)

and the total time derivative of a spatial quantity (•) (x, t) as

ds(•) (x(X, t), t)

dt
=
∂(•) (x, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ ∇ (•) · vs, (3.2)

using the velocity of the skeleton vs = ∂x/∂t|X . The Lagrangean observer of the porous con-
tinuum is defined to follow the skeleton phase. Hence, this material derivative is the same as
the material derivative in classical solid mechanics. With respect to the fluid, the material co-
ordinates X of the skeleton can be interpreted as an independently moving material configura-
tion, as the movement of the skeleton is different from the movement of the fluid. In this con-
text X

(
X f , t

)
is depending both on time and the material coordinates X f associated with the

fluid phase. Such a setting is similar to a description based on an ALE formulation. Concerning
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3. Continuum Mechanics of Porous Media

porous media, the observer is not arbitrary, but the Lagrangean observer of the skeleton phase.
For the fluid, the basic idea yet stays the same. The similarity is even more evident in practice, as
in ALE formulations, the mesh displacement is often determined by solving an elastostatic prob-
lem. The material derivative with respect to the fluid phase of a spatial quantity (•) (x(X, t), t)
can be written as

df(•) (x, t)

dt
=
∂(•) (x(X, t), t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
∂ (•) (x(X, t), t)

∂X
· ∂X
∂t

∣∣∣∣
Xf

=
∂(•)
∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
∂ (•)
∂x
· ∂x
∂X
· ∂X
∂t

∣∣∣∣
Xf

. (3.3)

Consequently, the velocity of the fluid is given as

vf =
dfx

dt
=
∂x(X, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
∂x

∂X
· ∂X
∂t

∣∣∣∣
Xf

. (3.4)

Solving (3.4) for the second summand, and substituting this expression in (3.3) yields

df(•) (x, t)

dt
=
∂(•) (X, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ (vf − vs) ·∇ (•) , (3.5)

where ∂x(X, t)/∂t|X = vs has been utilized. Note, that this equation and its derivation is
equivalent to the fundamental ALE equation (2.6), if the skeleton coordinatesX are interpreted
as reference coordinates of the fluid and therefore vs as grid velocity.

The material derivative of an integral quantity can be evaluated as

dπ

dt

∫
(•) dΩt =

∫
dπ

dt
((•) J) dΩ0 =

=

∫
J
∂(•)
∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ J∇ (•) · vπ + J (•)∇·vπ dΩ0 =

∫
∂(•)
∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ ∇·((•)vπ) dΩt. (3.6)

Therein, the chain rule and the material derivative of the Jacobian determinant

dπJ

dt
= J∇·vπ, (3.7)

were used, with the index π = s, f denoting the respective phase.

Remark 3.1 One has to keep in mind, that both time derivative with respect to skeleton and fluid
phase can - and actually will - be applied to any type of quantity, disregarding if the quantity
itself belongs to the skeleton or the fluid. The physical interpretation of a material derivative only
holds, if time derivative and quantity match, hence for instance for the material time derivative
with respect to the fluid phase of a quantity of the fluid (e.g. its density). If this is not the case, a
clear physical interpretation becomes elusive.
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3.3. Conservation of Mass

3.3. Conservation of Mass
The balance of mass for both phases will be derived in the following. In the absence of sources

or sinks, the mass in the domain Ωt occupied by the porous medium at time t has to be conserved,
i.e.

ds

dt

∫
ρs(1− φ) dΩt = 0, (3.8)

df

dt

∫
ρfφ dΩt = 0, (3.9)

where ρs and ρf denote the averaged microscopic density of the respective phase. Equation (3.8)
is the balance of mass of skeleton, (3.10) the balance of mass of the fluid. As φ and (1 − φ)
denote the volume fraction of the fluid and skeleton phase, respectively, ρs(1 − φ) and ρfφ can
be interpreted as macroscopic densities. Applying equation (3.6) the local balance of mass can
be formulated as

∂(ρs(1− φ))

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ ∇·(ρs(1− φ)vs) = 0, (3.10)

∂
(
ρfφ
)

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
x

+ ∇·(ρfφvf) = 0. (3.11)

The balance of mass of the skeleton (3.10) is preferably written in the material configuration,
yielding

Jρs(1− φ) = ρs
0(1− φ0) = ms

0, (3.12)

where ρs
0, φ0 andms

0 denote the initial skeleton density, porosity, and mass, respectively. Alterna-
tively, the balance of mass is often written in terms of macroscopic masses or densities. Inserting
equation (3.2) into equation (3.11) gives

∂(ρfφ)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

−∇(ρfφ) · vs︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρfφ∇·vs−∇·(ρfφvs)

+∇·(ρfφvf) = 0. (3.13)

The term beneath the brackets follows from the product rule. Using equation (3.7) one can re-
formulate equation (3.13) to obtain the following alternative form of the continuity equation:

1

J

dsmf

dt
+ ∇·wf = 0, (3.14)

with the local fluid mass
mf = ρfφJ, (3.15)

and the relative fluid mass flux
wf = ρfφ

(
vf − vs

)
. (3.16)

Introducing the material relative fluid mass flux

W f = JF−1 ·wf , (3.17)
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3. Continuum Mechanics of Porous Media

the continuity equation in material configuration follows as

dsmf

dt
+ ∇0 ·W f = 0. (3.18)

This form of the balance of mass will be used for some thermodynamic considerations in Sec-
tion 3.5. The equations that actually will be used in the final non-linear system are the equa-
tions (3.11) and (3.12).

Remark 3.2 The pull-back of wf in equation (3.17) is not defined as the pull-back of line ele-
ments in equation (2.9) but via the Piola transform as used for area elements in equation (2.12).
This definition is more suitable as wf and W f are representing fluxes. From equation (3.17) it
follows that ∇·wf = ∇0 ·W f , i.e. the Piola transform conserves the flux between material and
spatial configuration.

Remark 3.3 Note that even when assuming the density to be constant, there will still be a tran-
sient term in the continuity equation of the fluid (3.11), as the porosity can and will change
in time due to finite deformations. Therefore, the macroscopic continuity equation for the fluid
phase shows characteristics of a compressible flow, even if the microscopic flow is assumed to
be incompressible.

3.4. Balance of Linear Momentum
The balance of momentum for the whole porous medium in the spatial configuration can be

written as ∫
ρb̂− ρs(1− φ)as − ρfφaf dΩt +

∫
σ · n dΓt = 0, (3.19)

where as and af denote the averaged microscopic skeleton and fluid acceleration, respectively.
The macroscopic Cauchy stress tensorσ represents the loading state of the whole porous medium,
i.e. both phases. The body forces per spatial unit volume b̂ refer to the macroscopic total density
given by

ρ = ρs(1− φ) + ρfφ. (3.20)

Equation (3.19) seems to be intuitive, as it resembles the balance of linear momentum (2.29)
known from classical elastodynamics. However, its derivation starting from the microscopic
equations is non-trivial. An approach based on volume averaging is sketched in Appendix A.1.1.
After application of Gauss’ divergence theorem, the local balance of momentum in spatial con-
figuration can be obtained as

∇ · σ + ρs(1− φ)
(
b̂− as

)
+ ρfφ

(
b̂− af

)
= 0. (3.21)

Transforming this equation to the material frame leads to

∇0 · (F · S) + Jρs(1− φ)
(
b̂− as

)
+ Jρfφ

(
b̂− af

)
= 0. (3.22)
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3.5. Constitutive Equations

An alternative form of the local balance of momentum in the material configuration is obtained
by introducing the conservation of mass of the skeleton phase (3.12) as

∇0 · (F · S) +ms
0

(
b̂− as

)
+ Jρfφ

(
b̂− af

)
= 0. (3.23)

In this form the nature of equation as the balance of linear momentum of the mixture is evi-
dent. Two acceleration terms account for the inertia of the skeleton and the fluid respectively.
The other contributions, i.e. the stress contribution and the body forces, are not written sepa-
rately for the two phases. The body force is applied on the whole mixture and distributed by
the corresponding mass fraction. The stress and the deformation gradient are written with re-
spect to the macroscopic, averaged deformation. Hence, the constitutive law for the stress tensor
will include both structural and fluid contributions. Note, that this stress tensor differs from the
effective stress, which is a quantity commonly used in soil mechanics, see Section 3.5.2.1.

3.5. Constitutive Equations
In this section different versions of constitutive laws will be derived. It is based on thermo-

dynamic principles and can be found in more detail in [66, chap. 3]. Even though isothermal
conditions will be assumed in the subsequent chapters, this section includes the more general
case of changing temperatures. This is helpful for the comprehension of the thermodynamics of
porous media and also for the understanding of the model used for incorporating reactive porosi-
ties in Section 5.4.3, where chemical reactions are included into the general thermodynamical
equations of state.

3.5.1. Basic Formulation
First, some basic thermodynamical relations are introduced. The internal specific energy ef of

the fluid depends on the variables of state as following:

ef = ef

(
1

ρf
, sf

)
: pf = − ∂ef

∂
(

1
ρf

) , T =
∂ef

∂sf
. (3.24)

Therein, sf and T denote the entropy and the temperature, respectively. Alternative formulations
can be obtained by introducing the specific enthalpy hf , the specific Helmholtz free energy ψf

and the specific free enthalpy or Gibbs potential gf :

hf = ef +
pf

ρf
, (3.25)

ψf = ef − Tsf , (3.26)

gf = ψf +
pf

ρf
= hf − Tsf . (3.27)
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The alternative equations of state then read

hf = hf
(
pf , sf

)
:

1

ρf
=
∂hf

∂pf
, T =

∂hf

∂sf
, (3.28)

ψf = ψf

(
1

ρf
, T

)
: pf = − ∂ψf

∂
(

1
ρf

) , sf = −∂ψ
f

∂T
, (3.29)

gf = gf
(
pf , T

)
:

1

ρf
=
∂gf

∂pf
, sf = −∂g

f

∂T
. (3.30)

Having those quantities at hand, the constitutive equations can be derived. Therefore, the first
principle of thermodynamics is used: Neglecting internal heat sources, the total time derivative
of the total internal energy dWti/ dt needs to be equal to the sum of the inner mechanical
power Pint and the heat flux qth over the boundary Γt of the domain Ωt

d

dt
Wti = Pint +

∫
qth · n dΓt. (3.31)

In the following, dWti/ dt and Pint will expressed in terms of kinematic and kinetic quantities.
According to [66, chap. 2.4.1] the inner mechanical power of a porous medium can be calculated
as follows:

Pint =

∫
(1− φ)σs : ε+ φσf : εf + f f

sf ·
(
vs − vf

)
dΩt, (3.32)

with the averaged interface traction f f
sf analogously to equation (A.8). The strain rates are given

as
ε = F−T · Ė · F−1 =

1

2

(
∇vs + (∇vs)T

)
, (3.33)

εf = F−T · Ėf · F−1 =
1

2

(
∇vf +

(
∇vf

)T
)
. (3.34)

Hence, the inner mechanical power of a porous medium is composed of the inner mechanical
power of the skeleton and the fluid phase, weighted with the respective volume fraction, and
the mechanical power of the interface traction. For the following derivation, it is convenient to
express the interface traction f f

sf in terms of the fluid pressure pf . The averaged balance of linear
of momentum of the fluid phase, see also equation (A.9) with π = f , reads

∇·
(
φσf

)
+ ρfφ

(
b̂− af

)
+ f f

sf = 0. (3.35)

Inserting equation (3.35) in equation (3.32) gives

Pint =

∫ [
(1− φ)σs + φσf

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ

: ε+ φσf :
(
εf − ε

)
+ ∇·(φσf) ·

(
vf − vs

)
+
(
b̂− af

)
wf dΩt

=

∫
σ : ε+ φσf :

(
∇
(
vf − vs

))
+ ∇·(φσf) ·

(
vf − vs

)
+
(
b̂− af

)
·wf dΩt, (3.36)
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with the relative mass flux wf = ρfφ
(
vf − vs

)
from equation (3.16). The second term in the

above equation was reformulated using the symmetry of σf :

φσf :
(
εf − ε

)
= φσf :

1

2

((
∇vf −∇vs

)
+
(
∇vf −∇vs

)T
)

= φσf :
(
∇
(
vf − vs

))
.

Using the product rule one finally obtains

Pint =

∫
σ : ε+ ∇·

(
1

ρf
σf ·wf

)
+
(
b̂− af

)
·wf dΩt. (3.37)

This identity is an expression for the inner mechanical power depending on spatial quantities
only. Next, the left side of equation (3.31) is considered. The time derivative of the total internal
energy Wti of a porous continuum can be expressed by the spatial specific internal energies es

and ef using equation (3.6) as

dWti

dt
=

ds

dt

∫
ρs(1− φ)es dΩt +

df

dt

∫
ρfφef dΩt

=

∫
dse

dt
+ e∇·vs + ∇·(efwf) dΩt, (3.38)

wherein e = ρs(1 − φ)es + ρfφef denotes the total internal energy per unit volume in the de-
formed state. Inserting the above derived expressions for the internal mechanical power (3.37)
and the total internal energy (3.38) into the balance of energy (3.31), one obtains by applying
the divergence theorem on the heat term, splitting the fluid stress σf = −pf1 + σf

visc, inserting
equation (3.25) and some algebraic rearrangements

σ : ε+ ∇·
(
−hfwf +

1

ρf
σf

visc ·wf + qth

)
+
(
b̂− af

)
·wf − dse

dt
− e∇·vs = 0. (3.39)

This equation represents the balance of energy of a porous medium formulated in the current
configuration. Now, the energy balance will be reformulated with respect to the material config-
uration. In order to do so, some definitions and rearrangements of terms will be performed first.
The material heat flux Qth is defined via the Piola transform (see Remark 3.2) as

Qth = JF−1 · qth. (3.40)

The viscous stress contribution in equation (3.39) is rewritten as follows

∇·
(

1

ρf
σf

visc ·wf

)
=

1

φρf
wf ·

(
∇·
(
φσf

visc

))
+ φσf

visc : ∇
(

1

φρf
wf

)
. (3.41)
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Furthermore, the second summand of above equation is reformulated with the definition of wf

and due to symmetry of σf
visc as

φσf
visc : ∇

(
1

φρf
wf

)
= φσf

visc :
(
∇
(
vf − vs

))
= φσf

visc :
1

2

((
∇vf −∇vs

)
+
(
∇vf −∇vs

)T
)

= φσf
visc :

(
εf − ε

)
. (3.42)

Using equations (3.7), (3.17), (3.41) , and (3.42) the energy balance with respect to the material
configuration with the material energy density E0 = Je can be derived as

S : Ė + ∇0 ·
(
−hfW f +Qth

)
+

1

φρf

(
∇0 ·

(
φP f

visc

))
· F ·W f

+φSf
visc :

(
Ėf − Ė

)
+
(
b̂− af

)
· F ·W f − dsE0

dt
= 0. (3.43)

Relation (3.43) represents the local energy balance of a porous medium depending on material
quantities. Now, the material energy density E0 will be expressed by the strain energy and the
entropy. Therefore the second principle of thermodynamics is used. The second principle of
thermodynamics, the balance of entropy, reads

ds

dt

∫
ρs(1− φ)ss dΩt +

df

dt

∫
ρfφsf dΩt ≥

∫
qth

T
· n dΓt. (3.44)

Analogue derivation as for equation (3.43) and by introducing the total material entropy den-
sity S = J

(
ρs(1− φ)ss + ρfφsf

)
leads to the local material form of the entropy balance

dsS

dt
≥ −∇0 ·

(
sfW f +

Qth

T

)
. (3.45)

Giving the material Helmholtz free energy Ψ = E0 − TS and replacing sf and Q using equa-
tion (3.27) and (3.45), equation (3.43) can be split into a skeleton, fluid and temperature depen-
dent part

Φ = Φs + Φf + Φth ≥ 0, (3.46)

with

Φs = S : Ė − gf ·∇0 ·W f − φSf
visc : Ė − S ∂T

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

− ∂Ψ

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

, (3.47)

Φf =

[
−∇0 g

f
∣∣
T

+
1

φρf

(
∇0 ·

(
φP f

visc

))
· F +

(
b̂− af

)
F

]
·W f + φSf

visc : Ėf , (3.48)

Φth = −Q
th

T
·∇0 T, (3.49)

where Φ can be identified as dissipation term. The inequality (3.46) is the Clausius-Duhem
inequality of porous continua (see [66, chap. 3.2.3]). In order to identify Φs as dissipation of
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the skeleton phase, equation (3.47) is further rearranged. First, the continuity equation (3.18) is
inserted

Φs = S : Ė − φSf
visc : Ė + gf dsmf

dt
− S dsT

dt
− dsΨ

dt
. (3.50)

Furthermore, due to the additive characteristic of energy and entropy, both can be split into
skeleton and fluid part:

Ψ = Ψs +mfψf , S = Ss +mfsf . (3.51)

Using equations (3.25)–(3.30) and the definition mf = ρfJφ one can easily derive the following
form:

dsΨ

dt
=

dsΨs

dt
+

ds
(
mfψf

)
dt

=
dsΨs

dt
+ gf dsmf

dt
− pf ds(Jφ)

dt
+mfsf dsT

dt
. (3.52)

Inserting this into equation (3.50) leads to

Φs = S : Ė − φSf
visc : Ė + pf ds(Jφ)

dt
− Ss dsT

dt
− dsΨs

dt
. (3.53)

From this, it becomes clear, that the strain energy rate dsΨs/ dt of the skeleton is composed of
the strain energy rate S : Ė of a conventional structure, the power φSf

visc : Ė and pf ds(Jφ)/ dt
transferred by the viscous forces and the pore pressure, respectively, and a thermal contribu-
tion Ss dsT/ dt. The dissipation of the fluid phase (3.48) and the dissipation due to temperature
gradients (3.49) can also be written in the spatial configuration:

Φs = S : Ė − φSf
visc : Ė + pf ds(Jφ)

dt
− Ss dsT

dt
− dsΨs

dt
≥ 0, (3.54)

Φf =

[
−∇p+

1

φ
∇·
(
φσf

visc

)
+ ρf

(
b̂− af

)]
· φ
(
vf − vs

)
+ φσf

visc : εf ≥ 0, (3.55)

Φth = −q
th

T
·∇T ≥ 0. (3.56)

The above three inequalities are the basic energy equations for the three considered fields. For
the derivation of a constitutive equation for the skeleton, the dissipation of the skeleton phase is
considered. The dissipation of the fluid phase will be used in Section 3.6 for deducing a valid
flow equation. As only isothermal processes are considered, the thermal dissipation will not be
further analyzed in this thesis.

Remark 3.4 For sake of completeness, a comment on the thermal dissipation Φth is made. Equa-
tion (3.56) states a constraint for the relation between the heat flux qth and the temperature gra-
dient ∇T . The simplest law fulfilling the dissipation inequality is Fick’s law qth = −Dth∇T ,
with the positive thermal diffusion coefficient Dth. Heat transport will not be treated within this
thesis.

It is assumed, that the strain energy Ψs of the skeleton only depends on the deformation state,
the porosity and the temperature (and not on internal states, as for instance in plastic media). It
holds

dsΨs(E, Jφ, T )

dt
=
∂Ψs

∂E
:

dsE

dt
+

∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)
· ds(Jφ)

dt
+
∂Ψs

∂T
· dsT

dt
. (3.57)
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Then, equation (3.54) can be rearranged:(
S − φSf

visc −
∂Ψs

∂E

)
: Ė +

(
pf − ∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)

)
· ds(Jφ)

dt
−
(
Ss − ∂Ψs

∂T

)
· dsT

dt
≥ 0. (3.58)

Since E, Jφ and T can vary independently and their time derivative can have arbitrary sign and
absolute values, all terms in brackets in equation (3.58) have to vanish. One obtains the following
constitutive equations for the skeleton phase of a porous medium:

S = φSf
visc +

∂Ψs(E, Jφ, T )

∂E
, pf =

∂Ψs(E, Jφ, T )

∂(Jφ)
, Ss =

∂Ψs(E, Jφ, T )

∂T
. (3.59)

Alternatively, it is also possible to choose E, mf and T as independent variables. Starting from
equation (3.50) instead of equation (3.54) one can derive [66] after analogous calculations the
following alternative set of constitutive equations:

S = φSf
visc +

∂Ψs(E,mf , T )

∂E
, gf =

∂Ψs(E,mf , T )

∂mf
, S =

∂Ψs(E,mf , T )

∂T
. (3.60)

A third alternative can be formulated with the definition

Gs = Ψs − pfJφ (3.61)

as

S = φSf
visc +

∂Gs(E, pf , T )

∂E
, Jφ = −∂G

s(E, pf , T )

∂pf
, Ss = −∂G

s(E, pf , T )

∂T
.

(3.62)
Further forms and derivations can be found in [66].

Remark 3.5 The energy terms in the constitutive equations (3.59) include the term Jφ and not
solely the porosity φ. This is due to the fact, that the constitutive laws are formulated depending
on material quantities. The porosity, however, is a spatial quantity. Considering equation (1.1)
and (2.11) it becomes clear, that Jφ can be interpreted as material porosity, denoting the ratio
of current fluid volume to material volume

Jφ · dΩ0 = dΩf
t. (3.63)

3.5.2. Some Concepts from Geo and Soil Mechanics
In this section, selected terminologies originating from geo and soil mechanics are introduced.

Terzaghi’s principle of effective stress in Section 3.5.2.1 is well-known in this field. Porous
materials are classically characterized by the Biot moduli, described in Section 3.5.2.2. Lastly,
drained and undrained conditions are commented in Section 3.5.2.3.
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3.5. Constitutive Equations

3.5.2.1. Terzaghi’s Principle of Effective Stress

Terzaghis principle of effective stress will be introduced in this section, as it is often referred
to, especially in classical soil mechanics (see e.g. [45, 73, 220]). The comments given here are a
compact version of the explanations in [66, sec. 3.4.1].

The effective stress Seff of a porous medium is defined as the sum of the total stress of the
mixture and the hydrostatic pressure

Seff = S + pfJC−1. (3.64)

The effective stress defines the mechanical state of loading, which actually induces macroscopic
deformation in case of a (nearly) incompressible skeleton phase. The density of the skeleton
phase is assumed to be constant and the change of volume is uniquely defined by the change of
porosity. Then, it follows from the balance of mass of the skeleton phase (3.12), that

Jφ = J + φ0 − 1. (3.65)

Using the identity
dsJ

dt
= JC−1 : Ė, (3.66)

and neglecting viscous effects, one obtains from the dissipation inequality (3.54)

Φs =
(
S + pfJC−1

)
: Ė − Ss dsT

dt
− dsΨs

dt
≥ 0, (3.67)

and finally the following constitutive relations, similar to equation (3.59)

Seff = S + pfJC−1 =
∂Ψ(E, T )

∂E
, S =

∂Ψ(E, T )

∂T
. (3.68)

From the first constitutive equation in (3.68) one can conclude that the effective stress can be
modeled as derivative of a strain energy function in the same way as in classical elastodynamics.
Due to these relations, the complexity of systems, where Terzaghi’s principle of effective stress
is applicable, is reduced significantly.

3.5.2.2. Linear Poroelasticity: Biot Modulus and Biot Tangent

Next to the known material elasticity tensor, which gives the material response to macroscopic
strain, there are commonly two additional stiffness measures: the Biot modulus and the Biot
tangent. In linear theory those moduli characterize the stress response due to change of porosity
and pore pressure and were also used for postulating non-linear constitutive laws (see e.g. [48,
55]). Even though they do not play a central role in this thesis, they will be shortly reviewed in
the following, as they are often referred to in the literature. The definitions given here are a short
summary of [66, sec. 4.1.2].

As infinitesimal changes of state are considered, the distinction between different strain and
stress measures is dropped here. The constitutive equation (3.62) then gives for the isothermal,
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non-viscous case
dσij = Cijkl dεkl − bij dpf , (3.69a)

d(Jφ) = (bB)ij dεij +
dpf

N
. (3.69b)

Here, the forth-order tensor

Cijkl =
∂2Gs

∂εij∂εkl
(3.70)

denotes the material elasticity tensor andGs the free enthalpy of the skeleton, see equation (3.61).
The symmetric, second-order tensor

(bB)ij = − ∂2Gs

∂εij∂pf
(3.71)

denotes the Biot tangent. It relates changes of porosity with changes of strains as well as changes
of the pore pressure with changes of stress at a constant strain state. Second, the scalar value

1

N
= − ∂2Gs

(∂pf)2 (3.72)

is the inverse Biot modulus. It gives the behavior of the pore pressure at variations of the porosity.
Both quantities are constant in case of linear theory. In the special case of an incompressible
matrix, the volume change of the porous medium ε = εii is uniquely determined by the change
of material porosity:

dε = d(Jφ). (3.73)

Then, it immediately follows from equation (3.69b)

(bB)ij = δij,
1

N
= 0, (3.74)

with the Kronecker delta δij . Equation (3.69a) then gives

d(σij + pfδij) = Cijkl dεkl, (3.75)

which is consistent with the results obtained from the considerations of the effective stress in
equation (3.68).

3.5.2.3. Drained and Undrained Conditions

A categorization, which is common in geo and soil mechanics, are so-called drained and
undrained conditions. Both terminologies can be applied to a whole problem setting as to a
boundary. The behavior of a porous medium is said to be fully drained, if the duration of the
consolidation process is short compared to the time scale of the problem considered [242]. This
means that flow and pressure variations can be neglected. So, in fact, a pure solid problem is
investigated. If a fluid boundary is assumed to be drained, it represents a free outflow at reference
pressure (most often zero pressure). The other extreme case are undrained conditions. There, it
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is assumed that the loading is so fast and/or the permeability is so low, that there is hardly any
fluid flowing. Then, the fluid will instantly carry a part of the load. From a macroscopic point
of view, this case can also be written as pure solid problem with modified material parameters,
see e.g. [242, chap. 2.8]. In general, the stiffness is increased due to the resistance of the pore
fluid. In this context, it is distinguished between undrained and drained moduli. A problem with
impermeable boundaries, i.e. no fluid flux over the boundaries, is also called undrained situation.

3.5.3. An Approach for the Strain Energy Function
The theory presented in the previous sections is well known. Once it is applied to a given

problem, the choice of a suitable strain energy function in equation (3.59) is a major difficulty.
Often simplifying assumptions are made beforehand. Such simplifications can be incompress-
ibility of both phases, small strains, or very specific strain energy functions, see for instance
[16, 48, 55, 219]. Theoretic work seldom proposes a general strain energy function. Some ex-
amples can be found in [54, 102, 103]. The approach given here, cf. [243], is based on such a
proposal of a general strain energy function.

Naturally, the model presented here is not universal and hence some assumptions still need to
be made. First, the model is restricted to Newtonian fluids (see also Section 3.6), as these types
of fluids are of main interest in the applications considered. For flow of non-Newtonian fluids
through a non deforming porous medium see [93, 228] and the references therein. There are no
examples of flow of non-Newtonian fluids through a deforming porous medium known to the
author. Besides, the fluid density is assumed to be constant

ρf = ρf
0 = constant, (3.76)

and, therefore, can be eliminated from the balance of mass. Note that even though the assumption
of incompressible flow is well established in the field of biomechanics, it might be not reasonable
in other classical fields of application of porous media, as soil mechanics, for instance. Still, one
has to point out, that all formulations given before this section do not assume compressibility or
incompressibility and also the model can easily be extended to compressible flow, if needed.

In order to derive an expression of the strain energy function of the porous medium, the strain
energy function of the skeleton is rewritten as a function of the determinant of the deformation
gradient weighted by the volume ratio of the solid phase

J s = J(1− φ), (3.77)

instead of the volume ratio Jφ of the fluid. By applying the balance of mass (3.12), J s can also
be expressed in terms of the ratio of material to spatial solid density, i.e. J s = (1 − φ0)ρs

0/ρ
s .

Also, J s/(1− φ0) represents the dilation ratio of the solid skeleton. Using the identity

dsJ s

dt
=

dsJ

dt
− ds(Jφ)

dt
= JC−1 :

dsE

dt
− ds(Jφ)

dt
, (3.78)
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with the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C, one deduces from equation (3.57)

dsΨs(E, J s)

dt
=

∂Ψs

∂E
:
∂E

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
∂Ψs

∂J s
· dsJ s

dt
(3.79)

=

(
∂Ψs

∂E
+
∂Ψs

∂J s
JC−1

)
:

dsE

dt
− ∂Ψs

∂J s
· ds(Jφ)

dt
.

Thus, the following constitutive equations for the fluid pressure and the macroscopic second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are obtained:

pf = −∂Ψs(E, J s)

∂J s
, (3.80)

S = φSf
visc +

∂Ψs(E, J s)

∂E
+
∂Ψs(E, J s)

∂J s
JC−1

= φSf
visc +

∂Ψs(E, J s)

∂E
− pfJC−1. (3.81)

Adapting the approach proposed in [54], the subsequent form for the strain energy function is
assumed:

Ψs(E, J s) = W skel(E) +W vol(J s) +W pen(E, J s). (3.82)

W skel denotes the macroscopic strain energy function of the skeleton, while W vol accounts for
the macroscopic volume change of the structure due to the pore pressure. It has to be noted, that
the additive split of the strain energy function in (3.82) is not a decomposition into an isochoric
and a volumetric part, as W skel can, and actually should [54] include a volumetric contribution
as well. The following choice of W vol(J s) will be utilized subsequently

W vol(J s) = κ

(
J s

1− φ0

− 1− ln

(
J s

1− φ0

))
, (3.83)

with the bulk modulus of the skeleton κ. The penalty function W pen, needed to maintain positive
porosities, is here chosen to be

W pen(E, J s) = η

(
− ln

(
Jφ

φ0

)
+
Jφ

φ0

− 1

φ0

)
, (3.84)

with a penalty parameter η. In contrast to [54] the additional summand ηJφ/φ0 is added to
circumvent a pressure jump at the initial state at φ = φ0 and J = 1. Hence, it is assured
that ∂W pen/∂J s = 0 in the undeformed state. Using equations (3.82)–(3.84), the constitutive
equations (3.80) and (3.81) can be written as

pf = −∂W
vol(J s)

∂J s
− ∂W pen(E, J s)

∂J s
, (3.85)

S = φSf
visc +

∂W skel(E)

∂E
+
∂W pen(E, J s)

∂E
− pfJC−1. (3.86)

Equation (3.85) gives a relation between the fluid pressure, the porosity and the determinant of
the deformation gradient. For instance, using the approach forW vol and W pen in equation (3.83)
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and (3.84), one obtains

pf = κ

(
− 1

1− φ0

+
1

J s

)
− η

(
1

Jφ
− 1

φ0

)
. (3.87)

This equation will later be used to calculated the porosity depending on the fluid and skeleton
state. Note, that the porosity depends on both fluid and skeleton properties. Only in case of a
truly incompressible skeleton (i.e. κ → ∞), the porosity can be expressed as a function of the
Jacobian only and is independent of the fluid pressure.

This formulation of the constitutive law is very convenient, as it allows the integration of
any arbitrary hyperelastic material model for the structure phase by choosing W skel accordingly,
as long as it includes a volumetric part. As it is pointed out in [54] the additive split of the
strain energy function (3.82) holds for nearly incompressible structures. In more detail, this
is a consequence of the fact that the energy contribution W vol is not explicitly depending on
macroscopic volume changes. In [54] it is shown that this corresponds to a Biot modulus tending
to one in linear theory, justifying this approach for nearly incompressible skeleton behavior.
In short, it was shown that the Biot tangent bB defined in equation (3.71) calculated from the
constitutive law (3.81) gives

bB =
∂σ

∂ε
= 1, (3.88)

which corresponds to the Biot tangent in the case of an incompressible structure phase, justifying
the assumption of near incompressibility. The Biot modulus from equation (3.72) is in general
unequal to zero, in contrast to truly incompressible material behavior. The interested reader is
referred to [54] and [102] for more general formulations, including the truly incompressible case.

Remark 3.6 Also, in [54] it is concluded, that modeling truly incompressible materials would
be easily possible by additionally making W vol an explicit function of the determinant of the
deformation gradient. Furthermore, it is worth noting, that following the presented approach
without the penalty contribution, the constitutive behavior of the solid phase is split into two
parts: the first induced by the stress acting on the solid skeleton included in W skel and the sec-
ond given by the pore pressure included in W vol. One can think of the first contribution as the
constitutive behavior of the skeleton as a structure while maintaining zero fluid pressure and
also its response when increasing the fluid pressure while maintaining zero total stresses. On the
other hand, the energy contribution W vol will determine the response of the porous structure to
volume changes of the solid phase induced by fluid pressure.

3.5.4. Alternative Constitutive Laws
Equation (3.87) represents a constitutive law for how the porosity changes due to pore pressure

and displacements. It is based on a Neo-Hookean-like approach for a volumetric part of the strain
energy of the skeleton. As in classical solid mechanics, a huge variety of constitutive laws are
feasible. To determine which one is the most appropriate to use for a certain application is a very
difficult task. Not only selecting a sensible formulation but also identifying the corresponding
parameters is very cumbersome and a field of research by itself. This is not in the scope of this
thesis. However, some alternative constitutive laws, which are simple and well-established will
be reviewed here.
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The first law given originates from linear theory. It can be derived by choosing the following
approach for the strain energy Ψs of the skeleton:

Ψs (E, Jφ) = W skel(E)+
1

2
N (Jφ− φ0)2+

1

2
Nb2 (J(E)− 1)2−Nb(Jφ) (J(E)− 1) . (3.89)

The material constants are the Biot modulus N and the Biot coefficient b, see also the definition
of the Biot tangent (3.71) in Section 3.5.2.2. Inserting this into the constitutive law (3.59) and
assuming isothermal conditions, gives

S = φSf
visc +

∂W skel(E)

∂E
− bpfJC−1, (3.90)

pf = N (Jφ− φ0)−Nb (J(E)− 1) . (3.91)

Again, the contribution W skel represents the drained macroscopic strain energy function of the
skeleton and φSf

visc the viscous part of fluid stresses, which vanishes for Darcy flow. Solving
equation (3.91) for the porosity gives

Jφ− φ0 =
1

N
pf + b (J − 1) . (3.92)

This law simply states that the change of material porosity is linear dependent of the pore pres-
sure and the volume change. In the small deformation regime, the difference between Eulerian
and Lagrangean porosity can be neglected, i.e. Jφ ≈ φ. Further, the determinant of the defor-
mation gradient is approximated by the trace of the linear strains, i.e. J ≈ 1 + tr(ε). Then, it
follows the well known linear form of the Biot law

φ− φ0 =
1

N
pf + b tr(ε). (3.93)

For many fields of porous media application it can be reasonable to assume an incompressible
solid phase. This is a classical assumption in soil mechanics, for instance. As already stated in
Section 3.5.2.1, for an incompressible solid phase the following identity follows from the balance
of mass (3.12) of the skeleton:

Jφ− φ0 = J − 1. (3.94)

By comparing this equation to the Biot relation (3.92) it becomes clear that incompressibility
corresponds to a Biot modulus N → ∞ and a Biot coefficient b = 1. Equation (3.94) describes
incompressibility for large deformations. Note, that there is a non-linear dependence between
the current porosity φ and the Jacobian determinant J . In case of linear kinematics, this reduces
to a likewise linear relation

φ− φ0 = tr(ε). (3.95)

Obviously, this relation, and also the linear Biot law (3.93), are only reasonable for small strains
and small changes of the porosity. This can be seen in the fact, that there, the value of the porosity
is not bounded by 1 for large volumetric expansion. Note, however, that none of the laws given
in this section, including the non-linear ones, is made for large compression, as the porosity is
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allowed to become negative. One remedy for this is an additional penalty term in the respective
strain energy, like the one given before in equation (3.84).

3.6. Flow Equation: Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman
Equation

When not only deformations of the solid phase are of interest, but also the behavior of the
fluid phase, the flow equations are of major importance. In this thesis, the Darcy and the Darcy-
Brinkman flow model are utilized, which will be reviewed and compared in the following.

3.6.1. Strong Form
The Clausius–Duhem inequality for the fluid phase (3.55) is recalled as

Φf =

[
−∇pf +

1

φ
∇·
(
φσf

visc

)
+ ρf

(
b̂− af

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F

·φ
(
vf − vs

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
V

+φσf
visc : εf︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

≥ 0. (3.96)

The dissipation of the fluid phase is composed of the dissipation due to the spatial force term F
along the induced spatial relative velocity V and the viscous dissipation D. For the first flow
equation, the viscous contribution is neglected, i.e. σf

visc = 0 and D = 0. This implies that the
resistance acting on the flow is dominantly established by adhesion on the interface between the
fluid and the structure phase. The dissipation equation then reduces to

Φf =
[
−∇pf + ρf

(
b̂− af

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F

·φ
(
vf − vs

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
V

≥ 0. (3.97)

The most simple option to satisfy equation (3.97) is a linear relation between force term and
relative flux depending on the positive definite, symmetric, second-order permeability tensor k:

k

µf
·
(
−∇pf + ρf

(
b̂− af

))
= φ

(
vf − vs

)
, (3.98)

and reformulated in a more common form

ρfaf + ∇pf − ρf b̂+ φµfk−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
= 0. (3.99)

Equation (3.99) is the so-called Darcy equation. The inequality (3.97) holds as the permeability
tensor is positive definite. Note, that in equation (3.98) the permeability is divided by the fluid
viscosity. By doing so, the permeability becomes a purely geometric quantity, independent of
the properties of the Newtonian fluid, see [66, chap. 3.3.1] for further explanations.

Assuming a significant influence of the viscous forces also on the macroscopic scale, one most
commonly uses a Newtonian fluid (see equation (2.47)) with σf

visc = 2µfεf(vf). In this case the
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3. Continuum Mechanics of Porous Media

so called Darcy-Brinkman equation is obtained as follows

ρfaf + ∇pf − ρf b̂+ φµfk−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
− 1

φ
∇·
(
φσf

visc

)
= 0. (3.100)

Here, as the positiveness of the viscous dissipation D is trivial, the dissipation inequality (3.96)
is again fulfilled due the positive definiteness of the permeability tensor. The so-called Brinkman
term 1/φ∇·

(
φσf

visc

)
in equation (3.100) resembles the viscous contribution in the incompressible

Navier-Stokes equations. Other approaches account for the viscous stresses by introducing an
additional viscous potential in the strain energy function (see e.g. [54, 124, 172, 220]). In the
following chapters, both the Darcy and the Darcy-Brinkman equation wil bel used and analyzed.

Remark 3.7 As the balance of momentum of the mixture before, the presented flow equations
are based on considerations mainly on the macroscopic scale. All physical quantities are valid
on this scale, i.e. they are implicitly assumed to be the average of the respective microscopic
counterparts. A more formal way to derive the flow equations is again based on micro-macro-
approaches. In [25], the flow equations were derived based on a volume averaging approach,
whereas asymptotic expansion was utilized in [124] and [214]. In both cases, the Darcy and the
Darcy-Brinkman equation are derived from the Stokes equation on the microscale assuming a
no-slip condition on the fluid-structure interface. Using TCAT, an extended form of Darcy’s law
was derived in [115].

Remark 3.8 As already stated before, other formulations or extensions for flow through a porous
medium exists. Many of them are of heuristic nature and motivated by specific applications. One
of the most common variant is the so-called Forchheimer equation [100]. Either the Darcy or
the Darcy-Brinkman equation is extended by an additive non-linear reactive term f ·vf , with the
Forchheimer correction tensor f depending on the L2-norm ||vf ||2 of the velocity and further
porous medium parameters, like permeability and porosity. It is intended to account for effects
in the high Reynolds number regime. The Forchheimer extension will not be considered in this
thesis. For a theoretical analysis of the Forchheimer equation see [237, 252].

Remark 3.9 Note, that the Darcy-Brinkman equation (3.100) is divided by the porosity φ when
compared to the equation given by volume averaging the microscopic balance of momentum.
Hence, the actual balance equation reads

φρfaf − φρf b̂+ φ∇pf −∇·
(
φσf

visc

)
+ µfφ2k−1 ·

(
vf − vs

)
= 0. (3.101)

Clearly, this equation is just a reformulation of Darcy-Brinkman equation and thus equivalent.
The given form of the Darcy-Brinkman equation in (3.100) is more convenient as the coupling
by porosity appears in less terms, however one has to keep form (3.101) in mind for physical
interpretation of the linear momentum.

3.6.2. Comments on Tortuosity and Permeablity
As already mentioned above, the averaging procedure results in the need of some additional

assumptions. Some of them can be interpreted as further material parameters of the macroscopic
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3.6. Flow Equation: Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman Equation

homogeneous structure. The most prominent material parameters in the porous medium litera-
ture are the permeability and the tortuosity. The permeability accounts for the resistance of the
skeleton against porous flow and is in general depending on the microgeometry of the structure
and the characteristics of the fluid flow. In the definition given in Section 3.6.1 and considering
Newtonian fluids only, it can assumed to be purely geometric [66, chap. 3.3.1]. The tortuosity
describes the ‘curvedness’ of the pores and thus depends on the microstructure. From intuition
it becomes clear that both quantities are often inversely related. If the tortuosity rises the per-
meability likely decreases, as when the pore channels are curved, the flow resistance increases.
See [42] and the references therein for some possible relations of tortuosity and porosity. In [66]
the tortuosity effect is modeled as an additional inertia term. In Figure 3.4 the tortuosity effect is

Figure 3.4: Illustration of tortuosity effect: The averaged flow points predominantly from left to
right, however tortuosity effects may also induce inertia forces in other directions.

illustrated. The depicted flow field is predominantly pointing from left to right leading to an ac-
cording averaged velocity. However, due to the curvedness of the microgeometry, inertia forces
might also act in other directions. This effect is called strict tortuosity effect. There are also sec-
ondary effects due to tortuosity (which are sometimes included in the definition of the general
tortuosity effect). Clearly, not only the homogenized inertia, but also other force terms are influ-
enced by a curved pore structure. The direction of microscopic drag forces at the fluid-structure
interface and the fluid pressure gradient might vary. Therefore, a second-order tortuosity tensor
is often multiplied with the homogenized terms within the balance of momentum to include a
‘dispersion’ of the respective forces. For a detailed analysis, see for instance [25, 140]. One has
to note, that such effects become more important when anisotropy, regarding elasticity and flow,
are considered. For more general theory regarding anisotropic porous media, see [69, 118] and
the references therein. In this thesis the tortuosity effect is neglected, and therefore the tortuosity
does not appear explicitly in the flow equations. Still, it will be later referred to when considering
scalar transport in porous media in Section 5.3.

For stationary conditions and a non-deforming porous medium, the permeability can be cal-
culated from the Darcy equation (3.99) as

k · 1

µf
∇pf = −φvf . (3.102)

Very simply speaking, the stationary value of the permeability can thus be measured by applying
a fixed pressure gradient on the porous medium and measuring the fluid flow, see e.g. [96, 163,
235]. In Table 3.1 the ranges for permeability and porosity of some exemplary materials is listed.
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Material Permeability [ m2] Porosity
marble 10−19 0, 005− 0, 02
concrete 10−16 − 10−21 0, 02− 0, 07
clay 10−16 − 10−20 ∼ 0, 50
granite 10−16 − 10−20 0, 002− 0, 04
leather 10−13 − 10−14 0, 56− 0, 59
limestone 10−12 − 10−16 0, 04− 0, 29
sandstone 10−11 − 10−17 0, 08− 0, 38
soil 10−11 − 10−13 0, 43− 0, 54
gravel, sand 10−9 − 10−12 0, 37− 0, 50

Table 3.1.: Order of magnitudes of permeability and porosity for different materials, [65, 179]

Also, numerical experiments of flow at the pore scale have been used to evaluate macroscopic
characteristics. The geometries are obtained by advanced imaging techniques or statistical re-
construction [142, 183]. The question remains how the permeability depends on deformation.
As it is intrinsically geometric, it depends on information of the microscopic geometry on the
macroscopic level. Even though precise analytical forms for both tensors can be derived under
certain conditions [25] (from which characteristics like symmetry and positive definiteness can
be proven), they most often cannot be evaluated in practice, as they depend on the unknown
microgeometry. Instead, simplified or heuristic material laws are usually applied. Based on ex-
perimental data, a functional relation of the porosity can be fitted. Alternatively, for simple ge-
ometries, (semi)-analytical forms can be used. For instance, for flow at low Reynolds numbers,
the permeability of a solid matrix formed by the packing of almost regular spheres, the so-called
Carman-Kozeny relation can be derived [51, 150] as

k = k · 1, k = l2
1− φ3

1− φ2
, (3.103)

with the geometrical constant l. For the large deformation regime the Carman-Kozeny relation
will be used to determine the material permeability. Thus, it is reformulated to depend on the
material porosity Jφ, see Remark 3.5, instead

K = K · 1, K = l2
1− (Jφ)3

1− (Jφ)2
. (3.104)

Here, k and K denote the scalar value of the isotropic permeability in the current and material
configuration, respectively. The current permeability k and material permeability K are related
by a push-forward operation

k =
1

J
F ·K · F T. (3.105)

The Carman-Kozeny equation is very common in practice, however not undisputed. In [239] its
applicability is questioned. The analysis is build on theoretical derivations using volume aver-
aging and numerical experiments. In [141] an alternative law for the permeability of complex
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3.6. Flow Equation: Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman Equation

porous structures is proposed. In this thesis, in most numerical examples a constant material
permeability is assumed. The spatial permeability changes due to deformation as given in equa-
tion (3.105).

3.6.3. Validity and Comparison of the Flow Equations
The Darcy and the Darcy-Brinkman equation just presented in Section 3.6 are the most com-

mon ways to describe flow through porous media. However, there exist multiple variations and
extensions (see e.g. [24, 25, 79, 179, 185, 247, 251, 252] and Remark 3.8). Nevertheless, even
though only the two options presented here are considered, it is desirable to formulate mathe-
matical conditions to evaluate which equation is suitable to model flow through a certain porous
medium. In the following, some categorizations will be given. This summary has already been
given by the author in [243].

Every flow equation through a porous medium is obtained by homogenizing the microscopic
equations. Irrespective of the detailed method used to derive the macroscopic equations, some
assumptions concerning microscopic quantities have to be made. For instance, neglecting the
viscous forces is the major difference between Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow. Thus, every
macroscopic description is only an approximation of the smaller scale. None of them is strictly
wrong or right, but the application and demanded accuracy determine the model to be used.

One of the most clear and perspicuous ways to categorize phyiscal equations is using dimen-
sionless numbers. Mainly, the results of the mathematical analysis in [25], which is based on
volume averaging, are restated in the following. In general, both the Darcy equation and the
Darcy-Brinkman equation only hold for small Reynolds numbers

Re =
vf

c · lc
νf

c

, (3.106)

with a characteristic fluid velocity vf
c, a characteristic length lc, and a characteristic kinematic

viscosity νf
c of the fluid. For porous media, usually an averaged seepage velocity and a charac-

teristic pore size are used as characteristic velocity and length, respectively. The Darcy equation
is valid for Reynolds numbers smaller than 1, see [153, 179], thus

Re < 1. (3.107)

This condition is consistent with neglecting the convective term, i.e. the approximation that the
Stokes equation holds on the microscopic scale, see [124, 249]. A more sophisticated criterion
for the validity of the Darcy equation can be formulated using two additional dimensionless
numbers, namely the Strouhal number St and the Darcy number Da given by

St =
lc

tc · vf
c

, Da =

kc

φc·τc
l2c

, (3.108)

with kc, tc, φc, and τc being a characteristic permeability, the length of a characteristic time inter-
val where variations of the velocity occur, a characteristic porosity and a characteristic tortuosity,
respectively. The Strouhal number describes the ratio of two time scales. One time scale lc/vf

c
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is the travel time until a significant spatial change in velocity is encountered. The other time
interval tc denotes the time until a similar change is observed at a fixed point. The Darcy number
denotes the size of the microscale with respect to the macroscale. According to [25, chap. 2.6.1]
the Darcy equation is valid if

St ≤ 1 and Re ·Da
1
2 � 1, (3.109)

whereas the Darcy-Brinkman equation is valid if

Re ·Da
1
2 � 1. (3.110)

In addition to this analysis via dimensionless numbers, the similarities between the flow equa-
tions and the Navier-Stokes equations will be illustrated with a simple example. A straight chan-
nel with a constant pressure gradient of 1 pointing against the flow direction is considered. The
solid phase is fixed and the porosity constant. For the Navier-Stokes equation and the Darcy-
Brinkman equation a no-slip condition and for the Darcy flow a no-penetration condition is
prescribed at the upper and lower boundaries. The stationary flow field for this simple pressure
gradient driven channel flow is depicted in Figure 3.5.The solution of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion of this setting is the well known parabolic profile of Poiseuille flow. The solution of the
Darcy-Brinkman equation has a similar shape, however the flow profile is more flat and has a
smaller maximum velocity. This is due to the additional resistance against flow enforced by the
Darcy term. The Darcy flow is constant over the channel height. As a pure Darcy fluid does not
exhibit any shear stresses, no curvature of the flow field is produced. Further, in Figure 3.6 the
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of flow profiles for Poiseuille flow for Darcy, Darcy-Brinkman and
Navier-Stokes flow.

interpretation of the Darcy-Brinkman equation as transition between Darcy and Navier-Stokes
equations is illustrated. There, it is demonstrated, that Darcy-Brinkman flow converges either to
Navier-Stokes flow or Darcy flow, depending on the choice of material parameters. In the left
Subfigure 3.6, the porosity is varied, while the permeability is calculated via the Carman-Kozeny
relation (3.103) (i.e. k → ∞ when φ → 1 ). In this case, the Brinkman solution reproduces the
Navier-Stokes solution for porosities near 1. This can be verified easily by inserting these limit
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of flow profiles for Poiseuille flow: Darcy-Brinkman flow converges
towards Navier-Stokes flow for φ → 1 and k → ∞ (left figure). Darcy-Brinkman
flow converges towards Darcy flow for µ→ 0 and µ/k = const (right figure).

values for the porosity and the permeability into the Darcy-Brinkman equations (3.100) and the
continuity equation (3.11). On the other hand, when the viscosity is decreased successively, the
Darcy-Brinkman solution starts to flatten, see the right Subfigure 3.6. If the coefficient of the
Darcy term is held constant, that is φµ/k = const, the solution approaches the Darcy solu-
tion with the same Darcy coefficient. However, it can also be seen, that a boundary layer with
a large velocity gradient develops in order to fulfill the no-slip condition. This will lead to an
ill-conditioned numerical problem. Physically speaking, for vanishing viscosity, the fluid does
no longer support shear stresses, which are necessary to maintain a zero tangential velocity. This
illustrates, that a no-slip condition for a pure Darcy fluid without viscous term is an ill-posed
problem.

3.7. Summary of the Coupled System
The system equations from the previous sections is recalled. Eliminating some depending vari-

ables, and in particular assuming incompressible flow, see Section 3.5.3, the following coupled
system is obtained:

φ̊+ φ∇·vs + ∇·
(
φ ·
(
vf − vs

))
= 0, in Ωt × [t0, tE],

(3.111)

ρs
0(1− φ0)as −∇0 ·(F · S)− ρs

0(1− φ0)b̂− ρf
0Jφ

(
b̂− af

)
= 0, in Ω0 × [t0, tE],

(3.112)

with the abbreviation φ̊ = ∂φ/∂t|X . Equation (3.111) is the continuity equation derived from
equation (3.11), where the material derivative with respect to the fluid phase was recast to the
skeleton phase using equation (3.2). Equation (3.112) describes the balance of momentum of the
porous medium. For the fluid flow, as stated above, either the Darcy equation

ρf
0a

f + µfφk−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
+ ∇pf − ρf

0b̂ = 0 in Ωt × [t0, tE], (3.113)
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or the Darcy-Brinkman equation

ρf
0a

f + µfφk−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
+ ∇pf − ρf

0b̂−
1

φ
∇·
(
φσf

visc

)
= 0 in Ωt × [t0, tE] (3.114)

will be used. The following rearrangements will be performed for the Darcy-Brinkman equa-
tion, but of course the same holds for the Darcy equation by dropping the viscous stress term. In
order to eliminate the fluid acceleration from the equation (3.112), the Darcy-Brinkman equa-
tion (3.114) is transformed to the material configuration and added to equation (3.112) yielding

ρs
0(1−φ0)as−∇0 ·(F · S)−ρs

0(1−φ0)b̂−µfJφ2k−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
−JφF−T ·∇0p

f = 0. (3.115)

Note, that the current permeability k usually depends on the material permeability K and the
deformation as given in equation (3.105). In a next step, the fluid acceleration af in the Darcy
equation (3.113) and Darcy-Brinkman equation (3.114) are expressed as a function of the fluid
velocity. For this purpose, the fundamental ALE equation (3.5) is utilized. One obtains

af =
dfvf

dt
=
∂vf(X, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+
(
(vf − vs) ·∇

)
vf ≈ v̊f − (vs ·∇)vf . (3.116)

Note, the abbreviation v̊f = ∂vf(X, t)/∂t
∣∣
X

. The convective term vf ·∇vf is neglected which
corresponds to the assumption of flow at low Reynolds numbers, see Section 3.6.3. Collecting all
system equations finally leads to the following strong formulation of the coupled porous medium
problem:

φ̊+ φ∇·vs + ∇·
(
φ
(
vf − vs

))
= 0, in Ωt × [t0, tE],

ρf
0v̊

f − ρf
0 (vs ·∇)vf + ∇pf − ρf

0b̂+

+µfφk−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
− 1

φ
∇·
(
φσf

visc

)
= 0, in Ωt × [t0, tE],

ρs
0(1− φ0)as −∇0 ·(F · S)− ρs

0(1− φ0)b̂+
−JφF−T ·∇0p

f − µfJφ2k−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
= 0, in Ω0 × [t0, tE],

S = φSf
visc − pfJC−1 +

∂Ψs(E, Jφ)

∂E
in Ω0 × [t0, tE],

pf =
∂Ψs(E, Jφ)

∂(Jφ)
in Ω0 × [t0, tE].

(3.117)

In order to obtain a complete description of the problem, suitable initial and boundary condition
must be defined. Obviously, as initial conditions, the solid displacements and velocity and the
fluid velocity are prescribed

ds = d̂s
0 in Ω0 × {0},

vs = v̂s
0 in Ω0 × {0},

vf = v̂f
0 in Ωt × {0}.

(3.118)

Defining suitable boundary conditions for porous media problems is a little more intricate, as
one condition for each phase is needed at every boundary of the domain. For instance, a Neu-
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mann condition can be applied on the global mixture as well as on the pore fluid on the same
boundary ΓN in different configurations as

(F · S) ·N = t̂0 on ΓN,s
0 × [t0, tE],

σf · n = t̂
f

t on ΓN,f
t × [t0, tE].

(3.119)

Note that the fluid stress tensor σf only includes the fluid pressure in the Darcy case, i.e. σf =
−pfI and in the Brinkman case also viscous effects, i.e. σf = −pfI + σf

visc. Analogously,
the simplest Dirichlet boundary condition is a prescribed displacement field d̂s on a part of the
structural boundary ΓD,s

0 in the material configuration:

ds = d̂s on ΓD,s
0 × [t0, tE], (3.120)

and analogously Dirichlet boundary conditions concerning the fluid velocities on a current bound-
ary ΓD,f

t :
Darcy: vf · n = v̂f

⊥ on ΓD,f
t × [t0, tE],

Darcy-Brinkman: vf = v̂f on ΓD,f
t × [t0, tE],

(3.121)

with the prescribed normal velocity v̂f
⊥ and the prescribed velocity v̂f . However, the respective

Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries of both phases need not necessarily be identical. A typical
example for this is an impermeability constraint. This implies an equality of the normal compo-
nents of the velocities in case of Darcy flow and identical velocities for Darcy-Brinkman flow at
a part of the boundary Γc

t :

Darcy: φn ·
(
vf − vs

)
= 0 on Γct × [t0, tE],

Darcy-Brinkman: vf − vs = 0 on Γc
t × [t0, tE].

(3.122)

These conditions can be combined with a traction boundary for the whole mixture or a Dirichlet
boundary on the solid phase. The impermeability constraints are non-trivial to account for in
non-linear poroelasticity, especially if a curved boundary is moving and included in a monolithic
scheme, which will be further discussed in Section 4.3.2.3.
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Media Problems

In order to solve the system of equations numerically, they need to be discretized in time and
space. In this thesis, standard proceedings are used for each involved field. In Section 4.1, two
basic methods for time discretization will be presented. The semi-discrete form is obtained by
applying those methods to the initial boundary value problem (IBVP) in Section 4.2. Following
this, the weak form of the given IBVP is derived in Section 4.3 leading to the fully discrete
system. The finite element formulation will be elaborated in detail there. Different formulations
for Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow will be presented. They are particularly designed for the
case of non-constant porosities. Finally, the presented approaches will be illustrated numerical
examples in Section 4.4.

4.1. Discretization in Time
A various number of methods exist for the temporal discretization of a differential equation.

One can differentiate between explicit and implicit methods. While explicit methods allow for
a direct extrapolation of a given solution in time, implicit methods in general require solving a
set of non-linear equations to find the solution of the next time step. Throughout this thesis only
implicit schemes are considered, as they can be proven to be unconditionally stable and allow
for larger time steps compared to explicit schemes. The two implicit schemes applied here are
the one-step-θ scheme and the generalized-α scheme.

4.1.1. One-Step-θ Scheme
The one-step-θ scheme is a simple, single-step scheme. The methodology will be presented

for first- and second-order systems. A first-order differential equation

v̇ = f (v, t) (4.1)

is discretized in time using the one-step-θ scheme. The terms can be evaluated at the intermediate
time step tn+θ = (1− θ)tn + θtn+1. It holds

v̇n+θ = (1− θ)v̇n + θv̇n+1 =
vn+1 − vn

∆t
, (4.2)

fn+θ = (1− θ)f (vn, tn) + θf (vn+1, tn+1) . (4.3)

The subscripts n and n + 1 denote the values at the discrete time tn and tn+1, respectively. The
time step size is denoted by ∆t = tn+1−tn. The discretized form of the differential equation (4.1)
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then reads
v̇n+θ = fn+θ, (4.4)

or, in a more common form, directly solved for the unknown state vn+1

vn+1 = vn + (1− θ)∆tf (vn, tn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
v̇n

+θ∆tf (vn+1, tn+1) . (4.5)

The parameter θ ∈ [0, 1] determines the behavior of the integration scheme. The method is
implicit unless for θ = 0. An unconditionally stable, implicit scheme is obtained for θ ∈ [0.5, 1].
Second-order accuracy is only achieved for θ = 0.5 (trapezoidal rule). All other values of θ lead
to a first-order scheme. Further prominent members of the one-step-θ family are the implicit
backward Euler scheme (θ = 1) and the explicit forward Euler scheme (θ = 0).

For a second order system ḋ(t)− v(t) = 0,
v̇(t)− a(t) = 0,

M · a(t) + f (d(t),v(t), t) + f ext(t) = 0,
(4.6)

the discrete states can be written as follows

vn+1 =
1

θ∆t
(dn+1 − dn)− (1− θ)

θ
vn, (4.7)

an+1 =
1

θ2∆t2
(dn+1 − dn)− 1

θ2∆t
vn −

(1− θ)
θ

an. (4.8)

The terms are then expressed at the intermediate time step tn+θ = (1− θ)tn + θtn+1 as

dn+θ = (1− θ)dn + θdn+1, (4.9)
vn+θ = (1− θ)vn + θvn+1, (4.10)
an+θ = (1− θ)an + θan+1, (4.11)
fn+θ = (1− θ)f(dn,vn, tn) + θf(dn+1,vn+1, tn+1), (4.12)

f ext,n+θ = (1− θ)f ext(tn) + θf ext(tn+1). (4.13)

The final equation then reads

M · an+θ + fn+θ + f ext,n+θ = 0. (4.14)

Note, that in equation (4.12) it was decided to interpolate f between the two discrete times tn
and tn+1. A valid alternative is interpolating the states instead, i.e. fn+θ = f(dn+θ,vn+θ, tn+θ).
Those two expressions differ for non-linear problems. Since none of these versions is clearly
better than the other, equation (4.12) is used in the following.
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4.1.2. Generalized-α Scheme
The second method used here is the generalized-α scheme. It was introduced for first-order

systems with application to Navier-Stokes flow in [137]. The discrete form of a first-order system
of differential equations (4.1) given by the generalized-α scheme reads

v̇n+αm = f
(
yn+αf

, tn+αf

)
, (4.15)

v̇n+αm = (1− αm) v̇n + αmv̇n+1, (4.16)
vn+αf

= (1− αf)vn + αfvn+1, (4.17)
vn+1 = vn + ∆t(1− γ)v̇n + ∆tγv̇n+1. (4.18)

Therein, αm, αf and γ are the parameters of the method. Note, that with the two parameters, αm

and αf two intermediate time levels tn+αm = (1 − αm)tn + αm tn+1 and tn+αf
= (1 − αf)tn +

αf tn+1 are introduced, where the problem is evaluated. According to [137] the generalized-α
scheme for a linear first-order system is stable if

αm ≥ αf ≥
1

2
(4.19)

and second-order accurate if
γ =

1

2
+ αm − αf (4.20)

is fulfilled. In the same reference, a second-order accurate approach with specified high-frequency
damping is proposed. It depends on one single parameter ρ∞ ∈ [0, 1] from which the other pa-
rameters can be calculated as

αf =
1

1 + ρ∞
, αm =

3− ρ∞
2 + 2ρ∞

, γ =
1

2
+ αm − αf . (4.21)

For ρ∞ = 0 the highest frequency of a linear problem will be annihilated within one time step.
For ρ∞ = 1 no numerical damping is introduced. The one-step-θ method for a first-order system
can be reproduced by choosing αf = αm = 1 and γ = θ. Also other time integration schemes
are included within the generalized-α method. However, as they are not used within this thesis,
this will not be discussed further. The interested reader is again referred to [137] for details.

For a second-order system (4.6) the discrete time derivatives can be given [61] as

vn+1 =
γ

β∆t
(dn+1 − dn)− γ − β

β
vn −

γ − 2β

2β
∆tan, (4.22)

an+1 =
1

β∆t2
(dn+1 − dn)− 1

β∆t
vn −

1− 2β

2β
an. (4.23)

Note, that for second-order systems, the additional parameter β is introduced. The terms are
evaluated at the intermediate time steps tn+1−αm = αmtn + (1 − αm) tn+1 and tn+1−αf

=
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αftn + (1− αf) tn+1:

dn+1−αf
= αfdn + (1− αf)dn+1, (4.24)

vn+1−αf
= αfvn + (1− αf)vn+1, (4.25)

an+1−αm = αman + (1− αm)an+1, (4.26)
fn+1−αf

= αff (vn,dn, tn) + (1− αf)f (vn+1,dn+1, tn+1) , (4.27)
f ext,n+1−αf

= αff ext(tn) + (1− αf)f ext(tn+1). (4.28)

The discrete system then reads

M · an+1−αm + fn+1−αf
+ f ext,n+1−αf

= 0. (4.29)

Remark 4.1 Note, that the definition of the time level is different for first- and second-order
equations (tn+1−αm compared to tn+αm and tn+1−αf

compared to tn+αf
). Actually, this is just

a change of definition of αf and αm from the first-order system to the second-order system.
The value of αf for the first-order system is 1 − αf of the second-order system (and the same
for αm). This is how the respective methods are defined in the original papers [137] and [61].
As this is also the form that is implemented for the fluid equations (first-order system) and the
skeleton/structure equations (second-order system), this notation is kept here.

Again, it was shown in [61] that the generalized-α scheme for linear, second-order systems is
unconditionally stable if

αm ≤ αf ≤
1

2
, β ≥ 1

4
+

1

2
(αf − αm), (4.30)

and second-order accurate if
γ =

1

2
− αm + αf . (4.31)

Also for second-order systems the high order frequency damping can be controlled with the
parameter ρ∞. The other parameters can then be deduced as

αf =
ρ∞

1 + ρ∞
, αm =

2ρ∞ − 1

ρ∞ + 1
, γ =

1

2
− αm + αf , β =

1

4
(1− αm + αf)

2. (4.32)

As for the first-order system, for ρ∞ = 1 a mid-point rule without numerical dissipation is
obtained.

4.2. Time-Discrete Form
In the following, two semi-discrete forms of the system (3.117) will be deduced. For time

discretization, the one-step-θ is utilized, as this method is used for most examples. Note, that the
generalized-αmethod can be applied in a similar way and is also included in the implementation.
For the first version of a time-discrete form, the porosity and its time derivatives are expressed
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in terms of the skeleton displacement, velocity and the fluid pressure:

φ̊(ds,vs, pf , p̊f) =
∂φ

∂pf
(ds, pf)p̊f +

∂φ

∂J
(ds, pf)J̊(ds) =

∂φ

∂pf
(ds, pf)p̊f +

∂φ

∂J
(ds, pf)J(ds)∇·vs.

(4.33)
Inserting this into the strong equations (3.117), the semi-discrete form can be written as

p̊f
n+θ + f f

C,n+θ(d
s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0,

ρf
0v̊

f
n+θ + f f

M,n+θ(d
s,vf , pf) = 0,

ρs
0(1− φ0)as

n+θ + f s
M,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0.

(4.34)

The first equation is the mass balance of the fluid. The other two equations are the flow equation
and the balance of linear momentum of the porous medium, respectively. For compactness of
notation, the following additional abbreviations were introduced:

f f
C,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)p̊f

n + θf f
C(ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1) (4.35)

f f
C(ds,vf , pf) =

(
∂φ

∂pf
(ds, pf)

)−1
((

∂φ

∂J
(ds, pf)

)
J(ds)∇·vs

+ φ(ds, pf)∇·vs + ∇·
(
φ
(
vf − vs

)))
, (4.36)

f f
M,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)̊vf

n + θf f
M(ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1) (4.37)

f f
M(ds,vf , pf) =− ρf

0 (vs ·∇)vf + ∇pf − ρf
0b̂

+ µfφ(ds, pf)k−1(ds) ·
(
vf − vs

)
− 1

φ(ds, pf)
∇·
(
φ(ds, pf)σf

visc(d
s,vf)

)
, (4.38)

f s
M,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)as

n + θf s
M(ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1) (4.39)

f s
M(ds,vf , pf) =−∇0 ·

(
F (ds) · S(ds,vf , pf)

)
− ρs

0(1− φ0)b̂

− J(ds)φ(ds, pf)F−T(ds) ·∇0p
f

− µfJ(ds)φ2(ds, pf)k−1(ds) ·
(
vf − vs

)
. (4.40)

The necessary discrete time derivatives and end-time skeleton velocity can be calculated in ac-
cordance to equations (4.2), (4.8) and (4.11) in terms of known values from the last time step n
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and unknown primary variables at time step n+ 1 as

p̊f
n+θ(p

f
n+1) =

pf
n+1 − pf

n

∆t
, (4.41)

v̊f
n+θ(v

f
n+1) =

vf
n+1 − vf

n

∆t
, (4.42)

as
n+θ(d

s
n+1) =

1

θ∆t2
(dn+1 − dn)− 1

θ∆t
vn, (4.43)

p̊f
n = f f

C(ds
n,v

f
n, p

f
n), (4.44)

v̊f
n = f f

M(ds
n,v

f
n, p

f
n, tn), (4.45)

as
n = f s

M(ds
n,v

f
n, p

f
n, tn), (4.46)

vs
n+1(ds

n+1) =
1

θ∆t
(dn+1 − dn)− (1− θ)

θ
vn. (4.47)

This form will later be utilized for the weak form of the porous system with Darcy flow in Sec-
tion 4.3.2.1 and for one variant of a porous system with Darcy-Brinkman flow in Section 4.3.2.2.

An alternative time-discrete form is obtained as follows. If the porosity is not expressed in
terms of other variables, but directly discretized in time instead, one concludes

φ̊n+θ + f f
Cφ,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) = 0,

ρf
0v̊

f
n+θ + f f

Mφ,n+θ(d
s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) = 0,

ρs
0(1− φ0)as

n+θ + f s
Mφ,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0,

(1− θ)
(
pf
n −

∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)
(ds

n, p
f
n, φn)

)

+θ

(
pf
n+1 −

(
∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)
(ds

n+1, p
f
n+1, φn+1)

))
= 0.

(4.48)
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Here, the following notation was used

f f
Cφ,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) =(1− θ)φ̊n + θf f

Cφ(ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) (4.49)

f f
Cφ(ds,vf , pf , φ) =φ∇·vs + ∇·

(
φ
(
vf − vs

))
, (4.50)

f f
Mφ,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) =(1− θ)̊vf

n + θf f
Mφ(ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) (4.51)

f f
Mφ(ds,vf , pf , φ) =− ρf

0 (vs ·∇)vf + ∇pf − ρf
0b̂

+ µfφk−1(ds) ·
(
vf − vs

)
− 1

φ
∇·
(
φσf

visc(d
s,vf)

)
, (4.52)

f s
Mφ,n+θ(d

s
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)as

n + θf s
Mφ(ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1), (4.53)

f s
Mφ(ds,vf , pf , φ) =−∇0 ·

(
F (ds) · S(ds,vf , pf)

)
− ρs

0(1− φ0)b̂

− J(ds)φF−T(ds) ·∇0p
f

− µfJ(ds)φ2 k−1(ds) ·
(
vf − vs

)
. (4.54)

The discrete time derivative of the porosity is given as

φ̊n+θ =
φn+1 − φn

∆t
, (4.55)

φ̊n = f f
Cφ(ds

n,v
f
n, p

f
n, tn). (4.56)

The semi-discrete form (4.48) consists of one additional equation compared to the semi-discret
form (4.34), namely the constitutive equation relating the pore pressure, the displacements and
the porosity. This form will later be used for the mixed approach presented in Section 4.3.2.2.2.

4.3. Finite Element Formulation and Solution Approach
In this section, the finite element formulations for porous media utilized in this thesis is pre-

sented. A thorough review of fundamental finite element theory is omitted. Instead, only the
basic concepts are explained and the notation is introduced. For more details it is referred to
common finite element textbooks. For a comprehensive introduction of the FEM in general and
in terms of elastodynamics see [27, 129, 269, 270]. Details about the FEM for flow and trans-
port processes can be found in [82, 271]. The FEM for porous media is reviewed in [158, 242].
The most outstanding characteristic of the approaches proposed in this thesis is, that a specific
emphasis is laid on the ability of the porous medium model to represent changing porosities and
porosity gradients. This leads to special requirements when considering Darcy-Brinkman flow.
Those requirements will be analyzed in detail in Section 4.3.1, before stating the weak formula-
tions in Section 4.3.2. Following this, three suitable finite element approaches will be presented
in Section 4.3.3: The first is denoted ‘standard’ approach using the displacements, fluid veloci-
ties, and pressure as primary fields (ds,vf , pf) representing a natural and very common choice
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for the unknown variables. The other two approaches are meant for the correct representation
of porosity gradients in case of Darcy-Brinkman flow. A mixed approach and a NURBS based
approach are proposed. As all approaches used in this thesis are based on equal-order interpola-
tions and thus do not fulfill the inf-sup stability condition, the finite element formulations need
to be stabilized. A residual-based variational multi-scale stabilization will be described. Sub-
sequently, details about the application of impermeability constraints using the dual Lagrange
multiplier method are also given. Lastly, the monolithic solution approach is presented in Sec-
tion 4.3.4. This section includes the manipulation to be made of the linearized system in order to
apply complex constraints and to compute on non-matching solid and fluid meshes.

4.3.1. Pre-Analysis: Continuity and Completeness
Before considering the weak form and finite element formulations, some terms appearing

in the strong form of the governing equations are re-examined. The analysis stated here was
presented by the author in [244].

The highest derivative appearing in the weak form determines the continuity and completeness
(or compatibility) requirements of the shape functions. These characteristics are crucial for the
convergence of the finite element approach. In classical elastodynamics, the stress divergence is
integrated by parts, which leads to the highest derivative of the shape and the weighting function
being a first derivative. Completeness then demands non-zero first derivatives and continuity re-
quires C0-continuous shape functions. Thus, a linear Lagrange element is the simplest element
fulfilling the convergence requirements. These requirements can be different for a porous system.
The important terms regarding continuity and completeness are porosity gradients, that is, ∇φ
and ∇0φ. If the porosity is to vary in space, those gradients need special consideration. As, in
general, the porosity itself depends on the determinant of the deformation gradient, see equa-
tion (3.80), the porosity gradient is related to a second derivative in space of the displacement
field. Hence, if the porosity appears in the final weak form, the continuity requirements on the
displacements are stricter than in an elastodynamic problem. The balance of linear momentum
of the mixture (3.115) implicitly depends on the porosity gradient as it included in the stress ten-
sor. A porosity gradient appears in the continuity equation of the fluid phase (3.111), and, when
considering Darcy-Brinkman flow (3.114) as fluid equation, it needs to be evaluated to determine
the fluid viscous stress term. Only the Darcy equation (3.113) is not directly influenced by spatial
variations of the porosity. All appearances of the porosity gradient are listed in the following and
evaluated whether this spatial derivative can be circumvented by partial integration.

• Within the mixture equation (3.115), the porosity gradient appears in the stress term, that
is, in

∇0 ·(F · S) = ∇0 ·
(
F ·
(
φSf

visc − pfJC−1 +
∂Ψs(E, Jφ)

∂E

))
. (4.57)

As this term is usually partially integrated, it does not lead to a porosity gradient in the
weak form.

• Similar argumentation holds for the porosity gradient in the continuity equation (3.111).
Therein, the term ∇ ·

(
φ
(
vf − vs

))
can be integrated by parts, shifting the derivative
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onto the test function. However, note that this partial integration is not usually done for
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and leads to an additional boundary integral, rep-
resenting the mass flux over the boundary, which needs to be evaluated.

• The actual peculiarity lies within the Darcy-Brinkman equation (3.114). As already stated
above, the Darcy equations are non-problematic in that regard. The viscous stress term can
be reformulated using the product rule in order to obtain a ‘classical’ viscous term, also
appearing in the Navier-Stokes equations, and an additional viscous stress term:

1

φ
∇·
(
φσf

visc

)
= ∇·

(
σf

visc

)
+

1

φ
∇φ · σf

visc. (4.58)

It becomes obvious that the porosity gradient cannot be eliminated by partial integration
in the weak form (it could only be done by multiplying the whole equation by the porosity
beforehand, which would lead to similar problems when partially integrating the pressure
gradient, which will not be considered here).

In conclusion, assuming Darcy-Brinkman flow and including a varying porosity in space re-
quires special care regarding the continuity requirements. To be more specific, assuming to have
displacements, fluid velocities, and pressures as primary fields (ds,vf , pf), the shape functions of
the displacement field need to have non-zero second derivatives in order to be complete and need
to be globally C1-continuous in order to fulfill the continuity requirements. Note that standard
Lagrange elements are globally C0-continuous, regardless of the order, and therefore conver-
gence cannot be guaranteed for this formulation.

4.3.2. Weak Formulations
In this section, the weak formulations of the porous system will be presented. Therein, it

will be differentiated whether Darcy or Darcy-Brinkman flow is considered. As elaborated in
Section 4.3.1, different continuity requirements need to be considered for both types of flow.
The approach for the Darcy equation is described in Section 4.3.2.1 followed by two alternative
approaches for porous media with Darcy-Brinkman flow in Section 4.3.2.2. All the techniques
presented in this section were given by the author in [244].

4.3.2.1. ‘Standard’ Approach for the Darcy Equation

The ‘standard’ approach describes one the most natural choices of primary fields. For the
structural side, the displacement field and for fluid side, the velocity field and the pressure field
are chosen as primary variables. Figure 4.1 shows a graphical representation of the governing
equations and physical fields in a Tonti-diagram. A common mixed approach is chosen for the
fluid phase. In order to formulate the weak form of the problem, the following function spaces S
for the primary variables and the respective weighting function spaces V are defined

Sd =
{
ds ∈

(
H2(Ω0)

)nsd
∣∣ds = d̂s on ΓD,s

0

}
, (4.59)

Vd =
{
δds ∈

(
H1(Ω0)

)nsd
∣∣ δds = 0 on ΓD,s

0

}
, (4.60)
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Figure 4.1: Tonti-diagram for ‘standard’ approach. Boundary conditions are omitted for sake of
clarity.

Sv =
{
vf ∈

(
H1(Ωt)

)nsd
∣∣vf · n = v̂f

n on ΓD,f
t

}
, (4.61)

Vv =
{
δvf ∈

(
H1(Ωt)

)nsd
∣∣ δvf · n = 0 on ΓD,f

t

}
, (4.62)

Sp =
{
pF ∈ H1(Ωt)

}
, (4.63)

Vp =
{
δpf ∈ H1(Ωt)

}
, (4.64)

with nsd, H2 and H1 denoting the number of space dimensions, the Sobolev space of square
integrable functions with square integrable first and second derivatives and the Sobolev space of
square integrable functions with square integrable first derivatives, respectively. The expression

(•, •)Ω =

∫
(•) · (•) dΩ (4.65)

denotes the inner L2 product. The semi-discrete form (4.34) is multiplied with the respective
weighting functions and integrated over the domain. By partially integrating the porosity gradient
in the balance of linear momentum of the mixture as well as in the continuity equation of the
fluid, one obtains to the following weak formulation:
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Find
(
ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1

)
∈ Sd × Sv × Sp, such that ∀

(
δds, δvf , δpf

)
∈ Vd × Vv × Vp :

(
δpf ,

(
∂φ

∂pf

)
n+1

p̊f
n+θ

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ F f
C,n+θ(δp

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0,

(
δvf , ρf

0v̊
f
n+θ

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ F f
M,n+θ(δv

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0,(

δds,ms
0a

s
n+θ

)
Ω0

+ F s
M,n+θ(δd

s,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0.

(4.66)

Similar to the notation in Section 4.2, the following abbreviations were used in the continuity
equation:

F f
C,n+θ(δp

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)

(
δpf ,

(
∂φ

∂pf

)
n+1

p̊f
n

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ θF f
C(δpf ,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1), (4.67)

F f
C(δpf ,ds,vf , pf) =

(
δpf ,

∂φ

∂J
J∇·vs

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δpf , φ∇·vs

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
∇δpf , φ

(
vf − vs

))
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δpf , φn ·

(
vf − vs

))
Γ(tn+1)

. (4.68)

Note the slight modifications in equation (4.67) due to the pre-multiplication with (∂φ/∂pf)n+1.
The terms in the flow equation are defined as

F f
M,n+θ(δv

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)

(
δvf , v̊f

n

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ θF f
M(δvf ,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1),

(4.69)

F f
M(δvf ,ds,vf , pf) =−

(
∇·δvf , pf

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf , ρf

0v
s ·∇vf

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δvf , µfφk−1 ·

(
vf − vs

))
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf , ρf

0b
)

Ω(tn+1)
−
(
δvf , t̂

f

t

)
ΓN,f(tn+1)∪Γc,f(tn+1)

, (4.70)

and in the balance of linear momentum of the mixture as

F s
M,n+θ(δd

s,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ) (δds,as

n)Ω0
+ θF s

M(δds,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1), (4.71)

F s
M(δds,ds,vf , pf) = + (δE,S)Ω0

−
(
δds, µfJφ2k−1 ·

(
vf − vs

))
Ω0

−
(
δds, JφF−T ·∇0p

f
)

Ω0

− (δds,ms
0b)Ω0

−
(
δds, t̂0

)
ΓN,s

0 ∪Γc,s
0
. (4.72)
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Here, δE denotes the variation of the Green-Lagrange strains given by

δE =
∂E

∂ds δd
s =

1

2

((
F T ·∇0δd

s
)T

+ F T ·∇0δd
s
)
. (4.73)

Note the partitioning of the material and current boundary into Dirichlet, Neumann and con-
straint boundary, i.e. Γ0 = ΓD

0 ∪ ΓN
0 ∪ Γc

0 and Γt = ΓD
t ∪ ΓN

t ∪ Γc
t , as stated in Section 3.7.

4.3.2.2. Approaches for the Darcy-Brinkman Equation

Two semi-discrete forms for the porous medium system with Darcy-Brinkman flow are pre-
sented. The first formulation is a (ds,vf , pf)-approach as for the Darcy equation, but with stricter
requirements on the finite element spaces. The second alternative form is a mixed formulation
(ds,vf , pf , φ), which includes the porosity as primary unknown.

4.3.2.2.1. ‘Standard’ Approach for the Darcy-Brinkman Equation

Here, the same approach as for Darcy flow is used. The only, but crucial, difference is the
higher continuity requirement. The function spaces S for the primary variables, namely the solid
displacement ds, the fluid velocity vf , and the fluid pressure pf , as well as the respective weight-
ing function spaces V are defined as follows

Sd,DB =
{
ds ∈

(
H2(Ω0)

)nsd
∣∣ds = d̂s on ΓD,s

0

}
, (4.74)

Vd,DB =
{
δds ∈

(
H1(Ω0)

)nsd
∣∣ δds = 0 on ΓD,s

0

}
, (4.75)

Sv,DB =
{
vf ∈

(
H1(Ωt)

)nsd
∣∣vf = v̂f on ΓD,f

t

}
, (4.76)

Vv,DB =
{
δvf ∈

(
H1(Ωt)

)nsd
∣∣ δvf = 0 on ΓD,f

t

}
, (4.77)

Sp,DB =
{
pf ∈ H1(Ωt)

}
, (4.78)

Vp,DB =
{
δpf ∈ H1(Ωt)

}
. (4.79)

The additional index ‘DB’ marks this approach. By partially integrating the porosity gradient in
the balance of linear momentum of the mixture as well as in the continuity equation of the fluid,
one obtains to the following weak formulation:

Find
(
ds,vf , pf

)
∈ Sd,DB×Sv,DB×Sp,DB, such that ∀

(
δds, δvf , δpf

)
∈ Vd,DB×Vv,DB×Vp,DB:

(
δpf ,

(
∂φ

∂pf

)
n+1

, p̊f
n+θ

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ F f
C,DB,n+θ(δp

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0.

(
δvf , ρf

0v̊
f
n+θ

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ F f
M,DB,n+θ(δv

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0,(

δds,ms
0a

s
n+θ

)
Ω0

+ F s
M,DB,n+θ(δd

s,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) = 0.

(4.80)
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The following abbreviations were used in the continuity equation:

F f
C,DB,n+θ(δp

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)

(
δpf ,

(
∂φ

∂pf

)
n+1

p̊f
n

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ θF f
C,DB(δpf ,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1), (4.81)

F f
C,DB(δpf ,ds,vf , pf) =

(
δpf ,

∂φ

∂J
J∇·vs

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δpf , φ∇·vs

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
∇δpf , φ

(
vf − vs

))
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δpf , φn ·

(
vf − vs

))
Γ(tn+1)

. (4.82)

Again, note the same modifications in equation (4.81) as in the standard formulation (4.67) due
to the pre-multiplication with (∂φ/∂pf)n+1. The terms In the flow equation are defined as

F f
M,DB,n+θ(δv

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ)

(
δvf , v̊f

n

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ θF f
M,DB(δvf ,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1), (4.83)

F f
M,DB(δvf ,ds,vf , pf) =−

(
∇·δvf , pf

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf , ρf

0v
s ·∇vf

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δvf , µfφk−1 ·

(
vf − vs

))
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
∇δvf ,σf

visc

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf ,

1

φ
∇φ · σf

visc

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf , ρf

0b
)

Ω(tn+1)
−
(
δvf , t̂

f

t

)
ΓN,f(tn+1)∪Γc,f(tn+1)

,

(4.84)

and in the balance of linear momentum of the mixture as

F s
M,DB,n+θ(δd

s,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1) =(1− θ) (δds,as

n)Ω0

+ θF s
M,DB(δds,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1, tn+1), (4.85)

F s
M,DB(δds,ds,vf , pf) = + (δE,S)Ω0

−
(
δds, µfJφ2k−1 ·

(
vf − vs

))
Ω0

−
(
δds, JφF−T ·∇0p

f
)

Ω0

− (δds,ms
0b)Ω0

−
(
δds, t̂0

)
ΓN,s

0 ∪Γc,s
0
. (4.86)

Note that equations (4.80)–(4.86) are almost the same as the standard approach (4.66)–(4.72).
The only difference is the inclusion of the Brinkman term in equation (4.84). This form will later
be discretized using second order NURBS-based finite elements in Section 4.3.3.4, as second
order NURBS fulfill the C1-continuity requirement. Of course, any other type of shape func-
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tion with continuous first derivatives, like Hermite shape functions, for instance, could also be
applied.

4.3.2.2.2. ‘Mixed’ Approach for the Darcy-Brinkman Equation

An alternative approach is choosing the porosity as additional primary variable. The con-
stitutive equation for the porosity is no longer inserted into the other equations, but fulfilled
in a weak sense. In Figure 4.2 the respective Tonti-diagram is depicted. There, the porosity is
counted among the skeleton’s degrees of freedom. This is how the implementation was realized.
However, it could also be counted among the fluid field, as the porosity actually belongs to the
mixture. In this case the function spaces S for the primary variables and the respective weighting

Figure 4.2: Tonti-diagram for ‘mixed’ approach. Boundary conditions are omitted for sake of
clarity.

function spaces V are defined as follows

Sdφ =
{
ds ∈

(
H1(Ω0)

)nsd
∣∣ds = d̂s on ΓD,s

0

}
, (4.87)

Vdφ =
{
δds ∈

(
H1(Ω0)

)nsd
∣∣ δds = 0 on ΓD,s

0

}
, (4.88)

Svφ =
{
vf ∈

(
H1(Ωt)

)nsd
∣∣vf = v̂f on ΓD,f

t

}
, (4.89)
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Vvφ =
{
δvf ∈

(
H1(Ωt)

)nsd
∣∣ δvf = 0 on ΓD,f

t

}
, (4.90)

Spφ =
{
pf ∈ H1(Ωt)

}
, (4.91)

Vpφ =
{
δpf ∈ H1(Ωt)

}
, (4.92)

Sφ =
{
φ ∈

(
H1(Ω0)

)}
, (4.93)

Vφ =
{
δφ ∈

(
H1(Ω0)

)}
. (4.94)

Note the additional subscript ‘φ’, which indicates the mixed approach. The weak form can then
be formulated as follows:

Find
(
ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1

)
∈ Sdφ × Svφ × Spφ × Sφ, such that ∀

(
δds, δvf , δpf , δφ

)
∈

Vdφ × Vvφ × Vpφ × Vφ:

(
δpf , φ̊n+θ

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ F f
Cφ,n+θ(δp

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) = 0.

(
δvf , ρf

0v̊
f
n+θ

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ F f
Mφ,n+θ(δv

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) = 0,(

δds,ms
0a

s
n+θ

)
Ω0

+ F s
Mφ,n+θ(δd

s,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) = 0,

(1− θ)
(
δφ, pf

n −
(

∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)

)
n

)
Ω0

+ θ

(
δφ, pf

n+1 −
(

∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)

)
n+1

)
Ω0

= 0.

(4.95)

The terms in the weak form in the continuity equation are defined as

F f
Cφ,n+θ(δp

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) =(1− θ)

(
δpf , φ̊n

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ θF f
Cφ(δpf ,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1), (4.96)

F f
Cφ(δpf , dS,vf , pf , φ) =

(
δpf , φ∇·vs

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
∇δpf , φ

(
vf − vs

))
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δpf , φn ·

(
vf − vs

))
Γ(tn+1)

, (4.97)
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and in the Darcy-Brinkman equation as

F f
Mφ,n+θ(δv

f ,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) =(1− θ)

(
δvf , v̊f

n

)
Ω(tn+1)

+ θF f
Mφ(δvf ,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1, tn+1), (4.98)

F f
Mφ(δvf ,ds,vf , pf , φ) =−

(
∇·δvf , pf

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf , ρf

0v
s∇vf

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δvf , µfφk−1 ·

(
vf − vs

))
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
∇δvf ,σf

visc

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf ,

1

φ
∇φ · σf

visc

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δvf , ρf

0b
)

Ω(tn+1)
−
(
δvf , t̂

f

t

)
ΓN,f(tn+1)∪Γc,f(tn+1)

,

(4.99)

and finally in the balance of linear momentum of the mixture as

F s
Mφ,n+θ(δd

s,ds
n+1,v

f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1) =(1− θ) (δds,as

n)Ω(tn+1)

+ θF s
Mφ(δds,ds

n+1,v
f
n+1, p

f
n+1, φn+1, tn+1), (4.100)

F s
Mφ(δds,ds,vf , pf , φ) = (δE,S)Ω0

−
(
δds, µfJφ2k−1 ·

(
vf − vs

))
Ω0

−
(
δds, JφF−T ·∇0p

f
)

Ω0

− (δds,ms
0b)Ω0

−
(
δds, t̂0

)
ΓN,s

0 ∪Γc,s
0
. (4.101)

As consequence of the porosity being an additional primary field, the weak form (4.95) consists
of one additional equation, that is, the weighted constitutive relation (3.80). The other equations
remain unaltered compared to the first formulation (4.80), but the continuity requirement on
the displacement field is reduced here (compare equation (4.59) and (4.87)). In this approach,
the displacement field as well as the porosity field need to be C0-continuous. Due to these re-
duced continuity requirements, this form can be discretized by first-order Lagrange elements in
Section 4.3.3.3.

4.3.2.3. Impermeability Boundary Conditions

The modifications of the system (4.66), (4.80) or (4.95), originating from the impermeability
conditions on the boundary Γct , for Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow will be shown here. Note,
that the terms given here are written in time-continuous form for clarity of notation, but the same
holds for the semi-discrete form.

For Darcy flow the no-penetration (no-flow) condition and for Darcy-Brinkman flow the no-
slip constraint, see equation (3.122), is enforced weakly by a Lagrange multiplier field λ. First,
the impermeability condition for Darcy flow is considered. It reads(

δλ⊥, φn ·
(
vf − vs

))
Γc
t

= 0. (4.102)
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As the no-penetration condition acts in normal direction of the boundary, the Lagrange multiplier
needs to point this direction. To ensure the correct orientation of the Lagrange multiplier, all
tangential components are forced to vanish by the additional tangential constraint(

δλ‖,T · λ
)

Γc
t

= 0. (4.103)

The conditions in normal and tangential direction are multiplied by the corresponding test func-
tions δλ⊥ and δλ‖. The tangential vectors on the boundary Γct are gathered in T to perform the
projection of the Lagrange multiplier onto the boundary.

For Darcy-Brinkman flow, the weak no-slip constraint is required. Thus, the fluid velocity
needs to be equal to the solid velocity. Hence, the weak form reads(

δλ,vf − vs
)

Γc
t

= 0. (4.104)

After formulating the constraints, in the following it will be shown how they couple into the
governing equations. The Lagrange multiplier field can be identified as the fluid traction tft acting
on the constraint boundary

λ = tft, (4.105)

which can be inserted into the weak form(
δvf , tf

)
Γc
t

=
(
δvf ,λ

)
Γc
t
. (4.106)

The Lagrange multiplier acts explicitly only on the fluid phase. There is no effective contribution
of the impermeability condition to the boundary integral of the mixture equation, as it does not
apply any external tractions onto the surface. A detailed explanation can be found in [244].

Remark 4.2 In monolithic FSI systems, the Lagrange multiplier acts on both field equations,
see e.g. [168]. In the formulation of the porous medium used here, it acts on the fluid only. This
is because the ‘solid’ equation is actually the balance of linear momentum of the mixture, where
balance of solid and fluid tractions at the boundaries is already included. If, however, the govern-
ing equations were written differently, that is, the solid part of the balance of momentum would
be extracted from the mixture equation by subtracting the fluid equation (see [243] or [54]), the
Lagrange multiplier of the impermeability constraint would also appear in both the solid and
the fluid equations.

4.3.3. Discrete System
In this section, the discrete system will be derived. Finite elements are used for the spatial

discretization. Following standard procedure, the domain Ω is approximated by a discrete do-
main Ωh, which is composed of nele non-overlapping subdomains Ωe, e = 1 . . . nele, denoted as
elements. Thus, it holds

Ω ≈ Ωh =

nele⋃
e=1

Ωe,with Ωe ∩ Ωf = ∅, for e 6= f. (4.107)
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The approximation of the solution for each primary field will be formulated in terms of nnode dis-
crete values at discrete positions called nodes. The nodes form the elements. In the following the
three FE formulations based on the time-discrete weak forms from Section 4.3.2 are presented.

4.3.3.1. FE Formulation for Poroelasticity with Darcy Flow

For deforming porous media including Darcy flow, the skeleton displacements, the fluid ve-
locities, and the fluid pressures are discretized. The solution fields for the primary unknowns can
be approximated by local shape functions Nd,k, Nv,k and Np,k:

ds ≈ ds,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Nd,kd
s
k = Nd · ds, (4.108)

vf ≈ vf,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Nv,kv
f
k = Nv · vf , (4.109)

pf ≈ pf,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Np,kp
f
k = Np · pf . (4.110)

The superscript h marks spatially discretized quantities. For instance, ds,h denotes the global
approximation of the displacement field, ds

k the nodal displacement of node k and ds the global
nodal displacements. The interpolation functions are gathered in the matrix N for matrix-vector
products. The weighting functions are approximated in the same way as the respective primary
field. That is,

δds ≈ δds,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Nd,kδd
s
k = Nd · δds, (4.111)

δvf ≈ δvf,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Nv,kδv
f
k = Nv · δvf , (4.112)

δpf ≈ δpf,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Np,kδp
f
k = Np · δpf . (4.113)

This is referred to as Bubnov-Galerkin approach, compared to the Petrov-Galerkin approach,
where the weighting function interpolations are chosen differently from the primary variables.
In most cases in this thesis, the same discretization is used for all primary fields, i.e. Nd,k =
Nv,k = Np,k = Nk and Nd = Nv = Np = N. Only for non-matching solid and fluid meshes, the
shape functions for displacements and porosity differ from the interpolations for fluid velocity
and pressure, see Section 4.3.4.3.
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Following the isoparametric concept, the material and current coordinates are approximated
in the same way as the displacement field:

X ≈Xh =

nnode∑
k=1

Nd,kXk = Nd · X, (4.114)

x ≈ xh =

nnode∑
k=1

Nd,kxk = Nd · x. (4.115)

The global approximations of the primary unknowns are elements of the usual finite element
approximation spaces Sh ⊂ S and Vh ⊂ V . Standard isoparametric finite elements of first and
second order will be used here. This way the primary unknowns can be approximated by the
respective discrete nodal values. Then, the discrete form, based on the weak form (4.66), can be
formulated as follows:

Find
(
ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1

)
∈ Sh

d × Sh
v × Sh

p , such that ∀
(
δds,h, δvf,h, δpf,h

)
∈ Vh

d × Vh
v × Vh

p :

(
δpf,h,

∂φ

∂pf

(
ds,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1

)
· p̊f,h

n+θ

)
Ωh(tn+1)

+ F f
C,n+θ(δp

f,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1) = 0,

(
δvf,h, ρf

0v̊
f,h
n+θ

)
Ωh(tn+1)

+ F f
M,n+θ(δv

f,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1) = 0,

(
δds,h,ms

0a
s,h
n+θ

)
Ωh

0

+ F s
M,n+θ(δd

s,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1) = 0,

(4.116)

with the abbreviations given in equations (4.67)–(4.72). Note, that of course not only the discrete
approximations at the time step n+ 1, but also at the time step n, i.e. (ds,h

n ,v
f,h
n , p

f,h
n ) are used in

equations (4.67)–(4.72).

Remark 4.3 An alternative, also commonly used set of primary variables includes the relative
fluid mass flux wf = ρfφ

(
vf − vs

)
(see equation (3.16)) instead of the fluid velocity vf . The

governing equations are then rewritten in terms of wf , like given in equation (3.14) for the bal-
ance of mass. For constant densities and porosities and slow motions of the solid, this approach
clearly has no significant difference to the one presented here. However, in the general case
the approximations differ. Even though it would be interesting to investigate and compare the
numerical properties, this variant is not considered here.

4.3.3.2. FE Formulations for Poroelasticity with Darcy-Brinkman flow

As already explained in Section 4.3.1 special care needs to be taken, if poroelasticity with vari-
able porosity is coupled with Darcy-Brinkman flow. Two approaches dealing with these stricter
requirements are presented in the following. The first method reduces the continuity require-
ments by introducing an additional primary field. The second approach uses higher order finite
elements with sufficiently smooth shape functions.
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4.3.3.3. Mixed Approach

This approach is based on a mixed formulation. Thereby, not only the solid displacements, the
fluid velocity, and fluid pressure are chosen as primary fields (which is, of course, a mixed formu-
lation itself), but an additional unknown field is introduced. That is, the porosity is incorporated
as primary variable. The additional equation needed is the constitutive relation between poros-
ity, pressure and displacements. It is tested and enforced in a weak sense, see equation (4.95).
Thereby, the continuity requirements are reduced. This means, that occurring porosity gradients
can be represented by first-order shape functions for Darcy-Brinkman flow. In general, mixed
approaches have already been applied to porous media systems. Most commonly they are used
in extended porous medium problems, such as thermo-poroelasticity, transport of chemical sub-
stances or multiphase flow within porous media (see, e.g. [149, 223]). Therein, the additional
field, being the temperature or a concentration, is discretized. Here, it is the porosity. Hence, in
addition to the approximations of displacements, velocities, and pressures in equations (4.108)–
(4.110), the following approximations are introduced

φ ≈ φh =

nnode∑
k=1

Nφ,kφk = Np · φ, (4.117)

δφ ≈ δφh =

nnode∑
k=1

Nφ,kδφk = Np · δφ. (4.118)

The usual finite-dimensional finite element spaces Sh ⊂ S and Vh ⊂ V are utilized and first-
and second-order isoparametric Lagrange elements will be used. Based on the weak form (4.95),
the discrete form can then be formulated as follows:

Find
(
ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1, φ

h
n+1

)
∈ Sh

dφ×Sh
vφ×Sh

pφ×Sh
φ, such that ∀

(
δds,h, δvf,h, δpf,h, δφh

)
∈

Vh
vφ × Vh

dφ × Vh
pφ × Vh

φ:

(
δpf,h, φ̊h

n+θ

)
Ωh(tn+1)

+ F f
Cφ,n+θ(δp

f,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1, φ

h
n+1) = 0.

(
δvf,h, ρf

0v̊
f,h
n+θ

)
Ωh(tn+1)

+ F f
Mφ,n+θ(δv

f,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1p

f,h
n+1, φ

h
n+1) = 0,

(
δds,h,ms

0a
s,h
n+θ

)
Ωh

0

+ F s
Mφ,n+θ(δd

s,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1, φ

h
n+1) = 0,

(1− θ)
(
δφh, pf,h

n −
(

∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)

)
(ds,h

n , p
f,h
n , φ

h
n)

)
Ωh

0

+θ

(
δφh, pf,h

n+1 −
(

∂Ψs

∂(Jφ)

)
(ds,h

n+1, p
f,h
n+1, φ

h
n+1)

)
Ωh

0

= 0.

(4.119)

As stated before, in this approach, the displacement field as well as the porosity field need to
be C0-continuous. Hence, even first-order Lagrange elements are applicable. From a practical
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point of view, this is a major advantage of the mixed approach compared to the NURBS-based
approach, as first order elements are computationally cheaper and easier to be implemented.

4.3.3.4. NURBS-based Approach

The second formulation for a porous system with Darcy-Brinkman flow is based on Non-
Uniform Rational Basis Splines (NURBS). NURBS have been the industrial standard for CAD-
systems (Computer Aided Design). They became increasingly popular also in the computational
mechanics community through the work of Hughes et. al. [128] who used them as shape func-
tions in the context of the finite element method. This special version of the FEM is called
isogeometric analysis. Since it was first introduced, isogeometric analysis has been applied to
a variety of problems. One application that is of special interest to this work is given in [132].
There, isogeometric analysis has been applied to poroelasticity but still was restricted to small
deformations. As NURBS basis functions of order p can be up to Cp−1-continuous by con-
struction, they perfectly meet the requirements posed by the specific porous medium problem
analyzed here. In the following, a brief introduction into the definition of NURBS functions
is given. Fundamentals on NURBS are well documented in the literature and a comprehensive
discussion can be found in textbooks [190] and [205].

NURBS are based on so called Basis-splines (B-splines). For the construction of a B-spline
polynomial of order p, a corresponding knot vector

u = (u1, u2, . . . , un+p+1) (4.120)

needs to be defined. The knot values ui, i = 1, . . . , n + p + 1 form a set of non-decreasing
numbers representing coordinates in the parametric space. The interval [u1, un+p+1] is called a
patch, which is composed of the knot spans [ui, ui+1]. A knot vector is called uniform, if all knot
values are equally spaced, otherwise non-uniform. A knot vector is open if its first and last knots
are repeated p+ 1 times. A B-spline basis function of order 0 is then defined as

B0
i (u) :=

{
1 if ui ≤ u < ui+1

0 otherwise
(4.121)

and recursively B-spline basis functions of order p > 1 are defined as

Bdi (u) :=
u− ui

ui+d − ui
· Bd−1

i (u) +
ui+d+1 − u

ui+d+1 − ui+1

· Bd−1
i+1 (u), d = 1, . . . , p. (4.122)

In Figure 4.3 an example of B-spline basis functions is depicted. NURBS basis functions are
rational B-spline functions. They are defined by using a set of positive weights ωi, i = 1, . . . , n
as

Rpi (u) :=
ωi · Bpi (u)∑n
j=1 ωj ·B

p
j (u)

. (4.123)

NURBS basis functions are Cp−1-continuous if the internal knots are not repeated. For a knot
with multiplicity k, the basis is Cp−k-continuous at that knot. NURBS curves of order p are
a linear combination of NURBS basis functions of order p and n control points X. Hence, a
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Figure 4.3: B-spline basis functions for p = 2 and knot vector u = [0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5],
taken from [244].

NURBS curve is given as

C(u) =
n∑
i

RpiXi. (4.124)

The control points define the control polygon. A generalization of NURBS curves to NURBS
surfaces and volumes is based on tensor products of B-spline basis functions. NURBS surfaces
are defined as

S(u, v) =
n∑
i

m∑
j

Bpi (u)Bqj(v)ωij∑n
i

∑m
j Bpi (u)Bqj(v)ωij︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rij

Xij, (4.125)

depending on two parameter coordinates u and v. The B-spline basis functions are for polyno-
mial order p and q and the n·m control points form the control net. The corresponding weights ωij
for definition of the NURBS basis do not follow a tensor-product structure and can be chosen
arbitrarily, just like the control points Xij . NURBS volumes can be formulated analogously, that
is

V(u, v, w) =
n∑
i

m∑
j

o∑
k

Bpi (u)Bqj(v)Brk(w)ωijk∑n
i

∑m
j

∑o
k B

p
i (u)Bqj(v)Brk(w)ωijk

Xijk. (4.126)

Derivatives of NURBS parametrizations with respect to the parameter coordinates can easily be
derived for any order p of the NURBS basis functions. Again, the interested reader is referred to
the common literature and textbooks mentioned above for details.

Now, the weak form (4.80) will be discretized using NURBS. Thus, NURBS basis func-
tions (4.123) are used as shape functions, i.e.

ds ≈ ds,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Rpd,kd
s
k, (4.127)

vf ≈ vf,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Rpv,kv
f
k, (4.128)

pf ≈ pf,h =

nnode∑
k=1

Rpp,kp
f
k, (4.129)
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and, following the isoparametric concept, also for the approximation of the geometry

X ≈Xh =

nnode∑
k=1

Rpd,kXk, (4.130)

x ≈ xh =

nnode∑
k=1

Rpd,kxk. (4.131)

In this context nnode denotes the number of control points and Xk and xk the material and cur-
rent coordinate of control point k, respectively. A Bubnov-Galerkin approach is utilized, i.e.
the weighting functions are approximated in the same way as the primary fields. This time, the
finite-dimensional approximation spaces Sh and Vh are spanned by the NURBS basis functions.
Second-order NURBS are used in this thesis. Based on the weak form (4.80), the discrete form
reads:

Find
(
ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1

)
∈ Sh

d,DB×Sh
v,DB×Sh

p,DB, such that ∀
(
δds,h, δvf,h, δpf,h

)
∈ Vh

d,DB×
Vh

v,DB × Vh
p,DB:

(
δpf,h,

∂φ

∂pf

(
ds,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1

)
· p̊f,h

n+θ

)
Ωh(tn+1)

+ F f
C,DB,n+θ(δp

f,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1) = 0,

(
δvf,h, ρf

0v̊
f,h
n+θ

)
Ωh(tn+1)

+ F f
M,DB,n+θ(δv

f,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1) = 0,

(
δds,h,ms

0a
s,h
n+θ

)
Ωh

0

+ F s
M,DB,n+θ(δd

s,h,ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1) = 0.

(4.132)

This approach fulfills the requirements for convergence thanks to the higher continuity of NURBS.
Thereby the system size is the same as for the standard approach. However, one has to keep in
mind, that usually NURBS have a larger stencil compared to Lagrange elements, which increases
solver costs.

Remark 4.4 Since NURBS basis functions are non-interpolatory, the application of non-constant
Dirichlet boundary conditions to the degrees of freedom is not straightforward. In general, they
can either be applied in a strong or weak sense. In the examples, the non-constant Dirichlet
values at the control points are calculated via solving a least squares problem and are applied
in a strong sense.

Remark 4.5 In addition, as NURBS basis functions are in general rational functions, standard
gauss quadrature is not exact. However, it was shown in [129], that it still leads to good and
accurate results. Hence, standard quadrature rules will be used in the examples.

Remark 4.6 Strictly speaking, the higher continuity of NURBS holds on a so called patch, which
is defined by a corresponding set of knot vectors. For many basic geometries one patch is suffi-
cient for its exact description, while for more complex geometries multiple patches assembling
the overall domain are necessary. It has to be noted, that maintaining continuity over patch
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boundaries is a non-trivial task. For instance, two NURBS surfaces achieve only C0-continuity,
if they share a common boundary curve. In [64], C1-continuity between multiple patches was
attained by using a constraint equation. An alternative is to use so-called T-Splines, which are
a generalization of NURBS. For a comparison between NURBS and T-Splines see [23]. In this
thesis, only single patch geometries are considered.

4.3.3.5. Residual-based Variational Multi-Scale Stabilization

When using equal-order interpolations for certain solution variables in a mixed formulation,
the finite element approximation violates the Ladyschenskaja-Babuska-Brezzi (LBB) condition.
Thus, all discrete forms (4.116), (4.119) and (4.132) need to be stabilized. A residual-based vari-
ational multi-scale stabilization is applied, which leads to additional terms in the discrete form.
This thesis does not contain any new aspects concerning stabilization, but a common formula-
tion will be summarized and utilized subsequently. The reader is referred to the textbook [82] for
general stabilzation techniques for flow with finite elements and [17, 18, 166] for residual-based
stabilization of porous flow.

The theory behind residual-based stabilizations is well known. For a given problem, how-
ever, detailed investigation are due in order to determine the adequate choice of the stabilization
parameters, see e.g. [17] for Darcy flow. This is not the focus of this thesis. Still, the utilized sta-
bilization terms are listed here for the sake of completeness without going into detail about their
derivation. Note, that the given stabilization parameters are taken from studies in the literature
based on similar, but not identical, problems and thus might not be optimal for the given porous
medium problem. Nonetheless, they were used within the numerical examples and performed
well. The unresolved scales are approximated via the discrete residual of the flow equation Rf,h

M

and the residual of the balance of linear momentum of the mixture Rs,h
M . Those residuals are

calculated by inserting the numerical approximation into the strong form:

Rf,h
M = v̊f,h

n+θ + f f
M,n+θ

(
ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1

)
, (4.133)

Rs,h
M = ms

0a
s,h
n+θ + f s

M,n+θ

(
ds,h
n+1,v

f,h
n+1, p

f,h
n+1

)
. (4.134)

Here, the residuals are written for the formulation (4.34). For the mixed formulation, the residu-
als are analogously obtained inserting the approximations into the system (4.48). The choice of
the stabilization parameter for the porous flow equations is adopted from [17] and is defined as

τM =
h2

4h2ρf
(
φµ

f

k
+ (θ∆t)−1

)
+ 6µf

eff

. (4.135)

Therein, h denotes a characteristic element size and k a scalar-valued characteristic permeabil-
ity. The effective viscosity µf

eff is set zero for Darcy flow and µf
eff = µf for Darcy-Brinkman

flow. For the volumetric coupling of solid and fluid an additional stabilization parameter is in-
troduced [18]:

τB = c
h2

2µs
eff

, (4.136)
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with the numerical constant c and the effective shear modulus µs
eff of the skeleton. The following

stabilization techniques are included in the implementation:

• Pressure Stabilizing Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG)
PSPG allows for equal-order interpolation of pressure and fluid velocity by relaxing the
continuity equation. Stemming from [17], the following contribution is added to the con-
tinuity equation of the fluid phase (first equation of (4.66), (4.80) and (4.95))

nele∑
e=1

(
∇δpf

h, τMRf,h
M

)
Ωe
. (4.137)

• Stabilization due to reactive term
Based on the same argumentation as the PSPG term, an additional term is added to the
flow equation [17] (second equation of (4.66), (4.80) or (4.95)) weighted by the reactive
(Darcy) coefficient

nele∑
e=1

(
φ
µf

k
δvf

h,−τMRf,h
M

)
Ωe

. (4.138)

• Biot stabilization
Further, a special stabilization term for the porous medium system (also called Biot system
in linear theory) is included. It becomes relevant, when low permeabilities and dynamic
effects are considered. More precisely, when the time derivative of the porosity in the
continuity equation is non-zero, unphysical stress and pressure oscillations occur for low-
permeability problems. From an engineering perspective, this effect can be interpreted
as volumetric locking of the porous system [189]. One possible remedy is the introduc-
tion of another stabilization term to the balance of mass of the fluid phase [18]. The fol-
lowing contribution is added to the continuity equation of the fluid phase (first equation
of (4.66), (4.80) and (4.95))

nele∑
e=1

(
∇δpf

h, τBRs,h
M

)
Ωe
. (4.139)

PSPG and the stabilization due to the reactive term are used within all numerical simulations
involving a porous medium. As stated before, the Biot stabilization is only necessary in certain
kinds of settings. The Biot stabilization is used and analyzed in the example in Section 4.4.1.

4.3.4. Newton Scheme and Monolithic Approach
After discretization of (4.66), (4.80) or (4.95) in time and space the discrete residuals Rs =

Rs(ds, vf) and Rf = Rf(ds, vf) of the skeleton and fluid equations are obtained. In this context, ds

and vf denote the vectors of nodal displacements (and porosities in case of the mixed approach)
and fluid unknowns (i.e., fluid velocities and pressures), respectively. The residuals consist of the
discrete form (4.116), (4.80) or (4.95) and the stabilization terms presented in Section 4.3.3.5.
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For the solution of this system of non-linear equations at a time step n+ 1

R(ds
n+1, v

f
n+1) =

(
Rs(ds

n+1, v
f
n+1)

Rf(ds
n+1, v

f
n+1)

)
= 0 (4.140)

a Newton-Raphson method is utilized. This fully coupled non-linear problem will be solved
within one Newton loop. A so-called monolithic solution scheme is applied, wherein the pri-
mary variables of the respective fields will be solved simultaneously. In comparison to parti-
tioned schemes, where an iteration between single field solvers is utilized, this approach has
been successfully applied to other multi-field applications and proven to be superior especially
for complex biological problems (see, [107, 151]). The corresponding linearized equations at a
iteration step i are given as

Lin R = R(ds,i
n+1, v

f,i
n+1) +

∂R(ds, vf)

∂ds

∣∣∣∣i
n+1

∆ds,i+1
n+1 +

∂R(ds, vf)

∂vf

∣∣∣∣i
n+1

∆vf,i+1
n+1 = 0. (4.141)

The most important linearizations can be found in Appendix A.2. This system is solved for
the unknown increments ∆ds,i+1

n+1 and ∆vf,i+1
n+1 . Hence, in compact matrix notation the following

linear system is solved

(
∂R(ds, vf)

∂ds

∂R(ds, vf)

∂vf

)i
n+1

 ∆ds

∆vf

i+1

n+1

= −

 Rs

Rf

i

n+1

, (4.142)

Then, the guess of the nodal values for the next iteration step i+ 1 are obtained as ds

vf

i+1

n+1

=

 ds

vf

i

n+1

+

 ∆ds

∆vf

i+1

n+1

. (4.143)

The iterative procedure is aborted when a convergence criterion is met, e.g.∣∣∣∣∣∣(Rs)in+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ < εs and
∣∣∣∣∣∣(Rf

)i
n+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ < εf , (4.144)

where εs and εf are problem specific tolerances. In the following Section 4.3.4.1 comments con-
cerning the solution of linear system are made. Subsequently, some special cases are presented,
where the linear system is manipulated before solving. In Section 4.3.4.2 a method for the ap-
plication of impermeability constraints is proposed. There, the constraints are enforce with the
Lagrange multiplier method. The resulting additional degrees of freedom are condensed out of
the linear system. In Section 4.3.4.3 non-matching fluid and skeleton meshes are treated. The
nodal values are projected from one mesh to the other. This leads to manipulation of the cou-
pling blocks of the linear system.
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4.3.4.1. Linear Solver

The main drawback of the monolithic solution approach compared to partitioned schemes is
the increased size of the linear system. As both fields are solved simultaneously, the linear sys-
tem includes the tangential matrices from both residuals as well as the respective linearizations
of the coupling terms. This leads to a complex matrix pattern, as exemplarily depicted in Fig-
ure 4.4. For large problems the most expensive part of the numerical simulation is the linear

Figure 4.4: Exemplary sparsity pattern of tangent matrix of monolithic porous medium system.
Black dot denotes non-zero entry.

solver. In this work, an iterative solution technique known as Generalized Minimal RESidual
(GMRES) [211] is applied. In addition, for efficient calculations a block-preconditioner is used.
It has been specifically designed for monolithic coupled problems, see [240].

4.3.4.2. Impermeability Constraints

In the following a methodology to apply no-penetration conditions for Darcy flow and no-slip
conditions for Darcy-Brinkman flow is presented. This is realized mainly by manipulating the
linear system within the Newton scheme. After consistent linearization and before application of
those mentioned conditions, the system to be solved in every iteration step i+1 of the non-linear
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algorithm reads

SII SIC CFS
II CSF

IC

SCI SCC CSF
CI CSF

CC

CFS
II CFS

IC FII FIC

CFS
CI CFS

CC FCI FCC



i

n+1



∆ds
I

∆ds
C

∆vf
I

∆vf
C



i+1

n+1

= −



Rs
I

Rs
C

Rf
I

Rf
C



i

n+1

, (4.145)

for time step n + 1. Therein, the degrees of freedom are split into inner degrees of freedom
(marked with the subscript I) and conditioned degrees of freedom (marked with subscript C).
Note that in this notation all fluid pressure degrees of freedom are counted as inner degrees
of freedom, i.e. included in ∆vf

I. The individual sub-matrices of the system matrix in equa-
tion (4.145) denote the derivatives of the residuals with respect to the degrees of freedom, split
into inner and conditioned degrees of freedom, i.e. for instance

SCI =
∂Rs

C

∂ds
I

, (4.146)

CSF
CC =

∂Rs
C

∂vf
C

, (4.147)

FII =
∂Rf

I

∂vf
I

, (4.148)

CFS
IC =

∂Rf
I

∂ds
C

. (4.149)

In case of impermeable boundaries this system is extended by the Lagrange multiplier field and
the constraint itself. The most important steps in order to condense them out of the system are
sketched in the following.

4.3.4.2.1. No-Penetration Condition for Darcy Equation

In case of Darcy flow, the no-penetration constraints (4.102), (4.103) and (4.106) are de-
manded in a weak sense. This leads to the discrete residuals Rf

C⊥ = Rf
C⊥(ds, vf), Rf

C‖ =

Rf
C‖(d

s,λ) and Rf,λ
C = Rf,λ

C (ds,λ) of the normal, tangential condition and the additional bound-
ary integrals, respectively. Here λ denotes the vector of nodal unknown Lagrange multipliers.
Including

Rf
C⊥ = 0, (4.150)

Rf
C‖ = 0 (4.151)
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into the monolithic system (4.145) and adding the boundary integral residual to the fluid equation
(forth line in (4.145))

Rf
C + Rf,λ

C = 0, (4.152)

leads after consistent linearization to

SII SIC CSF
II CSF

IC 0

SCI SCC CSF
CI CSF

CC 0

CFS
II CFS

IC FII FIC 0

CFS
CI CFS

CC FCI FCC −θDT

0 NFS
CC NFF

CI NFF
CC 0

0 TFS
CC 0 0 Tλ

C



i

n+1



∆ds
I

∆ds
C

∆vf
I

∆vf
C

λ



i+1

n+1

= −



(Rs
I)
i
n+1

(Rs
C)in+1(

Rf
I

)i
n+1

R̃f
C(

Rf
C⊥
)i
n+1

0



, (4.153)

with R̃f
C =

(
Rf

C

)i
n+1
− (1 − θ)

(
DT · λ

)
n
. Thus, the system size is increased by the number

of nodal Lagrange multipliers. A noteworthy technical detail, is that in contrast to the other
unknown quantities, the system is solved for the discrete Lagrange multiplier λi+1

n+1, instead of
an increment. Also, the time discretized tangential condition is demanded at the time step n+ 1.
The additional sub matrices denote the derivatives of the following residuals with respect to the
degrees of freedom, i.e. for instance

NFF
CC =

∂Rf
C⊥

∂vf
C

, (4.154)

NFS
C =

∂Rf
C⊥

∂ds
CC

, (4.155)

TFS
C =

∂Rf
C‖

∂ds
C

, (4.156)

Tλ
C =

∂RC‖

∂λ
, (4.157)

−θDT =
∂Rf,λ

C

∂λ
. (4.158)

Solving for the Lagrange multiplier in the Darcy flow equation (forth line in (4.153)) gives

λi+1
n+1=−1

θ
D−T · (−Rf

C − FCI ·∆vf
I − FCC ·∆vf

C − CFS
CI ·∆ds

I (4.159)

−CFS
CC ·∆ds

C + (1− θ)DT
n · λn), (4.160)
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where all indices referring to the actual time step n+1 on the right hand side are omitted for clar-
ity of notation. The Lagrange multipliers are discretized by dual shape functions. This idea was
first presented in [255]. Details on the construction approach used here can be found in [193].
Utilizing these shape functions leads to a diagonal matrix DT and therefore enables straightfor-
ward and efficient evaluation of D−T, and hence of equation (4.160). By inserting λi+1

n+1 into the
tangential condition (sixth line in (4.153)), the Lagrange multiplier can be condensed out of the
system and the original system size is restored.

The final system to be solved by the non-linear algorithm then reads



SII SIC CSF
II CSF

IC

SCI SCC CSF
CI CSF

CC

CFS
II CFS

IC FII FIC

0 Nu
C Nv

I Nv
C

A · CFS
CI A · CFS

CC + Tu
C A · FCI A · FCC



i

n+1



∆ds
I

∆ds
C

∆vf
I

∆vf
C



i+1

n+1

= −



(Rs
I)
i
n+1

(Rs
C)in+1(

Rf
I

)i
n+1(

Rf
C⊥
)i
n+1

A · R̃f
C


,

(4.161)
with A = 1

θ
Tλ

C · D−T. After each iteration, the Lagrange multiplier needs to be recovered by
evaluating equation (4.160), as it is required for the calculation of Tλ

C.

Remark 4.7 It has to be noted, that the construction of dual shape functions for NURBS is
topic of current research [44, 225] and not considered here. Fortunately, the higher continuity
of NURBS is not necessary for Darcy flow, as elaborated in Section 4.3.1.

4.3.4.2.2. No-Slip Condition for Darcy-Brinkman Equation

The methodology to include no-slip constraints into the monolithic solution scheme is very
similar to modifications performed in FSI problems, see [148, 168]. After including the no-slip
condition (4.104), its consistent linearization, and after adding the additional boundary integrals,
the system reads

SII SIC CSF
II CSF

IC 0

SCI SCC CSF
CI CSF

CC 0

CFS
II CFS

IC FII FIC 0

CFS
CI CFS

CC FCI FCC −θDT

0 −DT 0 θ∆tDT 0



i

n+1



∆ds
I

∆ds
C

∆vf
I

∆vf
C

λ



i+1

n+1

= −



(Rs
I)
i
n+1

R̃s
C(

Rf
I

)i
n+1(

Rf
C

)i
n+1

0


, (4.162)
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with R̃s
C = Rs

C − (1 − θ)
(
DT · λ

)
n

As done before, λi+1
n+1 can be condensed out of the system

by solving for the Lagrange multiplier λi+1
n+1 in the Darcy-Brinkman flow equation (forth line

in (4.162)). Additionally, the last equation from (4.162), i.e. the identity ∆vf
C = 1

θ∆t
∆ds

C, is
used to condense the fluid velocities on the constraint boundary, further decreasing the number of
degrees of freedom. Note, that this simple relation only holds for conforming structure and fluid
meshes. In case of non-conforming meshes a projection operator P is needed to relate velocities
and displacements ∆vf

C = 1
θ∆t

P∆ds
C. Such an operator can, for instance, be calculated from

a mortar approach, as done for FSI with non-matching interfaces [148]. The final condensed
system then reads

SII SIC − 1
θ∆t

CSF
IC CSF

II

SCI SCC − 1
θ∆t

CSF
CC CSF

CI

CFS
II CFS

IC − 1
θ∆t

FIC FII



i

n+1


∆ds

I

∆ds
C

∆vf
I


i+1

n+1

= −


Rs

I

Rs
C

Rf
I


i

n+1

, (4.163)

It has to be pointed out, that in this case the Lagrange multiplier does not influence the single
non-linear iteration steps directly. It rather plays the role of a boundary traction which can be
post-processed after solving one time step. This is because the momentum of the whole mixture
already includes the coupling with the fluid stresses, which are equal to the Lagrange multiplier
on the constraint boundary and therefore cancels out as described in Section 4.3.2.3.

4.3.4.3. Porous Medium Problem on Non-Matching Meshes

From a numerical point of view an interesting aspect is the consideration of non-matching
fluid and solid meshes. If, for instance, the flow is complex, but the deformations are easily re-
solved, it would be computationally advantageous to only use a very small number of elements to
resolve the displacement field while the fluid velocity is approximated with far more elements.
Independent meshing of the fluid and the solid also implies the possibility of using different
interpolation functions, even if the element sizes do not differ significantly. A general method-
ology for solving volumetrically coupled multi-field problems is presented in [91]. Therein, two
coupling methods are presented: one is based on straightforward interpolation of nodal values on
the respective mesh and the other uses a mortar-like coupling of the primary fields. The former
will be called collocation approach, while the latter will be referred to as mortar-based approach
in the following. In the end, both methods provide the global algorithm with two discrete projec-
tion operators P12 and P21, which are used to transfer nodal information from one mesh to the
other and vice versa. In this thesis, no further details on the construction of these operators are
given. Instead, it is referred to the above contribution. It will be shown here, how this projection
is included into the monolithic porous medium system.

The two different discrete domains Ωh
1 and Ωh

2 are considered. Both domains approximate the
same continuous porous volume. After spatial discretization, the solid problem is going to be
solved on mesh Ωh

1 and the fluid problem on Ωh
2. The two discrete sets of primary unknowns

are the skeleton unknowns ds
1 on Ωh

1 and the fluid unknowns vf
2 on Ωh

2. The auxiliary coun-
terparts of the primary unknowns are ds

2 on Ωh
2 and vf

1 on Ωh
1, respectively. Simply speaking,
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both approaches demand the equality of the primary and the corresponding auxiliary variable
in a certain sense. The collocation method enforces the coupling in a strong, point-wise sense
at each node. The mortar-based approach demands an equality of the two fields in a weak, in-
tegral sense. Thereby, so-called dual shape functions [255] are used for efficient calculations.
Discretizatuion with standard finite elements then gives the desired projection of the discrete
nodel values ds

2 = P21d
s
1. Again, it is referred to [91] for details.

Now, the form of the linearized monolithic system will be sketched. The discrete residuals
read

Rs
1(ds

1, v
f
1) = 0 and Rf

2(ds
2, v

f
2) = 0. (4.164)

As before, the arising system of non-linear discrete algebraic equations is going to be solved in a
fully monolithic manner. As iterative non-linear solution technique, a Newton-Raphson method
is employed. This requires linearization of the residuals with respect to the primary unknowns,
which is obtained from a truncated Taylor expansion:

Lin Rs
1(ds,i

1 , v
f,i
1 ) = Rs

1(ds,i
1 , v

f,i
1 ) +

∂Rs
1(ds

1, v
f
1)

∂ds
1

∣∣∣i∆ds,i+1
1 +

∂Rs
1(ds

1, v
f
1)

∂vf
1

∣∣∣i∆vf,i+1
1 = 0,

(4.165)

Lin Rf
2(ds,i

2 , v
f,i
2 ) = Rf

2(ds,i
2 , v

f,i
2 ) +

∂Rf
2(ds

2, v
f
2)

∂ds
2

∣∣∣i∆ds,i+1
2 +

∂Rf
2(ds

2, v
f
2)

∂vf
2

∣∣∣i∆vf,i+1
2 = 0.

(4.166)

In order to eliminate the auxiliary quantities ∆ds,i+1
2 and ∆vf,i+1

1 from the resulting system of
equations, the nodal transfer operators P12 and P21 are employed:

∆ds,i+1
2 = P21∆ds,i+1

1 and ∆vf,i+1
1 = P12∆vf,i+1

2 . (4.167)

Hence, P12 is a projection of nodal values from mesh Ω2 to mesh Ω1 and P21 a projection from
mesh Ω1 to mesh Ω2. Written in matrix form, the off-diagonal blocks of the resulting system of
equations are multiplied with the projection operators: S CSF · P12

CFS · P21 F

i

n+1

 ∆ds
1

∆vf
2

i+1

n+1

= −

 Rs

Rf

i

n+1

. (4.168)

Equations (4.165) and (4.166) have to be fulfilled at each Newton step. After convergence of the
Newton scheme, the incremental solutions ∆ds,i+1

1 and ∆vf,i+1
2 are used to perform the updates

ds,i+1
1 = ds,i

1 + ∆ds,i+1
1 , vf,i+1

2 = vf,i
2 + ∆vf,i+1

2 , (4.169)

and the auxiliary quantities are recovered from the primary unknowns employing equation (4.167).
The procedure is repeated until a user-defined convergence criterion is fulfilled, as described in
Section 4.3.4.
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4.4. Numerical Examples
Five examples are presented to demonstrate the numerical properties of the realized compu-

tational approach for porous media problems. The first example in Section 4.4.1 is a known
benchmark example. It is based on linear theory and very suitable to analyze the utilized stabi-
lization of the porous system. The second example, comprises a simple one-dimensional setting
with analytical solution. It is constructed, such that changing porosities occur. This way, the
convergence behavior of the proposed numerical approaches can be evaluated in Section 4.4.2.
Based on the same problem, the properties of the methodology for non-matching meshes is in-
vestigated. The third example in Section 4.4.3 is meant to validate the impermeability boundary
conditions. The constraints are tested for dynamic example with curved, moving boundaries.
The last two examples presented in Section 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 are three-dimensional problems. The
capabilities of the approach are demonstrated for a problem with dynamic boundary conditions
and applied to a simplified porous heart model. PSPG stabilization and the stabilization due to
the reactive term presented in Section 4.3.3.5 are used within all numerical simulations.

4.4.1. Linear Benchmark: Terzaghi’s Consolidation Problem
The first example is Terzaghi’s consolidation problem. It was introduced by Karl von Terzaghi

in [234]. Even though the problem is one-dimensional, it will be solved within a two-dimensional
domain. It is an instructive example and a good test for the Biot stabilization. The results pre-
sented here are not new, but stated for the sake of completeness and comprehensiveness of the
theory. Similar numerical analysis of Terzaghi’s problem can for instance be found in [95, 246].
The setup comprises a porous block (height 2h), in which deformation and flow are restricted
to the vertical direction, see Figure 4.5. Plain strain conditions are assumed. The bottom of the
porous block is fixed, while on the top a constant load q = 1 is applied. For the fluid, the up-
per and lower boundaries are considered drained, i.e. a constant pressure p = 0 is enforced.
Inertia terms are neglected for both the skeleton and the fluid. However, the dynamically chang-
ing porosity (with initial value φ0 = 0.2) is considered via the instationary term in the balance
of mass. Linear kinematics are used for this example. A likewise linear stress-strain relation
(St.Venant-Kirchhoff law, see equation (2.40)) with a Young’s modulus E = 1.0 · 106 and a
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.0 determines the constitutive behavior of the skeleton. An incompress-
ible microscopic solid phase is assumed, which leads to the Biot relation (3.93) with b = 1.0
and 1/N = 0.0. The isotropic permeability is chosen as k = 1.0 · 10−6. Under those conditions,
the exact solution for the pressure field can be derived [242] as

p

p0

=
π

4

∞∑
j=1

(−1)j−1

2j − 1
cos

(
(2j − 1)

(
π (h− z)

2h

))
exp

(
−(2j − 1)

π2

4

cvt

h2

)
, (4.170)

with the consolidation coefficient
cv =

kE

(1.0 + φ)µf
. (4.171)

See also Appendix A.3.1 for some explanations of this form of the exact solution. For discretiza-
tion in space, 470 linear, 3-node elements (approximate element size h = 0.1) are used. The
one-step-θ scheme with θ = 1.0 and a time step ∆t = 1.0 · 10−4 is applied. The analytical solu-
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Figure 4.5: Terzaghi consolidation problem: Schematic of geometry and boundary conditions.

tion and the results of the simulation at different time instances without the Biot stabilization are
depicted in Figure 4.6. It can be seen, that the sudden application of loading induces a pressure
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Figure 4.6: Terzaghi consolidation problem: Evolution of fluid pressure and skeleton stresses.
Linear 3-node elements without Biot stabilization are used.

jump and unphysical oscillations in the numerical solution predominantly at early times (left
Subfigure 4.6). At the beginning, the fluid carries the main part of the load. With time, the load-
ing is redistributed to the skeleton, leading to completely drained conditions at zero pressure in
the stationary state. The numerical complexity of the problem originates from the high pressure
gradients. This is particularly critical at small values of the dimensionless time cvt/h2 and small
time steps: The smaller the time step is chosen, the higher the pressure gradient, that needs to
be resolved, becomes. The skeleton stresses, i.e. σ + pfI , exhibit similar oscillations at lower
magnitude (right Subfigure 4.6). Note, that this example is particularly designed to amplify the
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oscillations. For bigger time steps or moderate permeability, the problem is far less prone to
instabilities. Further, it is worth mentioning, that at later times, the oscillations are almost com-
pletely annihilated and the numerical solution fits the exact solution very well.

Now, a way to diminish the oscillations is presented. The oscillations can be smoothed by
a large enough Biot stabilization, as depicted in Figure 4.7. It significantly improves the initial
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Figure 4.7: Terzaghi consolidation problem: Evolution of fluid pressure and skeleton stresses.
Linear 3-node elements with Biot stabilization are used.

pressure and stress solution. However, the stabilization has major drawbacks for linear elements
especially at later time instances. As the strong form of the residual is used, the stabilization is
not consistent for linear interpolations. The stress divergence term ∇0 ·P in equation (4.134)
cannot be represented (the smoothing mainly stems from the penalization of pressure gradients).
Due to this inconsistency, a high numerical damping is introduced into the system. Thus, the
pressure and the stress tend much faster to a constant level than the exact solution predicts.
Actually, the unstabilized form is far more accurate at later times here. Yet, there are some reme-
dies for this problem. The most straightforward way is to simply use elements, which are more
consistent. Of course, this might lead to an increase of computational costs. For quadratic el-
ements, the stress divergence within the strong residual is not vanishing and better results can
be obtained, see Figure 4.8. There are still some oscillations at early times, this time most evi-
dent in the skeleton stress solution. Note, however, that the stabilization parameter was probably
not yet optimal, such that the results could be further improved. Due to the better consistency,
also good results are achieved at later time instances. Another approach is the reconstruction
of the stress divergence. Also for linear elements, information of the stress divergence can be
obtained from the nodal displacements. For instance, a gradient field can be computed by solv-
ing a least squares problem, see [127, sec. 4.4.1]. Alternatively, other projection methods can
be applied, which even have proven superconvergent characteristics. Results obtained with such
a method taken from [269, sec. 15.4] are illustrated in Figure 4.9. Even though the oscillations
are still visible and also the dissipative contribution of the stabilization terms can be seen at
later times, there is a significant improvement compared to the results without recovery of the
stress divergence, cf. Figure 4.7. Other ways to handle the pressure oscillations are even more
fundamental. Mathematically, the problem lies in the violation of the inf-sup-condition for dis-
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Figure 4.8: Terzaghi consolidation problem: Evolution of fluid pressure and skeleton stresses.
Quadratic 9-node elements with Biot stabilization are used.
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Figure 4.9: Terzaghi consolidation problem: Evolution of fluid pressure and skeleton stresses.
Linear 3-node elements with Biot stabilization are used. The stress divergence was
computed by a patch-wise recovery [269, sec. 15.4].

placement and pressure. Stabilization techniques as the Biot stabilization used here circumvent
the inf-sup-condition. Clearly, another way is to fulfill it. Discontinuous Galerkin methods for
porous media have been designed to have this ability [189]. Such methods are not considered
in this thesis. Another way, which uses standard Lagrange finite elements, is to choose suitable
function spaces to fulfill the inf-sub condition. The simplest example is a Taylor-Hood element
for displacement and pressure, see [162] for a discussion. There, quadratic functions are used
for the displacements and linear interpolation for the pressure. In this case, no Biot stabilization
is necessary, but it implies some more complexity of the element formulation and additional
computational costs. This is also not presented here.
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4.4.2. Convergence Analysis of Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman Flow
The two following examples are convergence studies. They are meant for validation of the

proposed solution approach and the implementation of the porous medium system. The first part
analyses the behavior of Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow, specifically when significant porosity
gradients occur. The second sub-section is dedicated to non-matching fluid and skeleton meshes.

4.4.2.1. Convergence Analysis of Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman Flow on Matching
Meshes

This example was presented by the author in [244]. The goal is to analyze the behavior of the
presented methodologies for changing porosities in Section 4.3.3. A one-dimensional domain

Ω0 = [−5, 5] (4.172)

is considered. The whole problem is assumed to be stationary, i.e. all inertia terms are neglected.
A simple, linear constitutive law for relating pressure, deformation, and porosity is used. It reads

pf = κ (φ− φ0 − (1− φ0)(J − 1)) , (4.173)

with the bulk modulus κ. The displacement field is prescribed to be

d̂s(x) = 0.5 ·
(

1 + cos
(π

5
x
))

, (4.174)

depending on the spatial coordinate x. Note, that even though the solid deformation is prescribed,
the porosity is still allowed to vary due to the pore pressure. The non-homogeneous displacement
field (4.174) assures a likewise non-homogeneous porosity field. This implies that the porosity
gradient is unequal to zero, which is important to show the differences between the approaches.

Due to the example setup and the assumptions given above, the governing equations simplify
significantly. The Darcy equation (3.99) reduces to

dpf(x)

dx
− ρf

0bd(x) + µfk−1φ vf(x) = 0. (4.175)

Analogously, the Darcy-Brinkman equation (3.100) becomes

dpf(x)

dx
− ρf

0bd−b(x) + µfk−1φ vf(x) + 2
µf

φ

d

dx

(
φ

dvf(x)

dx

)
= 0. (4.176)

The spatial permeability k can be calculated from material permeability K0 as

k(x) = J(x) ·K0 =
1

1− d d(x)
dx

·K0. (4.177)

Finally, the continuity equation (3.111) in its one-dimensional form reads

d
(
φ(x)vf(x)

)
dx

= 0. (4.178)
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For obtaining a simple analytical solution, different body force terms were constructed acting
on the fluid for Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow. The following body force is applied in the
Darcy case on the whole domain

bd(x) = 1 + 0.1π sin (0.2π x)− 0.04π cos
(π

5
x
)

+ 0.01π2 · cos (0.2π x)

(1 + 0.1π sin(0.2π x))2 , (4.179)

and for Darcy-Brinkman flow

bd−b(x) = 1 + 0.06π sin (0.2π x) + 0.01π2 cos (0.2π x)

(1 + 0.1π sin (0.2π x))2 (4.180)

−0.02π2

(
0.0016 (sin (0.2π x))2 + 0.0056 cos (0.2π x) + 0.0016 (cos (0.2π x))2)

(0.7 + 0.2 cos (0.2π x))3 .

The material parameters are the initial porosity φ0 = 0.5, the bulk modulus κ = 1, the dynamic
viscosity µf = 0.01 and the material permeability K0 = 0.01.

Inserting the prescribed displacements (4.174), body forces (4.179) and (4.180) and the given
material parameters into the strong form (4.175), (4.178) and (4.176), (4.178), respectively, it can
be shown (see Appendix A.3.2 for some comments) that the analytical solution for the porosity,
the pressure, and the fluid velocity is for Darcy flow given as

φ̄d(x) = 0.5− 0.2 sin(0.2π x), (4.181)

p̄f
d(x) = 0.5− 0.2 sin(0.2π x)− 1

2 + 0.2π sin(0.2π x)
, (4.182)

v̄f
d(x) =

1

0.5− 0.2 sin(0.2π x)
, (4.183)

and for Darcy-Brinkman flow as

φ̄d−b(x) = 0.7 + 0.2 cos(0.2π x), (4.184)

p̄f
d−b(x) = 0.7 + 0.2 cos(0.2π x)− 1

2 + 0.2π sin(0.2π x)
, (4.185)

v̄f
d−b(x) =

1

0.7 + 0.2 cos(0.2π x)
. (4.186)

First, the convergence behavior of the solution for Darcy flow is analyzed. The ‘standard’ ap-
proach (ds,vf , pf), i.e. using solid displacements, fluid velocities and pressure as primary vari-
ables, discretized with linear and quadratic Lagrange elements is compared to quadratic NURBS
elements, as well as to the mixed approach (ds, φ,vf , pf). As already stated in Section 4.3.1 an
important side aspect is the partial integration of the porosity gradient term in the continuity
equation. This will also be demonstrated here.

The relativeL2-error norm of the solution variable, this is, ||vf−v̄f ||2/||v̄f ||2 for the fluid veloc-
ity, for instance, is evaluated. In Figure 4.10, this error is plotted over the total number of degrees
of freedom ndof for all fields. Therein the results for first- and second-order FE approaches are
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Figure 4.10: Darcy flow: Convergence of relative L2-error norm for different approaches with
shape functions of order p. ’p.i.’ indicates partial integration of porosity gradient
term in continuity equation, taken from [244].

given. The approaches with first-order shape functions (left column in Figure 4.10), exhibit con-
vergence for all three variants and all solution variables. The convergence rate for the L2-error
of the velocity is approximately of order O(n1.5

dof). The pressure converges with order O(n2
dof).

A difference in terms of convergence order can be observed in the porosity. It converges with
order O(n1.5

dof) for the mixed approaches and of order O(n1
dof) for the standard approach with
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partial integration of the porosity gradient term in the continuity equation. If the porosity gradi-
ent is not partially integrated in the standard approach, the Newton scheme does not converge,
and therefore no results are obtained for linear elements. This is due to the incompleteness of
the approach: for linear elements the second derivatives vanish, which leads to a zero porosity
gradient in case of the standard approach.

Further results obtained by using quadratic shape functions are depicted in the right column
in Figure 4.10. NURBS-based elements are also applied there. For those, open knot vectors are
used, where all knots are equally spaced, apart from the first and last three. All approaches are
complete and even the standard approach without partial integration of the porosity gradient
converges. However, the latter is theoretically not guaranteed in general. Concerning the veloc-
ity field, all approaches converge, see Figure 4.10(b). The NURBS-based approach seems to
behave super convergent with order O(n2.5

dof). For all other approaches, the velocity converges
with order O(n2

dof). The error of the pressure solution for quadratic elements is depicted in Fig-
ure 4.10(d). There, the dominant convergence order is O(n3

dof). Only, the standard approach
without partial integration shows slower convergence of order O(n2

dof). Regarding the porosity
field, all approaches approximate the exact solution with order O(n2

dof), see Figure 4.10(f).
Also for Darcy-Brinkman flow, studies for linear and quadratic elements were performed, see

Figure 4.11. Concerning the linear interpolation in the left column of Figure 4.11, the standard
approach does not converge, as expected due its incompleteness and insufficient continuity. The
mixed approach reaches the solution for both with and without partial integration of the porosity
gradient. The velocity converges with an order of approximately O(n1.2

dof), the pressure and the
porosity with an order of O(n1.25

dof ).
For quadratic shape functions, see the right column of Figure 4.11, the velocity converges

with approximate order of O(n2
dof), the pressure with an order of O(n2.5

dof) and the porosity with
an order of O(n2

dof). All approaches behave similarly, even the standard approach, which is still
incompatible, but seems to converge for quadratic shape functions, although the convergence
order deteriorates for increasing number of degrees of freedom. Also, partial integration of the
continuity equation does not significantly alter the results for quadratic elements for all depicted
approaches. Furthermore, quadratic NURBS show smaller error norms compared to all other
elements presented with comparable number of degrees of freedom.

In conclusion, the results confirm, that for Darcy flow all approaches converge in general, in-
cluding the standard approach, if the flux term in the continuity equation is partially integrated.
In case of Darcy-Brinkman flow, solely the mixed approach is applicable for first-order interpo-
lations, while the standard approach requires the shape functions to be at least of second order.
NURBS elements are more accurate than any other element with the same number of degrees of
freedom, as was also observed in [132] in a different example. However one has to note that the
solver costs per degree of freedom are usually higher for NURBS based elements because of the
larger stencil. It should be noted, that for this particular case of a coupled problem no theoretical
convergence rates are known to the author, as the approaches and the example are particularly
designed for a varying porosity field. For convergence studies concerning Darcy flow with con-
stant porosity, the interested reader is referred to [17, 166, 177]. Therein, similar convergence
rates for fluid velocities and pressures are observed.
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Figure 4.11: Darcy-Brinkman flow: Convergence of relative L2-error norm for different ap-
proaches with shape functions of order p. ’p.i.’ indicates partial integration of poros-
ity gradient term in continuity equation

4.4.2.2. Convergence Analysis of Darcy Flow on Non-Matching Meshes

The same setting as in the previous section is analyzed. This time the focus is on non-matching
discretizations using the mixed approach. The example is used to examine the convergence be-
havior of the mortar-based and the collocation approach given in Section 4.3.4.3. The results
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were already presented in more detail in [91]. One-dimensional Darcy flow (4.175) is consid-
ered. The problem setting is completed by the computational domain given in equation (4.172),
the constitutive law for the porosity (4.173), the prescribed displacements (4.174), the variable
permeability (4.177), the continuity equation (4.178) and the body forces (4.179). The material
parameters are as stated in Section 4.4.2.1. The analytical solution is given in equations (4.181)–
(4.183).

Different meshes for discretizing the porosity and for discretizing fluid velocity and pressure,
respectively, are used. Even though the problem is actually a one-dimensional problem, the equa-
tions are solved on a two-dimensional domain. Two meshes with a ratio of 1:1.5 between the fine
and the coarse discretization are depicted exemplary in Figure 4.12. Bi-linear 4-node elements
are used for all primary fields.

10

1

1

Figure 4.12: Example of two meshes with ratio 1:1.5, taken from [91].

The convergence of the fluid velocity is analyzed in the following. The mortar-based and the
collocation approach are compared, while the matching grid solution obtained before serves as
a reference. First, the non-matching case with a constant mesh ratio of 1:1.5 of the two meshes
is considered. In left Subfigure 4.13 the results are depicted. For each approach, two settings are
presented: in one setting, the fluid is solved on the finer mesh and the porosity on the coarser
mesh and in the other setting vice versa. From that, it can be deduced, that similar convergence
behavior is obtained, if the fluid mesh is chosen as the finer discretization. However, when the
smaller elements are used for approximating the porosity, the convergence deteriorates for both
the mortar-based and the collocation method. Thus, one can conclude that the porosity solution
strongly affects the quality of the velocity field. The convergence of the fluid is restricted by the
porosity error on the coarser mesh. On the other hand, a more accurate porosity solution does
not affect the convergence of the velocity, such that both approaches converge as good as in the
matching case.

Further, the mesh ratio is varied in the right Subfigure 4.13. The setting with the finer fluid
mesh is used, as the difference to the matching case is more evident there. Both approaches
behave similarly and approach the reference solution for mesh ratios close to 1. In general, it
can be seen, that the more different the meshes, the worse the convergence, regarding the error
value as well as the convergence order. Still, it is noteworthy, that the mortar approach shows
smaller absolute errors than the collocation approach in this example. In the case of a mesh
ratio of 1 : 4 both approaches lead to the same result. As pointed out in [91], in this case, the
projection matrices are the same and there is no difference between the two methods due to the
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Figure 4.13: Convergence study, taken from [91]. Error norm of the velocity over mesh size of
fluid field. Comparison of mortar and collocation method. Left: The mesh ratio is
fixed to 1:1.5. Results for fluid unknown on the coarser and finer mesh, respectively.
Right: Study for different mesh ratios. The fluid field is solved on a finer mesh than
the porosity.

fact that a nested mesh is obtained. This means that the finer mesh is able to exactly represent
solutions based on the coarser mesh [91].

In conclusion, this example implies, that, even though techniques for different meshes seem
attractive, they are less beneficial for strongly coupled problems like poroelasticity. As the solu-
tion quality of the two fields have a great influence on each other, the resolutions of the primary
variables can hardly be decoupled. It is expected, that this interdependence is even more evident
for larger, more complex settings. Still, the volume coupling approach could be advantageous for
porous systems, where a high local resolution for one field is necessary and known a priori, like
in case of stress peaks or fluid boundary layers. Clearly, in a more general sense, it can be very
well applied to loosely or even one-way coupled multi-physics, or regarding different degrees of
interpolation functions, as explained in [91].

4.4.3. Validation of Boundary Conditions
This example shows flow through a deformable porous arc and is mainly meant for validation

of the impermeability conditions presented in Section 4.3.4.2. It was presented by the author
in [244]. Both Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow will be analyzed. The geometry of the arc and
the boundary conditions are sketched in Figure 4.14. The inner radius is chosen as ri = 0.7 and
the outer radius as ro = 1.0. The porous structure is fixed at the inner curved boundary. At the
inlet and outlet, the solid is allowed to slide in radial direction. At the inlet boundary, a time
varying pressure

p̂f
i(t) =

{
40 · (1.0− cos(0.4π · t)) for t < 2.5,
1 else, (4.187)

is prescribed, whereas at the outlet boundary a zero-traction boundary condition is applied on
the fluid. Also, the fluid is prevented from exiting the arc at the curved boundaries, i.e. a no-
penetration constraint in case of Darcy flow and a no-slip constraint in case of Darcy-Brinkman
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ri

ro

inlet boundary

Figure 4.14: Two-dimensional arc: Schematic of geometry and boundary conditions, adapted
from [244].

flow is enforced at these boundaries. The density of the solid is ρs = 0.01, the fluid density ρf =
1.0 and the fluid viscosity µf = 0.01. The initial porosity is set to φ0 = 0.8 over the whole domain
and the material permeability is assumed to be isotropic and constant K0 = 0.01. Assuming a
plain-strain state, the Neo-Hookean material model (2.43) is used for the solid skeleton. The
Poisson’s ratio ν is set to 0.3, the Young’s modulus E is 2500. The volumetric part given in
equation (3.83) is added to the total strain energy, where the bulk modulus of the skeleton κ is
set to 50. As the porous structure will just inflate, no penalty contribution is necessary. Hence,
the constitutive relation for the pore pressure reads

pf = κ

(
− 1

1− φ0

+
1

J s

)
. (4.188)

For time discretization, a backward Euler scheme (θ = 1.0) is applied and a time step ∆t =
0.01 with a total simulation time t ∈ [0.0, . . . , 6.0] is used. Different mesh sizes are analyzed,
keeping the ratio between the number of elements in circumferential to radial direction constant
at 2.5 to 1. Convergence of the non-linear solver is assumed, if all L2-norms of the residuals and
the increments of all primary fields are less than ε = 1.0 · 10−8. For Darcy flow quadrilateral
elements with bi-linear and bi-quadratic shape functions are used, respectively. The standard
approach is utilized for Darcian type of flow, as it was shown in Section 4.3.1 and illustrated in
example 4.4.2.1 that it suffices for this setting. For Darcy-Brinkman flow, the mixed approach
and the NURBS-based approach are compared.

The porosity field on the undeformed geometry and the pressure field on the deformed geom-
etry for Darcy flow are exemplarily depicted in Figure 4.15. The inflation of the porous structure
and significant porosity gradients are visible there. The global solution for pressure and porosity
for Darcy-Brinkman flow look similar and will thus not be depicted here. In Figure 4.16 typi-
cal flow profiles in this example for Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman flow along the radial axis are
depicted. For Darcy flow, the evolution of the velocity in radial direction is nearly linear. The
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velocity is higher at the inner boundary, because the pressure gradient driving the flow is higher
there than at the outer boundary. As it is common for viscous flow in such settings, the Darcy-
Brinkman flow profile exhibits parabolic-like shape. Also, lower velocity magnitudes compared
to Darcy flow can be observed, due to the extra resistance induced by the Brinkman term.

(a) porosity distribution at t = 6 on unde-
formed geometry

(b) pressure distribution at t = 6 on deformed
geometry

Figure 4.15: Two-dimensional arc: Global solution of porosity and pressure for Darcy flow, taken
from [244].
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Figure 4.16: Two-dimensional arc: exemplary velocity profiles for Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman
flow over the radial coordinate at the middle of the arc at t = 2.5, taken from [244].

For validation of the global solution the flow rate across the inlet and outlet is calculated,
i.e.
∫

(vf − vs) · n dΓin +
∫

(vf − vs) · n dΓout, and compared to the change of total fluid mass
inside the domain, i.e.

(
M f

n+1 −M f
n

)
/∆t, with M f =

∫
ρfφ dΩt. Mass conservation dictates,
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that these two rates should cancel out (see Figure 4.17(a)). For validation of the no-penetration
constraint for Darcy flow, the flux over the constraint boundaries is determined, i.e.

∫
(vf − vs) ·

n dΓc
t is evaluated. The results are shown in Figure 4.17(b) for a coarse mesh (5 elements in

circumferential direction, 2 elements in radial) and a finer mesh (500 elements in circumferential
direction, 200 elements in radial). The flow over the constraint boundary is always around 10−10,
showing the fulfillment of the desired constraint.
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Figure 4.17: Two-dimensional arc: validation of no-penetration constraint for Darcy flow, taken
from [244]. The change of total fluid mass inside the domain

(
M f

n+1 −M f
n

)
/∆t

is denoted by ‘domain’, ‘boundary’ denotes the flow rate across the inlet and out-
let
∫

(vf − vs) · n dΓin +
∫

(vf − vs) · n dΓout, ‘sum’ is the sum of the two.
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Figure 4.18: Two-dimensional arc: Accumulated flow over time for Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman
flow for different approaches of order p, taken from [244].

In a mesh refinement study, the accumulated flow over time crossing the outlet, i.e. the ex-
pression

∫ ∫
(vf −vs) ·n dΓout dt, is compared for different meshes. The results are depicted in

Figure 4.18. Typical convergence behavior can be observed there. All approaches converge to the
same value of accumulated flow, for the Darcy and the Darcy-Brinkman case. As expected, the
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second-order elements reach the converged value much faster than first-order elements. There
are slight, rather insignificant differences in the behavior of mixed and NURBS-based approach.

4.4.4. Pressure Wave through Porous Cylinder
This is a fully coupled, instationary problem in order to demonstrate the capability of the ap-

proach to handle dynamic three-dimensional problems, also taken from [244]. It is solved using
the mixed and the NURBS-based approach. Darcy-Brinkman flow through a quarter of a hollow
cylinder is considered. The inner radius is 0.3, the outer radius is 0.5 and the length of the cylin-
der is 3 (see Figure 4.19(a)). Both curved boundary surfaces are modeled as impermeable while
symmetry conditions are employed on the remaining two boundaries, mimicking a complete
hollow cylinder. A high pressure

p̂f(t) =


5.0 · 105 for 0.0 ≤ t ≤ 0.001,

5.0 · 105 · (− 0.25
0.003

t+ 13
12

) for 0.001 < t ≤ 0.004,
0.75 · 5.0 · 105 else,

(4.189)

on the left base surface and a zero traction on the right base surface are applied on the fluid,
inducing flow along the cylinder axis. As boundary conditions for the structural side, the inner
curved boundary is fixed, while the outer boundary is allowed to move freely under zero trac-
tion. Both base surfaces are fixed and the other two boundaries are constrained to move in radial
direction only. The material is modeled with the split of the strain energy function from equa-
tion (3.82). The macroscopic strain energy function of the skeleton a Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff
law (2.39). The volumetric contribution to the strain energy W vol, determining the resistance of
the skeleton to pore pressure, is chosen as given in equation (3.83) and the penalty term from
equation (3.84). The initial porosity is φ0 = 0.8, the Young’s modulus is E = 1.0 · 106, the
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, the bulk modulus κ = 1.0 · 106, the penalty parameter η = 0.01 and
the skeleton density ρs = 1.2. On the fluid side, the density is ρf = 1.0, the dynamic viscosity
is µf = 0.03, the material permeability K0 = 1.0 · 10−5 and Darcy-Brinkman flow is assumed.
For discretization tri-linear hexahedral elements for the mixed approach and quadratic functions
for the NURBS-based elements are used. For the mixed approach 10 elements in circumferential
and radial direction and 30 elements along the axis are utilized. For the NURBS-based approach,
the discretization was build similarly in order to result in approximately the same number of de-
grees of freedom (see Figure 4.19(a)). For time discretization a one-step-θ scheme with θ = 0.66
and a time step ∆t = 5 · 10−5 is applied.

In Figure 4.19, a deformed state is depicted next to the initial geometry. The quick rise in
pressure causes the porous structure to inflate next to the inlet, inducing a flow mainly in axial
direction. In time, the pressure propagates along the cylinder. This produces according displace-
ments and porosity gradients. In Figure 4.20 the distribution of displacements in radial direction,
pressure, porosity, and convective velocity along the cylinder axis at different simulation times
are depicted. As both the NURBS based and the mixed approach produce very similar results,
only the solutions of the mixed approach are presented in these graphs for the sake of clarity. In
terms of performance of the Newton scheme to reach convergence, in this example and for the
present implementation, the NURBS based approach required little less iterations compared to
the mixed approach (about 7 iterations compared to 9 iterations on average per time step). The
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(a) undeformed geometry and mesh (black dots denote
control points)

(b) pressure distribution on deformed geometry at t =
0.00055

Figure 4.19: Pressure wave through porous cylinder: Initial geometry and pressure field, taken
from [244].

convergence tolerances where chosen to be 10−8 for the L2-norm of each field residual and 10−6

for all increments of each primary solution variable.
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Figure 4.20: Pressure wave through porous cylinder: Solution along cylinder axis at r = 0.3 and
different simulation times, taken from [244].
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4.4.5. Contraction of a Porous Heart
The last example considers the contraction of a model of a human heart. One needs to point

out that this example is intended to demonstrate the capability of the proposed methodology to
simulate examples with more complex geometries and material models and should give an idea
of further applications. It is not meant to obtain physiological results, which will be subject of
future work. Still, the parameters are chosen to be in a realistic range, if known.

The geometry and most of the general example setting, most importantly the fiber orientation
and the active and passive material models for the solid phase, are based on [31, 123] and the
references therein. The parameters for the porous fluid are taken from [55]. The skeleton is
modeled as a fiber-reinforced material. The fiber orientations were reconstructed from patient-
specific diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging [31]. The initial geometry and the fiber
orientations are depicted in Figure 4.21. The solid part has a density of ρs = 1.0 · 10−6 kg/mm3

Figure 4.21: Porous heart. Left: Geometry and mesh. Right: Fiber orientations.

and its strain energy function is composed of four additive parts. Three summands determine
the passive material behavior and one part gives the active stress contribution. The passive part
comprises an isochoric Mooney-Rivlin material (see e.g. [120])

ΨMR = c1(I1 − 3) + c2(I2 − 3), (4.190)

an isochoric coupled viscous material based on the pseudo-potential

Ψvisc =
ηv

2
tr(Ė

2
) =

ηv

8
tr(Ċ

2
), (4.191)

and a penalty contribution

Ψpen = ε

(
Jγ +

1

Jγ
− 2

)
(4.192)

inhibiting volume changes. Therein, I1 and I2 denote the first and second invariant of the iso-
choric right Cauchy-Green tensor (which is obtained form an isochoric-volumetric split of the
deformation gradient, see e.g. [120]). The active stress is controlled by the activation signal u(t)
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within the following strain energy contribution

Ψactive = σa(t) (I4 − 1) , (4.193)

with the forth pseudo invariant I4 of the right Cauchy–Green tensor, further depending on the
fiber direction [121]. The material parameters in this example are chosen as follows: c1 =
4000 kPa, c2 = 0.0 kPa, ηv = 0.035 kPa s, ε = 1.0 · 104 kPa, and γ = 1. The active stress
contribution σa(t) in fiber direction is calculated by solving the following ordinary differential
equation

σ̇a(t) = |u(t)|σa(t) + σ0|u(t)|+, (4.194)

with the contractility σ0 = 400 kPa and the activation signal

u(t) =umin +

(
0.5 tanh

(
t

10−5 s

)
+ 0.5

)
· tanh

(
t

0.1 s

)
· e−( t

0.54 s)
20

· (umax − umin) , (4.195)

with umax = 5.0 1
s

and umin = −30.0 1
s

and

|u(t)|+ =

{
u(t) if u(t) > 0.0,
0.0 else. (4.196)

The activation curve is typical for muscle contraction. Its evolution over time is depicted in Fig-
ure 4.22. For the fluid part, Darcy flow is considered. The density is ρf = 1.0 ·10−6 kg/mm3, the
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Figure 4.22: Porous heart: Activation signal.

dynamic viscosity µf = 1.0 · 10−4 kPa s and the isotropic permeability in material configuration
K0 = 1.0 · 10−5 mm. Those parameters are in the same range as given in [54]. For the evolution
of the porosity, the Neo-Hookean-type law (3.83) for the constitutive relation (3.85) is used. The
bulk modulus is set to κ = 1.0 ·103 kPa and the initial porosity to φ0 = 0.15. The penalty contri-
bution (3.84) is not necessary here. The inner and upper walls of the ventricles are traction-free
and impervious. At the outer surfaces, a zero pressure is prescribed for the fluid, and a simple
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spring model restricts the movement of the outer surface. Approximately 100, 000 linear, 4-node
elements were used for the solid and fluid field, respectively. A one-step-θ scheme with θ = 1.0
and a time step ∆t = 0.001 s is applied.

The resulting deformation and the fluid pressure distribution are depicted in Figure 4.23. One
can clearly see the deformation of the ventricle due to the stress field and the fluid pressure
induced by this contraction. Note, that the specific pressure values are not meaningful, as a
zero pressure at the outer surfaces is not physiological. Still, the general pressure distribution is
striking. It does not strictly follow the activation signal. Instead, pressure peaks can be observed
in the interior wall of the heart (septum), as its boundaries are impervious and thus giving a high
flow resistance.

(a) t = 0.2 s (b) t = 0.4 s

(c) t = 0.6 s (d) t = 0.9 s

Figure 4.23: Porous heart: Pressure distribution in [ kPa] within actively deforming heart at dif-
ferent time steps. Deformations were scaled with factor 1.5 for visualization.
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5. Porous Medium as Part of Coupled
Multi-Physics Problem

In the previous chapter, the numerical approach for a porous medium model was presented.
Therein, the interaction of the porous medium with its environment was exclusively considered
in the boundary conditions. However, for many applications this is not sufficient. There, the
porous medium is a part of an interacting multi-physics problem. Such coupled problems are the
topic of this chapter. This thesis focuses on the numerical modeling, hence finite element theory
is applied to existing continuum mechanical theory. Models for the interaction of an impervious
solid and porous medium will be considered in Section 5.1, fluid flow interacting with a porous
medium in Section 5.2 and scalar transport within a porous medium in Section 5.3. Even though
the physical models are chosen to be as flexible as possible to allow for a large number of
applications, one major motivation lies in a model for cell mechanics, which is presented in
Section 5.4. All models are illustrated with numerical examples at the end of each section.

5.1. Solid-Porous-Medium and
Porous-Medium-Porous-Medium Interaction

In general, solid-porous-medium interaction can occur in two ways. First, one can think of
problems, where one part of a body is impervious and the other part porous or both parts are
porous with different porosities and permeabilities. This could occur when modeling rock for-
mations or different layers of the aortic wall, for instance. Therein, the structure and the porous
medium are tied at their common interface in the reference configuration. The other class of
problem is when the impervious structure and the porous medium are actually distinct bodies.
Then, the interaction is a contact phenomenon, where the part of the interface, that is acutally in
contact, changes in time. The implementation for both classes of problems was realized as part
of the student project [254].

5.1.1. Problem Statement
The coupling equations for a mesh tying problem and a contact problem involving a porous

medium will be given. For both cases, a formulation based on a dual Lagrange multiplier ap-
proach presented in [191, 192, 255] will be used in the following to enforce the interface condi-
tions. This section is restricted to Darcy flow, as it is the most common problem.
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5.1.1.1. Fixed Interface (Mesh Tying)

Coupling of an impervious structure and a porous medium and coupling between two porous
media is considered in this section. Mathematical analysis of very similar problems can be found
in [10, 11, 19]. Therein, domain decomposition techniques and multi-scale couplings for Darcy
flow through a rigid porous medium are studied. Even though it is not exactly the same problem
and the analysis probably does not hold in the non-linear regime, the coupling conditions are
comparable. Applications of such couplings can especially found in geomechanics, see e.g. [248]
and the references therein. Kinematic and kinetic constraints have to be fulfilled on the mesh
tying interface Γc. For the coupling of the impervious structure and the porous structure, the
displacements at the solid interface Γc,s

0 have to be equal. Thus, the following identity needs to
hold:

ds = d̃
s

on Γc,s
0 , (5.1)

with d̃
s

denoting the displacements of the impervious solid. This condition is essentially the
same as for standard solid mesh tying problems. As the porous fluid cannot pass the impervious
solid, a no-penetration condition holds at the fluid interface Γc,f

t :

φn ·
(
vf − vs

)
= 0 on Γc,f

t . (5.2)

An even more challenging problem is the coupling of two porous media. The two domains are
marked with the superscript (1) and (2). The sub-domain (1) is called slave side in contrast to the
master side indicated by (2). The following interface conditions hold: The displacement fields
have to be equal

ds,(1) = ds,(2) on Γc,s
0 , (5.3)

and the mass flux over the interface must be conserved

φ(1)n(1) ·
(
vf,(1) − vs,(1)

)
= φ(2)n(2) ·

(
vf,(2) − vs,(2)

)
on Γc,f

t . (5.4)

Note, that this equation only holds if both porous media are fully saturated and filled with the
same fluid with equal density. Otherwise, the different mass densities would have be taken into
account for the mass balance at the interface and a multiphase fluid model would need to be
included.

5.1.1.2. Dynamic Interface (Contact)

Contact problems including porous media are predominantly found in the context of biome-
chanical applications for modeling of joints. The contact is assumed to be frictionless. For this
purpose, a FE algorithm for contact of porous bodies, where the constraints are enforced with La-
grange multipliers was developed for small deformations and two-dimensional problems in [83].
It was extended to three-dimensional problems, large deformations and sliding using an aug-
mented Lagrange formulation in [116, 117, 261] among others. A similar approach was designed
for geomechanical problems in [212]. Also motivated by applications in biomechanics, a penalty
approach for contact of porous media including solute transport over the interface was presented
in [13, 14]. The approach given in this thesis is a mortar-based formulation using Lagrange
multipliers to enforce the coupling conditions. In contrast to the references mentioned above,
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the applied methodology uses dual Lagrange multiplier interpolations in combination with an
primal-dual active set strategy, based on the formulations developed in [191, 192, 255], to solve
the contact problem. In this section, the basic coupling equations will be given and first numeri-
cal results will be presented. Details on the numerical scheme will be omitted. Instead, it will be
refered to the corresponding literature. The main difficulty for contact problems of an impervious
structure and a porous structure is that the contact interface changes in time. As a consequence, a
numerical scheme for tracking the contact zone is needed as well as an algorithm for integrating
over the contact zone. The primal-dual active set strategy for finding the contact zone and the
segmentation procedure for performing the numerical integration was adopted from a solid-solid
problem (see [191, 192] for details) to a solid-porous solid problem in a straightforward manner.
In fact, when considering the contact between the impervious structure and the porous structure
without the fluid, the problem formulation is completely the same. Clearly, the two bodies must
not overlap. Thus, the gap function g is introduced as

g = n(1) ·
(
x(1) − x̃(2)

)
. (5.5)

As for the mesh tying problem, the superscripts (1) and (2) are used to distinguish between slave
and master side. The gap is a signed distance function. The coordinate x̃(2) represents the master
point associated with the corresponding slave position x(1). Different procedures to obtain the
former coordinate can be applied. Here, x̃(2) is determined by a smooth interface mapping onto
the master surface along the slave side normal field n(1). Again, it is referred to [191, 192] for
details. Then, the contact constraint can be formulated as follows

g ≥ 0, p⊥ ≤ 0 and g p⊥ = 0, (5.6)

with the normal component p⊥ of the interface traction. The first inequality means, that there can
be either a positive gap, or the two bodies are in contact. Penetrations must not occur. The second
inequality states that there must not be a tensile traction in frictionless contact, as no adhesive
effects are modeled. The last equation excludes a positive gap and a contact traction unequal to
zero at a time. With the verbal distinction between the active part Γ

(1)
A as the part of the contact

interface Γ
c,(1)
t actually being in contact and the inactive part Γ

(1)
I , where currently no contact

interactions occurs, equation (5.6) can be reformulated to

p⊥ ≤ 0, g = 0 on Γ
(1)
A ,

g > 0, p⊥ = 0 on Γ
(1)
I ,

g p⊥ = 0 on Γ
c,(1)
t .

(5.7)

The constraints for the pore fluids are the balance of mass flux over the active interface with
equal pressures on both sides and zero pressures on the inactive part of the contact interface:

φ(1)
(
vf,(1) − vs,(1)

)
· n(1) − φ(2)

(
vf,(2) − vs,(2)

)
· n(1) = 0

pf,(1) − pf,(2) = 0

}
on Γ

(1)
A ,

pf,(1) = pf,(2) = 0 on Γ
(1)
I .

(5.8)
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Note, that here it is assumed that both fluids have the same density and are perfectly miscible.
Also, the equality of pressures implies that the contact interface is perfectly permeable with
respect to fluid flow.

5.1.2. Solution Scheme
The numerical procedure to enforce the respective constraints for mesh tying and contact is

very similar to the application of impermeability conditions, presented in Section 4.3.4.2. For de-
tails on the formulation and the implementation it is referred to [254]. As presented in [191, 192]
for solid problems, the constraints are applied with the Lagrange multiplier method. However,
for the constraints on the porous medium, two Lagrange multiplier fields are defined. One corre-
sponds to the porous mixture and one to the fluid phase. In case of mesh tying, the first Lagrange
multiplier field is used to enforce the equality of displacements at the interface, i.e. equation (5.1)
or (5.3), in a weak sense. This is equivalent to solid mesh tying problems. For details on the the-
ory of solid mesh tying see [197, 198]. In case of contact, the first Lagrange multiplier enforces
the conditions (5.7) in a weak sense. See [256] for a mathematical derivation of the correspond-
ing variational inequality. This Lagrange multiplier is identified as the interface traction of the
porous medium and the solid body. For frictionless contact, it points in normal direction of the
interface in current configuration. The second Lagrange multiplier field requires for both mesh
tying and contact mass conservation of the fluid normal mass flux and is also zero in tangential
direction. It is identified as the fluid interface traction. In all mortar formulations the Lagrange
multiplier field is defined on the slave side and the resulting boundary integrals are evaluated
there. Thus, an interface mapping is defined to transfer quantities from the master to the slave
side. Again, see [191, 192] for details.

The boundary integrals stemming from the mesh tying and contact conditions, i.e. the weak
form of the constraints and the respective force terms in the balance equations, are incorpo-
rated into the weak form. For solution of the porous contact problem, the boundary integrals
are evaluated on the active part of the slave side boundary (for mesh tying problems, no dis-
tinction between active and inactive part is necessary and the integration is performed over the
whole interface). Dual shape functions are used for efficient condensation of the Lagrange mul-
tiplier degrees of freedom. After consistent linearization for the Newton scheme, these degrees
of freedom can be condensed out of the linear system analogously to the methodology for the
application of impermeability constraints described in detail in Section 4.3.4.2. The whole prob-
lem is embedded within the monolithic porous medium system and solved within one iterative
solution scheme. This holds for both mesh tying and contact. Specifically concerning the contact
problem, the system of non-linear equations is solved with a semi-smooth Newton method, see
e.g. [119] for general mathematical theory.

5.1.3. Numerical Examples
Three examples are shown. A simple patch test is performed as validation of the implementa-

tion. A system of two porous media with different porosity is an example for mesh tying of two
porous bodies. Lastly, contact between an impervious solid and a porous medium is simulated.
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5.1.3.1. Porous-Medium-Solid Interaction with Mesh Tying

A simple benchmark example is presented. It is inspired by standard patch tests from structural
mechanics [232, 267]. It is to show, that the formulation can represent a constant stress field. This
is an intrinsic feature of the mortar method [198]. An impermeable solid cube (edge length 10)
is modeled as hyperelastic body with a Neo-Hookean material (Young’s modulus E = 2.5 · 103

and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3). The skeleton of the porous block (edge length 10) is modeled

Figure 5.1: Porous medium-solid patch test: Schematic of geometry and boundary conditions.
The impermeable solid is colored in grey, the porous medium is white.

by the same macroscopic material law. For the porosity, the non-linear law (3.87) with bulk
modulus κ = 500 and penalty parameter η = 0.0 is used. The pore fluid is modeled as Darcy
flow with dynamic viscosity µf = 0.1 and isotropic material permeability K = 0.01. Both cubes
are tied at the common interface. The lateral boundaries are fixed in normal direction, i.e. only
movement in vertical direction is allowed, see Figure 5.1. The bottom of the porous block is
fixed and a constant Neumann load of p̂f = 1.0 is applied at all fluid boundaries. At the top, a
constant load q = 4 is applied. The upper block consists of 5×5×5 and the lower, porous block
of 8×8×8 tri-linear 8-node elements. Stationary conditions are assumed, thus, inertia terms are
neglected. In Figure 5.2 the distribution of the Cauchy stresses in vertical direction and the fluid
pressure is depicted. A constant stress field can be seen there. Both blocks exhibit a constant
total stress of 4. Within the porous medium, the stress are partitioned between skeleton and fluid,
i.e.

σ = σs − 1pf . (5.9)

In conclusion, the mesh tying between a impervious solid and a porous medium passes the patch
test as expected. The patch test was also performed successfully for a two-dimensional problem
and coupling of two porous media [254]. For the sake of brevity, the results will not be shown
here.
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Figure 5.2: Mesh tying example: Patch test. Normal Cauchy stress of the skeleton in vertical
direction (left) and fluid pressure (right).

5.1.3.2. Mesh Tying of Two Porous Media

Another application of the presented mesh tying framework is the coupling of two porous
media with different characteristics. Flow through a porous structure enclosing another porous
medium is shown in this example. Darcy flow with fluid density ρf = 1.0, dynamic viscos-
ity µf = 0.1 and isotropic material permeability K = 0.01 is considered. The outer porous
medium (density ρs = 3.0 and initial porosity φ0 = 0.2) is modeled as a Neo-Hookean mate-
rial (2.43) with a Young’s modulus E = 2500 and a Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The inclined porous
medium (density ρs = 2.0 and initial porosity φ0 = 0.6) is considered as Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff
material (Young’s modulus E = 5000 and a Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2). Both porous media include
the non-linear porosity law (3.87) with bulk modulus κ = 500 and penalty parameter η = 0.0.
The dimensions of the geometry and the boundary conditions are depicted in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Mesh tying of two porous media: Schematic of geometry and boundary conditions.
Two different porous domains (white and grey).
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At the top boundary a normal velocity

v̂f
⊥ =

{
2.5(1.0− cos(0.5πt)) if t < 2.0,
5.0 otherwise,

(5.10)

is prescribed. The lateral boundaries are impermeable and fixed in normal direction. The lower
boundary is a fixed outflow with zero traction. For discretization in space, 2800 bi-linear 4-
node elements are used for both fields. A one-step-θ scheme with θ = 0.66 and ∆t = 0.05
is utilized. In Figure 5.4 the global solutions of the fluid pressure, the velocity field and the
porosity are depicted. The pressure field is nearly linear in space. The continuity of the pressure

(a) pressure (b) velocity (c) porosity

Figure 5.4: Mesh tying of two porous media: Results at t = 5. Pressure field (left), velocity field
(middle), porosity field (right). Colors denote respective magnitudes.
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Figure 5.5: Mesh tying of two porous media: Fluid velocity magnitude plotted over vertical co-
ordinate along center line.

at the interface is fulfilled, as enforced by the method. The velocity and the porosity, however,
jump at the interface. In Figure 5.5 the velocity magnitude is plotted over the vertical direction.
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There, the discontinuity can be seen more clearly. Those jumps are sensible. The porosity field
was inhomogeneous from the start and thus the velocity field needs to adapt in order to account
for the balance of mass over the interface. Due to the higher porosity in the enclosed area, the
velocity decreases there such that the mass flux stays the same.

5.1.3.3. Contact of Porous Medium and Solid

A simple, two-dimensional contact problem of a porous medium and an impervious solid
is presented. A pure solid block (edge length 10) is modeled as hyperelastic body with a Neo-
Hookean material (density ρs = 0.5, Young’s modulusE = 2.0·103 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3).
A skeleton of the porous block (width 30 and height 10) is modeled by the same macroscopic
material law. For the porosity, the non-linear law (3.87) with bulk modulus κ = 50 and penalty
parameter η = 0.01. The pore fluid is modeled as Darcy flow with density ρf = 1.0, dynamic
viscosity µf = 0.01 and isotropic material permeability K = 0.01. The porous body is fixed
at the bottom. Its upper and lower boundaries are impervious. The solid block will come into
contact with the porous medium and slide in horizontal direction. Note, that modeling the po-
tential contact surface as impervious to fluid flow, is a significant simplification of the problem.
Then, the fluid is not influenced by the changing actual contact interface. The spatial discretiza-
tion consists of 1350 bi-linear, 4-node elements in total (approximate element size h = 1). A
one-step-θ scheme with θ = 1.0 and ∆t = 0.05 is used for all fields. In Figure 5.6 the results
of the simulation at characteristic time instances is depicted. It shows very clearly the pressure
waves induced by the initial impact and due to the subsequent sliding of the solid structure.

5.2. Fluid-Porous-Medium Interaction
Flow within a porous medium and its interaction with free flowing fluid can be found in

many applications in engineering industry. Flow through porous soil or loose rock is analyzed
in the context of ground water pollution due to rainfall or seepage of nuclear waste, see e.g. [92,
149, 170]. In biomechanics, most tissues can be modeled as porous medium interacting with
blood flow. For instance, the structure of the aortic wall, being composed of intima, media and
adventitia – three different layers of porous structure – significantly influences the loading of the
aortic wall, which can be crucial for the formation of arteriosclerosis [200].

Experimental studies of fluid-porous-structure interaction (FPSI) have been performed some
decades ago (the arguably most famous is the experiment by Beavers and Joseph [26]) while
mathematical and numerical studies are comparatively young. Therein, almost exclusively Darcy
flow within the porous medium is considered, which will be done in this thesis also. One has to
note, that the exact form of the model, i.e. the form of coupling between the porous medium
and the fluid, is very controversial. Promising theoretical efforts have been made [134, 135, 238]
leading to formulations which are unfortunately either very complicated and/or need further
model assumptions to be applicable in practice. Simply speaking, two general approaches for
realizing a fluid-porous-medium coupling exist in practice. The more popular method is to es-
tablish the coupling along a dimensional reduced interface [18, 46, 81, 175]. Thereby the free
flowing fluid (most often modeled as Stokes or Navier-Stokes flow) is strictly separated from
the porous domain. This method is also known as two-domain approach. The primary variables
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(a) t = 0.0 (b) t = 0.75

(c) t = 1.0 (d) t = 2.0

(e) t = 2.85 (f) t = 5.0

Figure 5.6: Porous medium-solid interaction with contact. Colors denote pressure values.
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and/or their fluxes are coupled by given conditions at the porous-fluid interface resulting in
potential jumps of some quantities. Even though physically and experimentally motivated, the
concrete mathematical form of the coupling is still heuristic and usually includes additional pa-
rameters. Alternatively, the coupling can be established within a predefined transition zone. Due
to this smooth transition between fluid and porous medium, such concepts are also called one-
domain approaches. The idea of one-domain approaches is to circumvent the need for additional
model assumptions by resolving the region where the transition takes place [58, 110, 164, 182].
Frequently, the Darcy-Brinkman flow model is used within the transition zone, being ‘in the
middle’ between Navier-Stokes and Darcy flow, as illustrated in Section 3.6.3. Actually, the
Darcy-Brinkman equation is often used for the whole domain, reproducing Stokes or Navier-
Stokes flow in one part and Darcy flow in the other. The physical quantities are continuous and
material parameters are smoothly adapted within the transition zone. Even though estimates for
the size of the transition zone exist [109, 156], its form and dimensions and the evolution of the
material parameters within this area remain a model uncertaintity. Also, the numerical costs in-
crease due to the high spatial resolution that is necessary within the transition zone. Numerically,
for both approaches the stability of the coupling is a highly complex topic. Mathematical analy-
sis and stability conditions can for instance be found in [47, 155, 186]. The interested reader is
referred to [80] for a detailed review. In this thesis, the most common approach is used, being a
two-domain approach with mass and total pressure continuity and the Beavers-Joseph condition
for the tangential stresses. The implementation was realized within the student project [202]. A
stabilization for the Navier-Stokes problem and the porous medium problem is utilized similar
to [18]. However, a thorough stability analysis of the coupling eludes this thesis.

5.2.1. Problem Statement
The governing equations for incompressible Navier-Stokes flow and the porous medium were

already presented in Section 2.4 and 3.7, respectively. Thus, only the coupling conditions at the
FPSI interface will be given. Four coupling conditions are applied at the fluid-porous medium
interface. First, the balance of tractions between the free fluid and the porous medium

σ̃f · ñf + σ · n = 0 (5.11)

has to hold. Here, variables associated with the Navier-Stokes fluid are marked with ‘∼’. Con-
sequently, σ̃f and ñf are the fluid stresses and the outward pointing normal vector of the Navier-
Stokes fluid, respectively. Naturally, the continuity of mass flux through the interface can be
written as (

ṽf − vs
)
· ñf +

(
φ(vf − vs)

)
· n = 0. (5.12)

Additionally, the equilibrium of the normal component of the boundary tractions t̃
f

t of the Navier-
Stokes and the Darcy fluid

t̃
f

t · ñ
f + pf = 0 (5.13)

is enforced. The Beavers-Joseph condition for the shear stresses in tangential direction is used(
ṽf − vs − φ(vf − vs) +

tr (K)

αBJµ̃f
√

nsd

t̃
f

t

)
· τ̃ f = 0, (5.14)
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with the Beavers-Joseph coefficient αBJ and the matrix of tangential vectors τ̃ f .

5.2.2. Solution Scheme
For solving the complete problem, the coupling conditions are integrated into the weak form

by substituting the respective boundary integrals on the fluid-porous interface Γc. Pulling equa-
tion (5.11) back to the material configuration and noting that the normals at the interface from
both sides only differ in sign, i.e. ñf = −n, gives the boundary traction of the mixture

t0 = (F · S) ·N !
= S̃

f
·N , on Γc, (5.15)

with the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S̃
f

of the Navier-Stokes fluid. The conservation of fluid
mass (5.12) over the interface is inserted into the continuity equation of the Darcy fluid in the
weak form (4.66) (

φ(vf − vs)
)
· n !

=
(
ṽf − vs

)
· n, on Γc. (5.16)

The remaining two conditions (5.13) and (5.14) determine the current boundary tractions of the
Navier-Stokes fluid

t̃
f

t =
(
t̃

f

t · ñ
f
)
·ñf +t̃

f

t ·τ̃
f !

= −pfñf +
αBJµ̃

f√nsd

tr (K)

(
ṽf − vs − φ(vf − vs)

)
·τ̃ f , on Γc. (5.17)

The change of the free fluid domain is considered via an ALE approach. For the mesh displace-
ments, a simply elasto-static equation is used. Thus, the following equation is solved for the
displacements dg of the grid

∇0 ·P (dg) = 0. (5.18)

Therein, the linear Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff law (2.39) is used. For the Navier-Stokes fluid, a well-
known stabilized equal-order mixed formulation with velocity and pressure as primary variables
is applied. Further details concerning the finite element formulation of the Navier-Stokes fluid
and the ALE equations are skipped here. It follows the procedure for moving flow problems
with moving domains in FSI, which can e.g. be found in [168]. The whole fluid-porous medium
system is solved in a monolithic manner. The final global linearized system matrix to be solved
at each Newton iteration within a Newton-Raphson scheme can be schematically written as

SII SIΓ CSF
II CSF

IΓ 0 0 0

SΓI SΓΓ CSF
ΓI CSF

ΓΓ CSF̃
ΓI CSF̃

ΓΓ 0
CFS

II CFS
IΓ FII FIΓ 0 0 0

CFS
ΓI CFS

ΓΓ FΓI FΓΓ CFF̃
ΓI CFF̃

ΓΓ 0

0 CF̃S
IΓ 0 0 F̃II F̃IΓ CF̃G

II

CF̃S
ΓI CF̃S

ΓΓ CF̃F
ΓI CF̃F

ΓΓ F̃ΓI F̃ΓΓ CF̃F
ΓI

0 CIΓ 0 0 0 0 GII



i

n+1



∆ds
I

∆ds
Γ

∆vf
I

∆vf
Γ

∆ṽf
I

∆ṽf
Γ

∆dg
I



i+1

n+1

= −



Rs
I

Rs
Γ

Rf
I

Rf
Γ

R̃
f

I

R̃
f

Γ

Rg
I



i

n+1

, (5.19)

where the subscript ‘Γ’ denotes degrees of freedom at the interface between fluid and porous
medium and the subscript ‘I’ marks inner degrees freedom. The respective increments of the
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solution variables within the Newton-Raphson scheme are denoted by ∆. The matrices S cor-
respond the porous solid phase, F to the porous fluid phase, F̃ to the Navier-Stokes fluid and G
to the mesh. The coupling blocks are written as C with corresponding sub- and superscripts.
Note, that it is only solved for inner mesh displacements, as the displacements of the interface
are determined by the skeleton solution. For solving the linear system, a similar strategy as for
the porous medium, see Section 4.3.4.1, adapted from [240] is used. Following standard pro-
cedure, see Section 4.3.4, the guess for the unknown solution of the next time step is updated
with the solution of the linear system and the iterative procedure is repeated until a user-defined
convergence criterion is met.

5.2.3. Numerical Example
Flow over two types of a flexible wall is considered in this example. The wall will either be

modeled as porous or impervious. Thus, FPSI is compared to FSI. The geometry is depicted in
Figure 5.7. On the left side of the channel, a parabolic inflow profile

v̂f(t,x) · n = 6.0(0.6− y)y ·
{

0.5(1− cos(10πt)) for 0.0 ≤ t ≤ 0.1,
1.0 else, (5.20)

is prescribed pointing in positive x-direction. In tangential directions, the velocity is set to zero.
At the outflow (the most right boundary) a zero-traction condition is enforced. A no-slip con-
dition is applied to the upper and lower boundary of the channel, while at the sides (i.e. the
boundaries parallel to the flow direction) a slip condition is utilized. In case of an impervious
structure, a no-slip condition needs to be fulfilled at the fluid-structure interface, for a porous
medium, the above presented conditions (5.11)–(5.14) are used (the Beavers-Joseph coefficient
is set to αBJ = 10). For both fluids (pore fluid and free fluid), the dynamic viscosity is set

Figure 5.7: Flow over porous wall: Geometric dimensions.

to µf = 0.001 and the density to ρf = 1.0. The solid/skeleton phase (ρs = 1.0) is modeled
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with a Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff material law (2.40) with E = 600 and ν = 0.39. The porosity is
determined by the Neo-Hookean formulation (3.83)–(3.85) with κ = 2.0 · 105 and η = 0.0. For
discretization in space, tri-linear 8-node Lagrangean elements where used for all fields. The free
fluid is discretized with 47400 elements. The same number of elements are used for the ALE
mesh. For the solid or skeleton body, 600 elements are used. In case of a porous wall, addition-
ally 600 conforming elements approximate the pore fluid. All fields are integrated in time with
the one-step-θ method with θ = 0.66 and time step ∆t = 0.01.

The results are depicted in Figure 5.8. Therein, the velocity streamlines around the deforming
structure are depicted at characteristic snapshots. Clearly, the structure starts bending due to the
rising flow velocity in both simulations. However, it is worth noting, that the velocity field prop-
agates faster through the channel in case of FSI. This is because, in the porous simulation, parts
of the free fluid first penetrate the porous structure. Also, it can be seen, that in the FSI simu-
lation the oscillations of the bending structure are more pronounced. This is the most obvious
at t = 0.4, where the structure is temporarily bending against the flow. In the FPSI simulation,
the oscillations are also present but less obvious, as the porous structure exhibits less drag force
due to its permeability. Furthermore, the same effect eventually leads to more vortices in case of
the FSI simulation (at t = 1.0).
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FPSI FSI

t = 0.1

t = 0.2

t = 0.4

t = 0.6

t = 1.0

Figure 5.8: Comparison of fluid-porous-structure interaction (FPSI) and fluid-structure inter-
action (FSI). Streamlines at characteristic time instances. Colors denote velocity
magnitude.
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5.3. Passive Scalar Transport within Porous Medium
This chapter will treat the model for scalar transport within a porous continuum. Transport

processes play an important role in many applications. For instance, in electro-chemical engi-
neering, ion transport within batteries is analyzed, see e.g. [152, 173], and also in biological
problems, transport of various chemical species involved in tumor growth [222] and cell me-
chanics [143] is modeled as such a transport process.

5.3.1. Problem Statement
For describing scalar transport within a porous medium, the governing equations on the mi-

croscale are homogenized to the macroscale. It is refered to the textbook [25] for a introduc-
tion to the averaging procedure. A system of k scalars is considered. For the i-th scalar cf

i,
with i = 1, . . . , k, transported within the fluid, one obtains

∂φcf
i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+ ∇·
(
φcf

iv
f
)
−∇·

(
φDf,eff

i ·∇cf
i

)
− φσf

i(c) = 0. (5.21)

Therein, the second-order tensor Df,eff
i denotes the effective macroscopic diffusivity. It accounts

for all effects that are observed as diffusion-like on the macroscale, see Appendix A.1.2 for
further comments. All scalar quantities are summarized within the vector c, indicating that the
reaction term σf

i(c) potentially depends on all involved scalars. Equation (5.21) represents the
conservative formulation of the macroscopic, instationary advection-diffusion-reaction problem
in Eulerian form. A detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A.1.2. As the porous medium
is deforming, the equation will be reformulated with respect to a moving observer, similar to an
Arbitrary-Lagrangean-Eulerian (ALE) formulation. This can be done by replacing the local time
derivative ∂(φcf

i)/(∂t)
∣∣
x

by

∂φcf
i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

=
∂φcf

i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

−∇(φcf
i) · vs, (5.22)

using the structural velocity vs and material time derivatives with respect to the porous solid
phase. Here, x and X denote the spatial coordinate and the material coordinate of the macro-
scopic structure phase, respectively. Inserting equation (5.22) into equation (5.21) leads to

∂φcf
i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

−∇(φcf
i) · vs + ∇·

(
φcf

iv
f
)
−∇·

(
φDf,eff

i ·∇cf
i

)
− φσf

i(c) = 0. (5.23)

Applying the product rule and introducing the convective velocity vc = vf − vs yields

φ
∂cf

i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ φ∇cf
i · vc −∇·

(
φDf,eff

i ·∇cf
i

)
+

+ cf
i

(
∂φ

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ φ∇·vf + ∇φ · vc

)
− φσf

i(c) = 0. (5.24)
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Inserting the conservation of fluid mass, i.e.

∂φ

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ φ∇·vf + ∇φ · vc = 0, (5.25)

into equation (5.24) finally gives the convective formulation of the macroscopic, instationary
advection-diffusion-reaction problem within a deforming porous continuum:

φ
∂cf

i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

+ φ∇cf
i · vc −∇·

(
φDf,eff

i ·∇cf
i

)
− φσf

i(c) = 0. (5.26)

As boundary condition, the normal diffusive flux is prescribed at the Neumann boundary ΓN
i

ĥi =
(
φDf,eff

i ·∇cf
i

)
· n. (5.27)

This short derivation has been performed for a scalar cf
i transported within the fluid. For a

scalar cs
i transported within the structure phase, analogous calculus leads to

(1− φ)
∂cs

i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

−∇·
(

(1− φ)Ds,eff
i ·∇cs

i

)
− (1− φ)σs

i (c) = 0. (5.28)

The second-order tensor Ds,eff
i denotes the effective macroscopic diffusivity of the solid phase

and σs
i (c) the reaction term. The differences between the equation (5.26) and equation (5.28) are

essentially that the porosity φ, representing the volume fraction of the fluid is replaced by the
volume fraction 1−φ of the solid and that the convective velocity in the solid phase is zero. If no
diffusion takes place inside the structure (i.e. Ds,eff

i = 0), as will be the case for the examples,
equation (5.28) simplifies to

∂cs
i

∂t

∣∣∣∣
X

− σs
i (c) = 0. (5.29)

This equation obviously states, that the only driving force of change of a solid-bound scalar is
reaction. Often, it is reasonable to utilize this plain form of the transport equation, as diffusion
and convection processes inside the solid are very small compared to the corresponding pro-
cesses in the fluid phase. For instance, the collagen concentration will be calculated according
to equation (5.29) in the numerical examples in Section 5.4.5.

5.3.2. Solution Scheme
As for all problems in this thesis, the FEM is used for solving the governing equations of scalar

transport. In the following, the FE formulation of equation (5.26) will be given exemplarily. The
FE formulation of equations (5.28) and (5.29) can be obtained analogously. After discretization
in time (for instance, with the generalized-α method), multiplication with a test function δc and
integration over the domain, the following discrete weak form can be derived:
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Find ch ∈ Sh
c , such that ∀δch ∈ Vh

c :(
δch, φh

n+αf
ċhn+αm

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δch, φh

n+αf
∇chn+αf

· vc,h
n+αf

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
∇δch, φh

n+αf
Deff ·∇chn+αf

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δch, φh

n+αf
σ(chn+αf

)
)

Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δch, hn+αf

)
ΓN(tn+1)

= 0. (5.30)

Therein, the index ‘i’ of the considered scalar and the index ‘f’ denoting the fluid phase were
omitted for clarity of notation. The spaces Sh

c and Vh
c are the usual finite element spaces. Primar-

ily first-order Lagrange elements will be used. Note that stabilization of the discrete form (5.30)
is necessary in case of high convection. Even though Streamline-Upwind-Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG)
stabilization [22] has been implemented for this equation, it will not be considered here, since
the problems analyzed are diffusion-dominated. The resulting system of non-linear equations is
solved with a Newton-Raphson scheme.

In this section, passive transport of scalar quantities is considered. This means that the trans-
port processes are influenced by the solution of the porous medium system, but not vice versa.
The fluid and skeleton velocities determine the convective transport, and the movement of the do-
main is prescribed by the skeleton deformation. The scalar values, however, do not influence the
porous medium. Hence, in contrast to the porous medium problem itself, a staggered, one-way
coupled methodology is an adequate solution algorithm for this coupled system, schematically
depicted in Figure 5.9. Within one time step tn, the porous medium problem is solved first (still
within a monolithic scheme). Then the displacement, velocity and pressure solution is transferred
to the transport problem, which is solved afterwards. Subsequently, the algorithm proceeds to the
next time step tn+1.

PM

TP

PM

TP

Figure 5.9: Staggered, one-way coupled solution scheme. Within one time step tn the porous
medium problem (PM) is solved. The solution of the PM problem is transferred to
the transport problem (TP) and this is solved. Subsequently, the algorithm proceeds
to the next time step tn+1.
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5.3.3. Numerical Example
A simple validation example for scalar transport within a deforming porous cube (edge length 1)

is presented. No reactions are considered and the scalar is transported within the fluid phase. Ex-
amples including reactive terms in the fluid and solid phase are presented in the context of the ap-
plication to cell mechanics in Section 5.4.5. The fluid flow is modeled with the Darcy-Brinkman
equation and the mixed approach is utilized. On one side of the cube a fluid inflow

v̂f · n =

{
0.25 · (1.0− cos(0.2πt)) if t < 5.0
0.5 otherwise

(5.31)

pointing in normal direction is prescribed. On the opposite side, the outflow, a zero-pressure
boundary condition is applied. All other surfaces are impermeable with respect to fluid flow. The
inflow surface is fixed. The whole cube is constrained as such it only deforms in flow direction
(see Figure 5.10). The scalar is prescribed to be equal to 5.0 at the inflow surface. On all other
surfaces the diffusive flux is zero. The initial porosity of the cube is 0.5. As constitutive equation
for the pressure and porosity the Neo-Hookean-like law described in equations (3.82)–(3.84)
is used with κ = 5.0 · 105 and η = 0.001. The skeleton is modeled as Neo-Hookean material
(ρs = 2.0,E = 1.0 ·105, ν = 0.3). The fluid (density ρf = 1.0) has a viscosity of µf = 10.1 and a
constant material permeability of K = 5 · 10−5. The diffusivity of the scalar is set to D = 0.001.
The cube is discretized with 10 × 10 × 10 hexahedral tri-linear elements for each field. The
structure, fluid and scalar transport meshes are conforming. The time step is 0.1 and 100 steps
are simulated in total. For all fields a one-step-θ time integration scheme with θ = 0.66 is used.

(a) Convective velocity at t = 10 (b) Displacement at t = 10

Figure 5.10: Scalar transport in porous cube: Global convective velocity field (left) and displace-
ment field (right). Colors denote respective magnitudes.

Global results for convective velocity and displacement field are depicted in Figure 5.10. The
cube is deforming in flow direction due to the fluid pressure. The convective velocity rises from
inlet to outlet. This corresponds to the change in porosity in flow direction (see Figure 5.11). The
scalar concentration is also behaving as expected (see Figure 5.12). The spatial distribution is
equilibrating over time, mainly due to convection by the fluid flow. As validation the conservation
of mass is checked. The fluxes into and out of the domain,

∫
φ(vf − vs) · n dΓ, are equal to the
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Figure 5.11: Porosity in flow direction at representative time instances.

rate (Mn+1 −Mn)/∆t of the integrated concentration over the porous volume, with the total
mass at time step n being Mn =

∫
φc dΩtn , see Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Solution for scalar field in porous flow through porous cube. Left: Scalar concen-
tration in flow direction. Right: Conservation of scalar. The fluxes into and out of
the domain

∫
φ(vf − vs) ·n dΓ are denoted as ‘flux’, the rate (Mn+1 −Mn)/∆t is

denoted as ‘volume’, with the total mass Mn =
∫
φc dΩtn at time step n . The sum

of the two is denoted as ‘sum’.

5.4. Towards a Model for Tissue and Cell Mechanics
A deeper understanding of the mechanics of living cells interacting with the extracellular

matrix (ECM) is essential for various physiological and pathological processes, e.g., embry-
onic growth, wound healing, inflammatory response, angiogenesis and tumor metastasis [99].
Despite this outstanding importance, the detailed processes involved are not yet fully under-
stood. Especially the influence of the ECM for regulating cell migration is still topic of current
research [70, 257, 258]. Therefore, the long-term aim is to establish a comprehensive model en-
abling the study of individual cell migration with a specific focus on the influence of physical
factors such as matrix stiffness and interstitial flow.
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5. Porous Medium as Part of Coupled Multi-Physics Problem

In this thesis a fully coupled model for transport and dissolution processes within a deforming
ECM including interstitial flow is proposed, cf. [245]. It is utilized for modeling advection-
diffusion-reaction processes within the ECM and on the cell membrane and its coupling to the
properties of the mechanical system. A vast number of chemical species and processes interplay
on the cellular level [62, 101]. During proteolysis, the ECM is dissolved due to biochemical
reactions initiated by the cell. Experimental data suggest that the mechanical state of the ECM
influences the dissolution rate [32, 98, 188, 209]. There, it is shown that ECM fibrils often
show significantly different reaction kinetics when exposed to loading or strain. However, most
mathematical models do not yet consider this specific interaction of mechanics and biochemistry.

The ECM is represented by the two phase porous medium model presented in Chapter 3
and 4. Similar porous medium approaches utilized in other biomechanical applications can e.g.
be found in [144, 184, 224]. The flow is described by the Brinkman equation. Therein, consid-
ering a variable porosity and its impact on the geometrical structure and mechanical behaviour
of the ECM is of major importance when aiming for a realistic model, as the porosity is altered
significantly during cell migration either through pure mechanical deformation or biochemical
proteolysis. Therefore, the mixed approach presented in Section 4.3.2.2.2 perfectly fits the re-
quirements for this problem and will hence be used. The proteolysis is modeled as a dissolution
process of the porous medium. Models for dissolution of porous media are known and often ap-
plied in soil mechanics, see e.g. [72, 77, 231]. Such concepts will be adapted for the degradation
model. The kinetics of the chemical reactions inducing proteolysis are linked to the mechanical
state of the collagen matrix by a change in chemical potential. The cell membrane is represented
by a diffusion-reaction model on a curved surface. Also the coupling between species within
the ECM volume and on the cell membrane due to chemical reactions is considered. Transport
models for cell-interior mechanisms have been developed [78, 241] and also surface-volume cou-
pled models for ECM degradation have been published in recent years [56, 76, 125, 144, 180].
Therein, detailed models for the expression of enzymes at the cell membrane and the advection-
diffusion-reaction processes leading to proteolysis are presented. For a review of computational
approaches for modeling cellular systems to study anti-angiogenic therapeutics in cancer the in-
terested reader is referred to [97]. Many parameters and model reactions will be incorporated into
the model. Still, dispite the growing interest in mathematical models for cellular processes, the
influence of the matrix deformation is rarely considered in the literature. An extensive numerical
model for cell invasion dynamics into a ECM was presented in [147]. There, the fiber network
was resolved explicitly and not included in an averaged sense as in this thesis. The degradability
is modeled by crosslinking and uncrosslinking events, i.e. the varying load bearing behaviour of
the dissolving matrix is also considered. It further includes similar transport equations as given
here and within the references given before, although interstitial flow, i.e. advective transport,
is not taken into account. However, more importantly when compared to the model presented
here, in [147] the reaction kinetics are assumed to be independent of the mechanical loading. A
model which is capable of resolving this missing mechano-chemo coupling is presented here.
It based on the explanations given by the author in [245]. Up to the author’s knowledge, this
is the first time a reactive surface-volume transport model with interstitial flow is extended by
including a deformable macroscopic solid phase as well as dissolution processes depending on
the structure’s thermodynamical state and its influences on the mechanical characteristics of the
ECM is proposed.
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In Section 5.4.1 the solution scheme for scalar transport on curved boundaries will be pre-
sented. It is formulated in a general way and not only applicable to cell mechanics. Then, a short
description of the handling of chemical reactions is given in Section 5.4.2. The core of the model
is presented in Section 5.4.3 . The mathematical description of the dissolution process is eluci-
dated there. The solution scheme is illustrated in Section 5.4.4 followed by numerical results in
Section 5.4.5.

5.4.1. Scalar Transport on Curved Surfaces
Motivated by the application in cell mechanics the scalar transport framework was extended

to scalar transport on curved surfaces. Many signaling processes, as well as the formation and
dissociation of integrins and various proteolytic reactions take place on the membrane during
cell migration, see e.g. [62, 75, 94]. Hence, the goal is to setup a framework for advection-
diffusion-reaction equations of multiple scalars on curved surfaces which can be embedded into
a bigger model for cell migration. Note, that even though the application is very specific, this
sub-module is still independent and can also be applied to other problem settings. Therefore, in
this section, the theory and the examples are written in a general way without a direct relation
to cell mechanics. Its application to the more complex, coupled model will be addressed in the
subsequent sections.

The theory of partial differential equations on manifolds is very extensive. The most popular
forms in classical continuum mechanics are shell and beam theory. Therein, tensor analysis, like
the definition of local coordinates and the evaluation of covariant derivatives, play a crucial role.
For the diffusion equation, the mathematical theory is based on the Laplace-Beltrami operator,
being the equivalent of the Laplace operator on curved surfaces. Detailed mathematical analysis
of this operator is not in the scope of this thesis. The interested reader is referred to [207] for
a thorough introduction to the underlying theory. Numerical analysis for transport processes
on curved surfaces have been performed in recent years, see e.g. [86, 221] and the references
therein. Also in the context of biomechanics and cell modeling, computational transport models
on curved surfaces representing the cell membrane have been used extensively, see e.g. [56, 180,
181, 215, 236]. Here, the equations are restated in a matter-of-fact manner without going into
detail about the finite element model.

A system of k scalars is considered. The instationary advection-diffusion-reaction equation
for the i-th scalar ci, with i = 1, . . . , k, reads

∂ci
∂t

+ vc ·∇Γci + ci∇Γ ·v −∇Γ ·(D∇Γci)− σ(c) = 0. (5.32)

As for scalar transport within a porous medium in Section 5.3.1, the diffusivity is denoted by D,
the reactive term by σ(c), the transport velocity by v and the convective velocity by vc. The
operator ∇Γ denotes the tangential surface gradient. It is defined as the projection of the full
gradient along the surface normal n

∇Γ =
(
1− nT ⊗ n

)
·∇. (5.33)
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Consequently, the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆Γ of a quantity (•) is defined as the surface
divergence of the surface gradient

∆Γ (•) = ∇Γ ·∇Γ (•) = tr
((

1− nT ⊗ n
)
·∇ (•)

)
. (5.34)

The basic assumption behind equation (5.32) is that there is no flux in normal direction

q · n = 0. (5.35)

Note, that in the form presented here this assumption holds for both convective and diffusive
flux. However, this is not necessary in theory. For instance, it might be useful to include con-
vection off the surface. Then, the second term in equation (5.32) would include the full gradient
instead of the surface gradient. This form will not be discussed here.The divergence theorem and
integration by parts also hold equivalently for the surface gradient and surface divergence [86].
Therefore, the methodology to obtain the weak and discrete form do not change in comparison
to scalar transport on plane surfaces or volumes.

5.4.1.1. Solution Approach

The FE scheme is very similar to the one presented in Section 5.3.2. After discretization
in time (for instance, with the generalized-α method), multiplication with a test function δc,
integration and discretization in space, one obtains the following discrete weak form:

Find ch ∈ Sh
c , such that ∀δch ∈ Vh

c :(
δch, ċhn+αm

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δch,vc,h

n+αf
·∇Γc

h
n+αf

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
δch, chn+αm∇Γ ·vhn+αm

)
Ω(tn+1)

+
(
∇Γδc

h, D∇Γc
h
n+αf

)
Ω(tn+1)

−
(
δch, σ(chn+αf

)
)

Ω(tn+1)
−
(
δch, hn+αf

)
ΓN(tn+1)

= 0. (5.36)

Therein, the subscript ‘i’ is omitted for clarity of notation. The spaces Sh
c and Vh

c are the usual fi-
nite element spaces. Primarily first-order Lagrange elements will be used. The Neumann bound-
ary fluxes are denoted by hn+αf . For a closed surface, this term vanishes. Note, that further
stabilization of the discrete form (5.30) is necessary for high convection. Streamline-Upwind-
Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) stabilization, see e.g. [22], is implemented for this equation. If not
stated otherwise, it will be neglected in the numerical examples, as the processes on the cell
membrane are diffusion-dominated. The resulting system of non-linear equations is solved with
a Newton-Raphson scheme.

5.4.1.2. Numerical Examples

The examples presented here are purely academic and meant to validate and analyze different
aspects of the formulation and the implementation. Therefore, in all examples, a simplified form
of equation (5.32) is solved focusing on specific parts of the transport process. Whenever possible
the results will be compared to analytical, exact solutions or to numerical results given in the
literature. A more complex coupled example including scalar transport on a curved boundary, is
presented later in Section 5.4.5.
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5.4.1.2.1. Diffusion on Unit Sphere

The given problem is a unit sphere with the initial field

c(x, t = 0) = xy + 10, (5.37)

see Figure 5.13. Only diffusive transport and no movement of surface is considered here. Thus,

Figure 5.13: Diffusion on unit sphere: Initial scalar field.

the heat equation
∂c

∂t
−D∆Γc = 0 (5.38)

is solved on the surface of the sphere. The exact solution c̄(x, t) of this instationary diffusion
problem can be derived, see [86] or Appendix A.3.3, as

c̄(x, t) = xye−6Dt + 10. (5.39)

The solution for the tangential gradient then follows as

∇Γc̄(x, t) = (1− n⊗ n) ·∇c̄ =

 (1− 2x2) y
(1− 2y2)x
−2xyz

 · e−6Dt. (5.40)
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The total time is T = 2.0. For the convergence analysis, the following relative norms are defined

L∞ (L2) = sup
(0,T )

||c− c̄||L2

||c̄||L2

, (5.41)

L2 (L2) =

(∫ T

0

||c− c̄||L2

||c̄||L2

dt

)0.5

, (5.42)

L∞ (H1) = sup
(0,T )

||c− c̄||H1

||c̄||H1

, (5.43)

L2 (H1) =

(∫ T

0

||c− c̄||H1

||c̄||H1

dt

)0.5

. (5.44)

Figure 5.14 shows the spatial convergence of problem (5.38) with D = 1. The time step was
adapted to the element size, that is ∆t ∼ h2, starting with ∆t = 1.0 for the coarsest mesh (h ≈
0.04). The spatial L2-norms (5.41) and (5.42) converge with approximate order of O( 1

h2 ), while
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Figure 5.14: Diffusion on unit sphere: Convergence of error norms.

the H1-norms (5.43) and (5.44) converge with approximate order of O( 1
h
). These convergence

rates are in accordance with the results given in [86].

5.4.1.2.2. Advection-Diffusion on Torus

This example is meant to analyze the effect of the convective term. Movement of the surface
and reactive terms are neglected in this example. Thus, the equation that is solved reads

∂c

∂t
+ v̂ ·∇Γc−∇Γ ·(D∇Γc) = 0. (5.45)

The geometry is the surface of a torus, see Figure 5.15. For a complete description of the geom-
etry the major radius R = 5, the minor radius r = 1 and the two angles α and β are introduced
in the figure.
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Figure 5.15: Advection-Diffusion on torus: Geometry, with major radius R = 5 and minor ra-
dius r = 1. For parameterization, the angles α and β are used.

As initial field, a Gaussian hill of the form

c(x, t = 0) = 1.0 · e−
(
(αR0.5 )

2
+( (β−0.5π)r

0.5 )
2)

(5.46)

is prescribed. The transport velocity field v is defined as follows:

v̂(x, t) =
2√

5 ‖eα‖
eα +

1√
5r
eβ, (5.47)

with the basis vectors eα and eβ corresponding to the respective angles α and β. For information
how the initial scalar field and the velocity can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates, see Ap-
pendix A.3.4. For discretization, approximately 19100 bi-linear 4-node elements of size h = 0.1
are used and a one-step-θ scheme with θ = 0.5 is applied. SUPG stabilization is utilized. The
time step is set to ∆t = 0.1, which corresponds to a Courant number of

C = ‖v̂‖ ∆t

h
= 1. (5.48)

Different diffusion coefficients D are employed. This way, different element Péclet numbers

Pee = ‖v̂‖ h

2D
(5.49)

can be analyzed. The Courant number gives the number of elements passed by a particle within
one time step and the element Péclet number relates advective and diffusive flux on an element.
In Figure 5.16 the evolution over time of the maximum scalar value is shown. Clearly, the higher
the element Péclet number, the less diffusion is within the system. Thus, the maximum value
decreases the fastest for the smallest Péclet number. Also, slight oscillations can be observed
in Figure 5.16. The amplitude of those oscillations rises with the element Péclet number. Those
instabilities are more apparent, when considering the global solution, see Figure 5.17. As seen
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Figure 5.16: Advection-Diffusion on torus: Evolution over time of maximum scalar value. Re-
sults for different element Péclet numbers.

before, the scalar diffuses quickly for small element Péclet numbers. For larger values of the
element Péclet number, the convection becomes more dominant and the Gaussian hill is still
visible at later time instances. Further, oscillations in space are evident especially for higher
element Péclet numbers. This phenomenon is known from scalar transport on plane surfaces,
see e.g. [82, chap. 5.6.1]. The oscillations originate from time integration errors. Higher-order
methods in time or space-time methods can provide a gain in accuracy. As convection dominated
problems are not the focus of this thesis, such methods are not discussed further here.
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Pee = 10 Pee = 102 Pee = 104

t = 0.0

t = 15.0

t = 25.0

t = 45.0

t = 70.0

Figure 5.17: Advection-Diffusion on torus: Global solution at different time instances. The
scalar value is plotted in normal direction of the surface.
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5.4.1.2.3. Reaction-Diffusion on Torus

For validation of the reactive part of the transport equation, a simplified version of the so-
called Allen-Cahn equation

∂c

∂t
−∆Γc+

1

ε2
(
c− c3

)
= 0, (5.50)

with the positive parameter ε, is solved. The system equation (5.50) is composed of a transient,
a diffusive and a non-linear reactive term. In this example, the parameter is set to ε2 = 103. The
Allen-Cahn equation is used to model the motion of phase boundaries within iron alloys [8].
In this thesis, it is just used as an example for a non-linear reaction-diffusion problem without
going into detail regarding the underlying physical assumptions. The problem setting is taken
from [87]. The geometry considered is the surface of a torus described by{

x ∈ R3

∣∣∣∣(√x2 + y2 − 1
)2

+ z2 =
1

16

}
. (5.51)

The initial field is prescribed as

c(x, t = 0) = sin(3πz) cos(3ϕ), (5.52)

see Figure 5.18(a). Therein, ϕ denotes the polar angle in the xy-plane. For discretization of the
curved surface, approximately 4300, bi-linear 4-node elements are used. A generalized-α time
integration scheme with ρ∞ = 0.9 and time step ∆t = 10−4 is applied. The solution field at
different time instances is depicted in Figure 5.18. There, it can be observed, that the distribution
quickly rearranges into distinct patches of values −1 and 1 (Figure 5.18(b)). The size of the
transition zone between the patches is controlled by the value of ε. After some time, this state
collapses and the patches start uniting (Figure 5.18(c) and 5.18(d)). These observations are in
accordance with the results given in [87].

5.4.1.2.4. Transport on Moving Curved Surfaces

In the previous examples regarding transport on curved boundaries the surface is not moving.
This effect will be analyzed in this example. The equation to solve reads

∂c

∂t
+ c∇Γ ·v̂ −D∆Γc = 0. (5.53)

Again, a very simple setup is chosen in order to verify the implementation. A unit sphere with a
constant initial field

c(x, t = 0) = 1 (5.54)

is inflated by a given velocity field

v̂(x, t) = n(x, t). (5.55)

Note, that, as v always points in normal direction, the spherical form is preserved. Just its volume
is increased. It can be easily derived (see Appendix A.3.4), that the exact surface divergence of
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(a) t = 0.0 (b) t = 0.01

(c) t = 0.1 (d) t = 0.2

Figure 5.18: Allen-Cahn equation on torus: Solution field at different time instances.

the velocity field reads

∇Γ ·v̂(x, t) =
2

t+ 1
, (5.56)

and the exact solution for the scalar field immediately follows as

c̄(x, t) =
1

(t+ 1)2
. (5.57)

It has to be noted, that despite being simple, the presented example is suitable for testing the
implementation for transport on moving surfaces. As shown in Appendix A.3.4 the surface di-
vergence of the velocity is non-zero due to the curvature of the domain. This divergence term
is the crucial term when moving surfaces are considered and, thus, no convergence could be
achieved, if there were a miscalculation of this term. Convergence in time is checked in this
example. Hence, for the spatial discretization a very fine mesh composed of 15000 bi-linear,
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4-node elements is used. For time discretization, a one-step-θ scheme with θ = 1.0 or θ = 0.5
is applied. The total time is T = 2.0. The results for the convergence of the relative L2-error
norm

∫ T
0

(||c − c̄||L2)/||c̄||L2 dt are depicted in Figure 5.19. It can be seen, that both integration
schemes show the theoretical convergence rate, that is first-order for θ = 1.0 and second-order
for θ = 0.5.
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Figure 5.19: Inflated unit sphere: Relative L2-error norm for different time integration parame-
ters θ.

5.4.2. Chemical Reactions
For modeling chemical processes in cell mechanics, there is the necessity of incorporat-

ing a large number of reaction equations into the formulation. The reactions, more precisely
the reaction kinetics, determine the form of the reaction terms σi(c) in the transport equa-
tions (5.26), (5.28) and (5.32). For instance, for a reversible reaction with two reactants A and B
and one product C the reaction equation would read

aA+ bB
k+

�
k−

cC, (5.58)

with the stoichiometric coefficients a, b and c and the reaction rate coefficients k+ and k−. A
simple form of a rate law for the respective molar concentrations [A], [B] and [C] giving the
corresponding reaction terms could then read

σA = −ak+[A][B] + ak−[C], (5.59)
σB = −bk+[A][B] + bk−[C], (5.60)
σC = ck+[A][B]− ck−[C]. (5.61)

The coupling of the surface and the volume transport problem is established by reactions on the
cell membrane including both chemical species bound to the membrane and chemical species
transported within the ECM. One has to keep in mind, that a reaction between surface- and
volume-bound species is a heterogeneous chemical reaction. Therefore, a characteristic length λ
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to scale surface concentrations to volume concentrations is introduced, see e.g. [144]. For in-
stance, if A were a surface-bound scalar and B and C volume-bound, the reaction terms includ-
ing [A] would be scaled with 1/λ (which results in a scaled effective reaction rate). The chemical
reactions of the proposed model of proteolysis will follow the general scheme presented above.
The specific reaction formulations will be elucidated in the respective examples.

5.4.3. Reactive Dissolving Porosity Model
This section is dedicated to a specific phenomenon in cell mechanics. That is, the degradation

of the ECM due to chemical substances produced by cells. The idea is to formulate a model
in which the porosity will change due to chemical reactions and not only to flow or solid de-
formation. This reproduces a dissolution effect of the porous medium. The following derivation
is based on standard theory from physical chemistry applied on chemical reactions in a porous
continuum. The basic theory of dissolving porosity models presented here can be found in more
detail in [66]. For more extensive reviews about general thermodynamics in porous media it is
referred to [28, 217].

The dissolution process induces the additional dissipation Φs
sol = −µsolṁs→sol, with the chem-

ical potential µsol of the solvent and the rate ṁs→sol of solid mass dissolving per reference
volume. Thus, the total dissipation Φs of the structural phase, see equation (3.54) using equa-
tion (3.78), then reads for isothermal conditions

Φs = S : Ė − φSf
visc : Ė + pfJC−1 : Ė − pf dsJ s

dt
− dsΨs

dt
− µsolṁs→sol ≥ 0. (5.62)

Next, the additional internal variable ∆φsol = ṁs→sol/ρ
s
0 is introduced, representing the addi-

tional change of reference porosity (and therefore solid mass) due to the dissolution process. The
Helmholtz free energy of the structure Ψs(E, J s,∆φsol) thus also depends on ∆φsol (the depen-
dency of the free energy on the temperature is again neglected here). Hence, following standard
procedure as in Section 3.5, equation (5.62) can be written as

Φs =

(
S − φSf

visc −
∂Ψs

∂E
+ pfJC−1

)
: Ė +

(
pf +

∂Ψs

∂J s

)
dsJ s

dt

−
(

∂Ψs

∂(∆φsol)
+ ρs

0µsol

)
ds∆φsol

dt
≥ 0. (5.63)

From that, the constitutive equations can be derived as

S = φSf
visc +

∂Ψs(E, J s,∆φsol)

∂E
− pfJC−1, pf = −∂Ψs(E, J s,∆φsol)

∂J s
. (5.64)

These two equations are constitutive equations of the porous medium very similar to the ones
presented in equation (3.59). The only difference is the dependency of the stress and the pressure
on ∆φsol. The dissipation inequality that then needs to hold reads

−
(

∂Ψs

∂(∆φsol)
+ ρs

0µsol

)
ds∆φsol

dt
≥ 0. (5.65)
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Further, using an analysis of the dissipation on the microscale and assuming only small changes
of the chemical potential µs of the solid along the dissolution front, it can be shown [66, chap.
3.6.3] that

ρs
0 (µs − µsol)

ds∆φsol

dt
≥ 0, (5.66)

and comparing equation (5.65) and (5.66) then gives

− ∂Ψs

∂(∆φsol)
= ρs

0µ
s = ρs

0µ
s = ρs

0 (µs
0 + ∆µs) , (5.67)

with the chemical potential µs
0 of the undissolved state and the respective change ∆µs of chemi-

cal potential. For modeling the degradation process, the following adapted form of the Helmholtz
free energy Ψs in equation (3.82) is proposed, adding the additional factor

(
1− ∆φsol

1−φ0

)
:

Ψs(E, J s, φref) =

(
1− ∆φsol

1− φ0

)
W skel(E)+W vol(J s, φref)+W

pen(E, J s, φref)+(1−φref)ρ
s
0µ

s
0,

(5.68)
with the Helmholtz free energy W skel(E) of the undissolved, drained, macroscopic skeleton.
Here, the energy term was expressed in terms of the reference porosity

φref = φ0 + ∆φsol, (5.69)

which corresponds to the stress-free reference state. For ∆φsol = 0 the original energy function
is obtained. Note, that such approaches changing the energy formulation are quite common in
continuum mechanics, whenever the reference state is evolving. For instance, damage models
are similarly motivated [20]. Using the above presented approach for the strain energy function
one then obtains for the pore pressure and the stress

pf = −∂W
vol(J s, φref)

∂J s
− ∂W pen(E, J s, φref)

∂J s
, (5.70)

S = φSf
visc +

∂Ψs(E, J s, φref)

∂E
− pfJC. (5.71)

Further, inserting equation (5.68) into equation (5.67) gives

∆µs =
1

ρs
0 (1− φ0)

W skel − 1

ρs
0

∂Ψs(E, J s, φref)

∂φref

. (5.72)

Equation (5.72) represents a model for the change of chemical potential depending on the me-
chanical state which will be used to establish the mechano-chemical coupling. It is based solely
on thermodynamical quantities without any unphysical parameters. As in classical solid contin-
uum mechanics, the choice of the energy formulation Ψs determines the material behavior.

It should also be noted, that, as the reference porosity is allowed to change, the reference mass
of the solid phase equivalently changes:

Jρs(1− φ) = ρs
0(1− φref) = ms

ref . (5.73)
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This change of reference mass has no effect if quasi-static behavior of the solid phase is assumed.
Otherwise, the inertia of the solid phase has to be adapted.

Now, it will be focused on the chemo-mechanical coupling specifically for proteolysis of the
ECM. In order to establish a link to the chemical model, a relation between the structural density
and the collagen concentration is needed. Providing that collagen is the dominant constituent of
the ECM, the reference porosity is related to the molar concentration [C1] of collagen type I by

[C1] =
1

J
ρ0,C(1− φref), (5.74)

with the molar density of collagen ρ0,C in [ mol/ m3]. The factor 1/J represents a pull-back
operation, as the molar concentration [C1] is written with respect to a spatial volume, whereas
the reference porosity refers to a volume in the material configuration. Next, the dissolution
process due to matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) is considered. Experimental evidence suggest
that mechanical strain stabilizes the ECM against proteolysis [32, 50, 98, 260]. Also, there is
theoretical work proposing that mechanical strain provides thermodynamical stabilization by
loss of configurational entropy of the collagen fibers [171]. However, there are also cases where
the opposite is observed. In [6, 7] the preferential degradation due to MMP-1 of loaded collagen
is reported. For a review of the current knowledge about collagen degradation mechanisms and
the influence of mechanical load on the degradation rate see [53].

While the detailed mechanisms of collagen-enzyme interaction are still unclear, the effect ob-
served in experiments is commonly an increasing or decreasing reaction rate. Here, the following
law for a decreasing reaction rate coefficient k is used:

k = k0 exp

(
mmol,C1∆µs

RT

)
, (5.75)

with the reaction rate k0 in the unloaded case, the molecular weight mmol,C1 of collagen, the gas
constant R and the Temperature T . The reaction rate changes due to the change ∆µs of chemical
potential of the structural phase. Equation (5.75) is comparable to the reaction rate equation fitted
from experimental data in [6]. There, the reaction rate is directly related to the applied force by
an exponential function. Hence, the chemical potential is used instead as coupling variable as it is
more suitable for thermodynamical analysis and closer to the theoretical results from [171]. Also,
note that equation (5.75) is very similar to the Arrhenius equation for reaction rates depending
on temperature and activation energy, e.g. in [15], and therefore ∆µs can be interpreted as a
change of the Gibbs energy of activation. The whole ECM degradation model is summarized
schematically in Figure 5.20.

5.4.4. Solution Scheme
The porous medium and the scalar transport problem are solved with the FEM as presented

in the Section 4 and 5.3. The mixed approach given in Section 4.3.2.2.2 is used for the porous
system, as it is suitable for Darcy-Brinkman flow and porosity changes and also convenient for
incorporating the dissolution equations altering the reference porosity. In contrast to the coupling
between solid and fluid equations within the porous medium, the coupling of the scalar transport
equations with the porous medium (solid or fluid) is rather one-directional. The deformation
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Figure 5.20: Schematic of ECM degradation model: The extracellular matrix is modeled as
porous medium with damage model (left). The chemical side is represented by a
transport and reaction framework of scalar quantities with changing reaction rate
(right). The coupling is based on the chemical potential and a variable reference
porosity (middle).

and the fluid velocity influence the scalar transport solution, while for passive transport, there is
no coupling back to the porous medium. Even for reactive porous media, the coupling is typi-
cally rather weak, as the dissolution kinetics are slow compared to deformation and flow in the
considered application. Therefore, a monolithic scheme for the poroelasticity-transport system is
not necessary. A partitioned scheme is sufficient. Thus, the algorithm works as follows: Once the
porous medium solution is converged, the displacement, porosity and velocity solution are trans-
ferred to the scalar transport problem, and any possible couplings (for instance equation (5.75))
are evaluated. The scalar transport fields within the volume and on the surface are also solved
within a monolithic algorithm. Subsequently, the scalar solution, i.e. the concentrations of all
involved species, are communicated to the porous medium problem and the fulfillment of the
governing equations is checked based on the newly computed values. This whole global itera-
tion procedure is repeated until a convergence criterion is met. Then, the algorithm proceeds to
the next time step. A schematic of the whole algorithm is depicted in Figure 5.21.

5.4.5. Numerical Examples
The following two examples represent the first steps towards application of the presented

methodology to tissue and cell mechanics. It comprises a comparison with experimental data
and an extension of an existing numerical approach. The numerical results presented in this
section are to be published in [245].
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PM

TP

PM

TP

Figure 5.21: Partitioned, strongly coupled solution scheme. Within one time step tn iterations be-
tween the porous medium (PM) and the transport problem (TP) are performed. Af-
ter a convergence criterion is met, the algorithm proceeds to the next time step tn+1.

5.4.5.1. Dissolution of Strained and Unstrained ECM

This example is motivated by the experimental studies in [32]. There, the strain dependency
of the dissolution process was examined. A collagen micronetwork was pre-strained by displac-
ing two micropipettes and exposed to bacterial collagenase. The amount of collagen fibers was
estimated from optical images. An edge-intensity image processing method was used in order
to obtain a measure for the collagen concentration. It is stated there, that the elapsed time be-
tween 5% and 90% edge loss is ∆TS = 1113s±260s for strained fibrils and ∆TU = 654s±149s
for unstrained fibrils.

A computational model mimicking this experiment is set up and the numerical results are
compared to the experimental data from [32]. The transport model comprises the following four
chemical substances: Collagen type I C1 composing the ECM, the degrading enzyme E, the
collagen-enzyme complex C1E and the denatured collagen C1∗. The chemical reactions in-
volved can be schematically represented by a Michaelis-Menten mechanism [98, 161]

C1 + E
k+

�
k−

C1E
kcat

→ C1∗ + E, (5.76)

where k+, k−, and kcat denote the reaction rates. The kinetics are described by the following set
of reaction terms

σC1 = −k+[C1][E] + k−[C1E], (5.77)
σE = −k+[C1][E] + k−[C1E] + kcat[C1E], (5.78)

σC1E = +k+[C1][E]− k−[C1E]− kcat[C1E], (5.79)
σC1∗ = +kcat[C1E]. (5.80)

The enzyme is transported within the porous fluid, while all other scalar quantities are bound to
the solid phase of the ECM. Thus, the governing equation for the enzyme is obtained by inserting
the reaction term (5.78) into equation (5.26) and the governing equations for the other species
by inserting the respective reaction terms (5.77), (5.79) and (5.80) into equation (5.29).
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Figure 5.22: Dissolution example: Dimensions of computational domain, taken from [245]. The
whole domain is square region with 200 µm edge length. The pipettes domain are
two square regions with 20 µm edge length. The points A (center of domain), B
and C denote the points where the collagen concentration will be evaluated.

As convective effects are very small, the flow of the fluid within the porous medium is not
considered in this example. Instead, the focus lies on the mechano-chemical reaction model. The
computational domain is a square of edge length of 200 µm, see Figure 5.22. The support of the
pipettes is represented by two square regions of edge length 20µm near the center of the domain.
A vertical displacement

d̂s(t) =

{
d̂s

max · 0.5 ·
(
1− cos

(
π

30.0
t
))

for 0.0 s ≤ t ≤ 30 s,

d̂s
max else,

(5.81)

is applied on the the lower pipette, while the upper pipette is fixed. The lower pipette is dis-
placed downwards by a maximum magnitude d̂s

max = 10 µm in vertical direction. This way, a
strain around 50% can be established being similar to the loading in the reference experiment
in [32]. The boundaries of the structural phase are modeled as traction free. The initial scalar
concentrations are constant on the whole domain and set to

[C1] (t = 0 s) = 17.6
µmol

dm3 , (5.82)

[E] (t = 0 s) = 0.0
µmol

dm3 , (5.83)

[C1E] (t = 0 s) = 0.0
µmol

dm3 , (5.84)

[C1∗] (t = 0 s) = 0.0
µmol

dm3 . (5.85)
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The initial value of C1 is taken from [144], where it is stated this roughly corresponds to a poros-
ity of 0.99. In the same reference the porosity is calculated via the formula 1−φ = 1.89 [C1]m =
1.89mmol,C1[C1], with the mass concentration [C1]m of collagen. From that, the initial molar
density of collagen is deduced as ρ0,C = (1 − φ0)/([C1] (t = 0 s)) = (1.89mmol,C1)−1. Within
the domain occupied by the pipettes, the enzyme concentration is prescribed as

[E] (t) =

 0.0 µmol
dm3 for 0 s ≤ t ≤ 30 s,

[E]max · 0.5 ·
(
1− cos

(
π

70.0
(t− 30.0)

))
for 30 s < t ≤ 100 s,

[E]max else,
(5.86)

mimicking the dropping of the bacterial collagenase after the full strain was applied. The maxi-
mum value is estimated to be [E]max = 55 µmol/ dm3, which is 3.125 times the initial collagen
concentration, as stated in [32]. The enzyme will then diffuse inside the domain with the dif-
fusion coefficient DE , while collagen and the products of the collagenase are immobile [144],
hence their diffusivity is zero. As the matrix is expected to exhibit non-linear constitutive be-
haviour [32], a Neo-Hookean material law for the mechanical model of the ECM, given by the
strain energy function in equation (2.43), is assumed. The dissolution process is inhibited due to
mechanical loading by modeling the reaction rate coefficient k+ as presented in equation (5.75)
to be variable, i.e.

k+ = k+
0 exp

(
−mmol,C1∆µs

RT

)
. (5.87)

The other reaction rate coefficients are assumed to be constant. The rate constant k+
0 is fitted,

such that the kinetics of the unstrained collagen dissolution are similar to the experimental results
in [32], i.e. that ∆TU ≈ 700 s. The rate constant k− is then chosen as such, that the Michaelis
constantKm = (k−+kcat)/k+

0 is approximately 3.5µmol, which is within a realistic range [161].
The mass density ρ0,C of collagen was estimated to be in same order of magnitude as water.
All necessary parameters for this example are summarized in Table 5.1. For the finite element
discretization of the poroelastic and scalar transport problem, a regular mesh composed of 100×
100 bi-linear, 4-node elements is used. The structural problem is assumed to be quasi-static,
i.e. inertia terms are neglected. For the diffusion-reaction problem, a one-step-θ time integration
scheme with the parameter θ = 0.66 and a time step size ∆t = 2.5 s is utilized. The total
simulation time amounts to 2000 s.

The results for the Green-Lagrange strain and the Cauchy stress directly after the full dis-
placement was applied are depicted in Figure 5.23. It shows that due the choice of material
parameters of the structural phase, the strains are around 50% as desired and the stress values are
also well in the range estimated in [32]. The resulting change in chemical potential is illustrated
in Figure 5.24. As expected, it shows a similar spatial distribution as the strain and stress field.
The evolution over time of the collagen I concentrations at three different points are shown in

Figure 5.25. The point A is placed within the strained region, while the points B and C are
located in a certain distance of the center of the domain (see Figure 5.22). As expected from
the model formulation, the degradation process is slowed down significantly within the strained
region. The point of time, where the degradation process starts, is different for each spatial point
observed due to the diffusion time of the enzyme. As the point A is the closest to the pipettes
the collagen concentration decreases there first. Only after a certain delay, there is a significant
change of concentration in B and C. The degradation dynamics in point B and C do not differ
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Quantity Symbol Value Reference/Comment
Molecular mass of collagen mmol,C1 0.3 g

µmol
[144]

Collagen molar density ρ0,C 1760 µmol
dm3 estimated, see text

Collagen mass density ρs
0 1300 g

dm3 see text
Initial porosity φ0 0.99 assumed
Gas constant R 8.3144 J

K mol

Temperature T 310.15 K [32]
Reaction rate k+

0 1.0 · 10−4 dm3

µmol s
fitted, see text

Reaction rate k− 3.5 · 10−4 dm3

µmol s
fitted, see text

Reaction rate kcat 3.1 · 10−7 1
s

[161]
Young’s modulus E 1.5 kPa estimated in [32]
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3 assumed
Diffusivity of enzyme DE 0.85 · 10−8 dm2

s
MMP2 in water [30]

Max. enzyme concentration [E]max 55 µmol
dm3 estimated from [32]

Max. pipette displacement d̂s
max 10 µm estimated from [32]

Table 5.1.: Dissolution example: Parameters.

(a) Magnitude of Green-Lagrange strain [−] (b) Magnitude of Cauchy Stress
[

g
cms2

]
Figure 5.23: Dissolution example: Solution field for stress and strain, taken from [245].

significantly, as the strained region is very localized in the area between the pipettes. Thus, the
main difference between time evolution at these two points is due to the diffusion delay. The
kinetics fit well to the experimental results from [32] with respect to the qualitative behavior
as well as to the time scales of collagen dissolution. The time span until a 85% concentration
reduction of collagen is reached in the point A, i.e. the strained region, is ∆TS = 1367.5s, which
is in the range given in [32]. Note, that only the unstrained reaction rate, i.e. at point C, has been
fitted, the deceleration of the kinetics in point A follows directly from the physical parameters
and the proposed model without any further fitting.
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Figure 5.24: Dissolution example: Chemical potential
[

dm2

s2

]
, taken from [245].
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Figure 5.25: Dissolution example: Evolution of C1 concentration over time, taken from [245].
The point A is located in the strained region between the pipettes, the points B
and C further away, see Figure 5.22.

However, one has to keep in mind that there are still some uncertainties in the model. The
material of the solid phase is assumed to be of Neo-Hookean type, which is a simple elastic non-
linear constitutive law. It is known, that collagen fibers do not only exhibit non-linear elastic but
also viscoelastic behaviour [32, 226]. As the material model primarily determines the change of
reaction kinetics, the use of a well-fitted viscoelastic model could improve the results. This could
induce additional stabilization of the collagen at early time instances, as the viscous stresses are
expected to be high in the beginning before relaxing over time. Actually, one could hypothesize
that this produces an effect which can be observed when looking at the early behaviour of the
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collagen concentration in the experiments in [32]. The collagen concentration is higher in the
strained region than in the unstrained region at all times, whereas in the computational results, the
collagen in point A is smaller than in the unstrained points at early times, because it is closer to
the enzyme source and therefore more quickly subjected to proteolysis. Not until some diffusion
time, the stabilizing effect starts to be visible in the concentration being higher in point A than in
pointB and C. However, the experimental results could also have other reasons like local matrix
compaction or that unpolymerized collagen is attacked first [32]. Still, the model is reasonable
in general as it gives good results without the need of unphysical parameters or assumptions.
Besides, it is formulated in a general way based on the internal energy, such that other, possibly
more suitable material models can be included further improving the results without changing
the methodology.

In the following, the influence of certain parameters on the degradation time is studied. The
displacements and therefore the resulting strain applied in the experiment in [32] are not easily
controlled, however in the simulation it is a given input parameter. Also, the mechanical mate-
rial behavior of collagen matrices is hard to measure. The degradation enzyme concentration can
be controlled in experiments, but the dynamics and the diffusion processes might be of interest.
Further, the density of the ECM fibers can only be estimated. In Figure 5.26 the applied displace-
ment, the stiffness, the degradation enzyme concentration and the structural density are varied
and their their influence on the degradation time in strained and unstrained regions is evaluated.
If one quantity is varied, the others are fixed at the respective value given in Table 5.1. In [32] the
time between 95% and 10% of initial collagen concentration was used as a measure for the degra-
dation time. As this value is not always reached in the simulations for every setup with every
parameter setting, subsequently the degradation time will be defined as the time span until 20%
of the initial collagen remains, starting from the point in time when 95% of the initial collagen
concentration is present. In general, all four plots in Figure 5.26 show expected behavior. Higher
displacements and hence higher strains stabilize the collagen within the ECM (Figure 5.26(a)).
If the applied strain is low, the degradation time in strained regions is even lower than in the un-
strained region, which is due to the diffusion delay. Also, the degradation time increases with a
stiffer matrix, see Figure 5.26(b). The reason for this is that under the same strain, stiffer material
exhibit a higher mechanical energy state, which results in higher chemical potential and stability.
Similarly, a lower structural mass density leads to a higher chemical potential under the same
loading state, also inducing higher degradation times (Figure 5.26(c)). These three parameters
are material characteristics of the mechanical behavior of the ECM. Those parameters do not
influence the degradation kinetics of the unstrained region. Clearly, if the enzyme concentration
is varied the degradation times in the whole domain change accordingly (Figure 5.26(d)). Still,
the stabilizing effect of strain is visible for every analyzed setting. The effect of different ECM
porosities, i.e. different matrix densities, is analyzed in Figure 5.27. In order to obtain a similar
setting for all simulations, in which the porosity was altered, the initial collagen concentration,
the stiffness and the maximum enzyme concentration were adapted accordingly. With rising solid
volume, the macroscopic stiffness rises and the amount of degradation enzyme needs to be in-
creased as well to assure the same ratio between collagen and degradation enzyme. For instance,
the Young’s modulus and the maximum enzyme concentration were increased by a factor of 10
compared to its former values, if the porosity was changed from 0.99 to 0.9 as this corresponds
to a change of solid volume fraction from 0.01 to 0.1. Note, that this is a rough approximation
concerning the stiffness, as the constitutive behavior is non-linear. Those adaptions lead to the
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Figure 5.26: Dissolution example: Parameter study, taken from [245]. The degradation time
within an unstrained and a strained region (point A and C, see Figure 5.22) is com-
pared for for varying model parameters. Degradation time is defined as time span
between 95% and 20% of local initial collagen concentration.

results depicted in Figure 5.27(a). There, the stabilizing effect of the applied strain reduces with
higher solid volume fraction. However, if the reaction coefficient k+

0 is decreased in the same
way as the solid volume fraction is increased, the stabilization of collagen is evident for all con-
sidered porosities, see Figure 5.27(b). If the latter results would be verified experiments, this may
indicate, that there is an additional dependency of the reaction rates (k+

0 or others) on the poros-
ity, which is not yet included in the model. For instance, it might be necessary to incorporate the
change of collagen fiber surface, where the degradation takes place, due to a changing collagen
fiber volume. In a volume averaged sense, this would lead to an altered effective reaction rate.

5.4.5.2. Cell Proteolysis within ECM

The second example is motivated by the numerical example presented in [144]. Therein, a
complex transport model coupled with Brinkman flow for ECM proteolysis is solved. Here, the
example is extended by explicitly resolving the cell membrane including diffusion on the mem-
brane and production of MT1-MMP and other chemical species localized at the root of the
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(b) Varied porosity φ with adapted reaction rate coeffi-
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Figure 5.27: Dissolution example: Parameter study, taken from [245]. The degradation time in
an unstrained and a strained region (point A and C, see Figure 5.22) is compared
for varying porosity. Left: Young’s modulus and maximum enzyme concentration
are changed by the same factor as the solid volume fraction 1 − φ. Right: reaction
rate coefficient is additionally adapted. Degradation time is defined as time span
between 95% and 20% of local initial collagen concentration.

pseudopod [147]. Also, a deformable, dissolving solid phase is included into the model, i.e. the
collagen matrix, and also the chemo-mechanical coupling is considered, this time induced by a
pulling force applied on the ECM by the cell. The geometry of the domain is depicted in Fig-
ure 5.28. The cell (10 µm high and 20 µm long) is placed within a rectangular ECM (30 µm
height, 40µm width). The ECM is fixed at all outer boundaries. At its right boundary, a spatially
constant inflow velocity field in normal direction of magnitude 1.0 · 10−4 µm

s
is prescribed [144].

At the top and bottom boundary a slip condition and on the cell-fluid interface a no-slip condition
is applied. The left boundary is an outflow boundary with zero fluid traction. The cell itself is
not modeled explicitly, only the transport processes on the cell membrane are considered. Seven
species transported within the ECM and five chemical species which are bound to the cell surface
are included, similar to [144]. Extending the model given in [144], the diffusion processes of the
respective scalar on the membrane are additionally accounted for. The scalars within the ECM
are collagen type I C1, the matrix-metalloproteaseMMP2, the proenzyme pro-MMP2, the in-
hibitor TIMP2, the complexMMP2·TIMP2, the denatured collagenC1∗ and the degradation
product MMP2 · C1. On the cell membrane, the modeled chemical species are the degradation
enzyme MT1-MMP , its complex MT1-MMP · TIMP2∗ with inactivated TIMP2 and the
complexesMT1·TIMP2·MMP2,MT1·TIMP2·MMP2·MT1 andMT1·C1. An overview
of the modeled species is given in Table 5.2. In this table, short notations are introduced, that
will be used in the following. Also, the type of transport is stated there: ‘Immobile’ species are
not transported (non-diffusive and non-convective), i.e. their local concentrations change only
due to reactions, whereas ‘mobile’ species diffuse through the ECM and are transported by the
fluid or diffuse over the cell domain. At the boundary of the protrusion, the cell secrets M1, T2
and pM2 at a constant rate kprod

M1 , kprod
T2 and kprod

pM2 , respectively. The initial concentrations are set
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Figure 5.28: Cell example: Dimensions of computational domain, taken from [245]. The whole
domain is rectangular region (30 µm height, 40 µm width). The cell geometry is
composed by the cell body and a protrusion. At the root ot the protrusion, MT1-
MMP , TIMP2 and pro-MMP2 are produced [147]. The cell is 10 µm high
and 20 µm long. A pulling force is applied at the leading edge.

to zero apart from

[C1] (t = 0 s) = 176.0
µmol

dm3 , (5.88)

[M1] (t = 0 s) = 1.0
µmol

dm2 . (5.89)

The initial collagen concentration [C1] (t = 0 s) roughly corresponds to a porosity of φ0 = 0.9,
see [144]. The initial concentration [M1] (t = 0 s) is set to a small value to accelerate the
proteolytic process (only on the membrane). As boundary conditions for the scalar quantities
within the ECM, the scalar values at the inflow are fixed to its respective initial value (i.e. zero for
all quantities apart from C1, which is set to 176.0 µmol/ dm3). At all other boundaries including
the cell-ECM interface a zero diffusive flux is prescribed as a Neumann condition. The quantities
bound to the membrane do not need a boundary condition, as the curved surface is closed. In the
following the modeled reaction system is presented.

• Both enzymes M1 and M2 exert proteolytic activity, i.e. they can degrade the collagen
matrix. M1 is acting on the cell surface, while M2 is transported within the ECM. The
Michaelis-Menten mechanism describes the proteolytic reactions:

C1 +M2
k+

M2C1

�
k−M2C1

M2C1
kcat

M2C1→ C1∗ +M2, (5.90)
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Scalar quantity Short notation Location Type
C1 C1 ECM immobile
MMP2 M2 ECM mobile
pro-MMP2 pM2 ECM mobile
TIMP2 T2 ECM mobile
MMP2 · TIMP2 M2T2 ECM mobile
C1∗ C1∗ ECM immobile
MMP2 · C1 M2C1 ECM immobile
MT1-MMP M1 membrane mobile
MT1-MMP · TIMP2 M1T2 membrane mobile
MT1-MMP · TIMP2∗ M1T2∗ membrane mobile
MT1-MMP · TIMP2 · pMMP2 M1T2pM2 membrane mobile
MT1-MMP · TIMP2 · pMMP2 ·MT1-MMP M1T2pM2M1 membrane mobile
MT1-MMP · C1 M1C1 membrane mobile

Table 5.2.: Cell example: Short notation, location and type of involved chemical species,
taken from [245]. ‘Immobile’ species are not transported (non-diffusive and non-
convective), i.e. their local concentrations change only due to reactions, whereas ‘mo-
bile’ species diffuse through the ECM and are transported by the fluid or diffuse over
the cell domain.

C1 +M1
k+

M1C1

�
k−M1C1

M1C1
kcat

M1C1→ C1∗ +M1. (5.91)

• The inhibitor T2 can bind both degradation enzymes M2 and M1:

M2 + T2
k+

M2T2

�
k−M2T2

M2T2, (5.92)

M1 + T2
k+

M1T2

�
k−M1T2

M1T2. (5.93)

• The inhibition ofM1 (5.93) is at the same time the first step towards the activation of pM2,
which is secreted by the cell at the cell membrane. Here, M1 and M1T2 act as a catalyst
for the production of M2:

M1T2 + pM2
k+

MTM

�
k−MTM

M1T2pM2, (5.94)

M1T2pM2 +M1
k+

MTMM

�
k−MTMM

M1T2pM2M1, (5.95)
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M1T2pM2M1
kcat

MTMM→ M1 +M1T2∗ +M2. (5.96)

The corresponding reaction terms are formulated as follows:

σC1 = −k+
M2C1[C1][M2] + k−M2C1[M2C1]

−k+
M1C1[C1]

1

λ
[M1] + k−M1C1

1

λ
[M1C1], (5.97)

σM2 = −k+
M2C1[C1][M2] + k−M2C1[M2C1] + kcat

M2C1[M2C1]

+kcat
MTMM

1

λ
[M1T2pM2M1], (5.98)

σpM2 = −k+
MTM[pM2][T2] + k−MTM

1

λ
[M1T2pM2], (5.99)

σT2 = −k+
M2T2[T2][M2] + k−M2T2[M2T2]

−k+
M1T2[T2]

1

λ
[M1] + k−M1T2

1

λ
[M1T2], (5.100)

σM2T2 = +k+
M2T2[T2][M2]− k−M2T2[M2T2], (5.101)

σC1∗ = +kcat
M2C1[M2C1] + kcat

M1C1

1

λ
[M1C1], (5.102)

σM2C1 = +k+
M2C1[C1][M2]− k−M2C1[M2C1]− kcat

M2C1[M2C1], (5.103)

σM1 = −k+
M1C1λ[C1][M1] + k−M1C1[M1C1] + kcat

M1C1[M1C1]

−k+
MTMM[M1T2pM2][M1] + k−MTMM[M1T2pM2M1]

+kcat
MTMM[M1T2pM2M1], (5.104)

σM1T2 = +k+
M1T2λ[T2][M1]− k−M1T2[M1T2]

−k+
MTM[M1T2][pM2] + k−MTM[M1T2pM2], (5.105)

σM1T2∗ = +kcat
MTMM[M1T2pM2M1], (5.106)

σM1T2pM2 = +k+
MTM[pM2]λ[T2]− k−MTM[M1T2pM2]

−k+
MTMM[M1T2pM2][M1] + k−MTMM[M1T2pM2M1], (5.107)

σM1T2pM2M1 = +k+
MTMM[M1T2pM2][M1]− k−MTMM[M1T2pM2M1]

−kcat
MTMM[M1T2pM2M1], (5.108)

σM1C1 = +k+
M1C1λ[C1][M1]− k−M1C1[M1C1]− kcat

M1C1[M1C1]. (5.109)

Note the appearance of the specific length λ in some reaction terms, accounting for a heteroge-
neous reaction, as explained in Section 5.4.2. The matrix of the ECM is modeled in a similar
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Quantity Symbol Value Reference/Comment
molecular mass of collagen mmol,C1 0.3 g

µmol
[144]

Collagen molecular density ρ0,C 1760 µmol
dm3 estimated, see text

Collagen mass density ρs
0 1300 g

dm3 estimated, see text
Initial porosity φ0 0.9 assumed
Gas constant R 8.3144 J

K mol

Temperature T 310.15 K [32]
Young’s modulus E 1.5 kPa estimated in [32]
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3 assumed
Permeability K 1.0 µm2 [187]
Fluid mass density ρf 1000 g

dm3 water
Dynamic viscosity µf 0.001 Pa s approx. water
Specific length λ 0.1 µm [144]

Table 5.3.: Cell example: Parameters.

way as in the previous example. The same Neo-Hookean material model is used for the struc-
tural phase given by the strain energy function in equation (2.43). The degradation model for the
ECM is included as in the first example, i.e. the collagen degradation depends on the chemical
potential as follows

k+
M2C1 = k+

0,M2C1 exp

(
−mmol,C1∆µs

RT

)
. (5.110)

The flow is governed by the Darcy-Brinkman equation (3.114). Therein, the influence of chang-
ing porosities on the flow is considered. The model parameters for this example are given in
Table 5.3. The Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be ν = 0.3. The collagen densities ρs

0 and ρ0,C have
been approximated in the same way as in the previous example. In accordance to the analysis
in [144], the specific length is chosen as λ = 0.1 µm for the surface-volume reactions. The re-
action rates of the chemical reactions are listed in Table 5.4. They are all taken from [143, 144].
The production rates kprod

M1 , kprod
T2 and kprod

pM2 roughly correspond to a secretion rate of 180, 000
molecules per hour [144]. The diffusion coefficients for the respective transport model in Ta-
ble 5.5 are also taken from [144] for the species transported in the ECM. All diffusion coefficients
on the cell membrane are chosen to be in a realistic order of magnitude [62]. The FE mesh for
the fluid, solid and scalar fields comprising the ECM consist of approximately 19200 bi-linear,
4-node elements, respectively (the average edge size of an element is 0.2 µm). The mesh for the
transport and reactions processes on the cell membrane consists of approximately 280 linear, 2-
node elements. As for the previous example, a one-step-θ time integration scheme with θ = 0.66
is applied. A time step of ∆t = 0.2 s is used and 5400 s were simulated in total.

The results obtained by degradation of the ECM with and without the presence of a pulling
force applied by the cell are compared. First, the global solutions will be shown, which give
nearly indistinguishable results for both cases. In Figure 5.29, the pressure and velocity field at
the end of the simulation are depicted. The laminar flow induces a pressure gradient pointing
against the flow direction. The strain solution and the distribution of the chemical potential in
the presence of a pulling force at the beginning of the simulation are shown in Figure 5.30. As
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Reaction rate coefficient Value Reference
k+

0,M2C1 2.6 · 10−3 dm3

µmol s
[144]

k−M2C1 2.1 · 10−3 dm3

µmol s
[144]

kcat
M2C1 4.5 · 10−3 dm3

µmol s
[144]

k+
M1C1 2.6 · 10−3 dm3

µmol s
[143]

k−M1C1 5.5 · 10−3 dm3

µmol s
[143]

kcat
M1C1 2.01 · 10−3 1

s
[144]

k+
M2T2 5.9 dm3

µmol s
[144]

k−M2T2 6.3 1
s

[144]
k+

M1T2 3.54 dm3

µmol s
[144]

k−M1T2 20.2 1
s

[144]
k+

MTM 0.14 dm3

µmol s
[143]

k−MTM 4.7 · 10−3 1
s

[143]
k+

MTMM 3.0 · 10−3 dm3

µmol s
[143]

k−MTMM 9.0 · 10−4 1
s

[143]
kcat

MTMM 2.0 · 10−2 1
s

[143]
kprod

M1 13.84 µmol
dm2 s

[144]
kprod

T2 13.84 µmol
dm2 s

[144]
kprod

pM2 13.84 µmol
dm2 s

[144]

Table 5.4.: Cell example: Reaction rate coefficients.

Scalar quantity Diffusion coefficient Reference
M2 0.85 · 10−8 dm2

s
[144]

pM2 0.8 · 10−8 dm2

s
[144]

T2 1.1 · 10−8 dm2

s
[144]

M2T2 0.75 · 10−8 dm2

s
[144]

M1 1.0 · 10−10 dm2

s
approximation [62]

M1T2 1.0 · 10−10 dm2

s
approximation [62]

M1T2∗ 1.0 · 10−10 dm2

s
approximation [62]

M1T2pM2 1.0 · 10−10 dm2

s
approximation [62]

M1T2pM2M1 1.0 · 10−10 dm2

s
approximation [62]

M1C1 1.0 · 10−10 dm2

s
approximation [62]

Table 5.5.: Cell example: Diffusion coefficients.
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(a) pressure [10−2 Pa] (b) velocity magnitude
[

µm
ms

]
Figure 5.29: Cell example: Pressure and velocity field at the end of the simulation. Left: colors

denote pressure values. Right: Streamlines of velocity. Colors denote velocity mag-
nitude. Results for simulation with force applied by the cell (simulation without
force gives nearly indistinguishable results).

expected, both distributions of strain and chemical potential show similar localization and do
not change significantly during the simulation. The strain magnitude is small, resulting in mod-
erate values for the chemical potential. In Figure 5.31 the spatial distributions of T2 and pM2

(a) Magnitude of Green-Lagrange strain [−] (b) Chemical potential
[

dm2

s2

]
Figure 5.30: Cell example: Spatial distribution of Green-Lagrange strain and chemical potential

at the beginning of the simulation, taken from [245]. Results for simulation with
force applied by the cell.

concentration at the end of the simulation (t = 5400 s) is depicted for the simulation without
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applied force on the ECM by the cell. In both figures it can clearly be seen, that the source
of T2 and pM2 is at the root of the protrusion. From there both species are transported to re-
gions preferably in flow direction. Figure 5.32 shows the spatial distribution of M1 at two time

(a) T2 concentration
[

µmol
dm3

]
(b) pM2 concentration

[
µmol
dm3

]
Figure 5.31: Cell example: Spatial distribution of T2 and pM2 concentration at the end of the

simulation (t = 5400 s). Results for simulation without force applied by the cell
(simulation with force gives nearly indistinguishable results).

instances. As enforced by the model, M1 is bound to the cell membrane. For t = 12 s the spatial
variation is very clear (left Subfigure 5.32). The highest concentrations are located at the root
of the protrusion, as the M1 production has been applied there. At the end of the simulation,
the spatial distribution looks very uniform (right Subfigure 5.32). The concentration peak is still
present, however small and almost not visible. Also the solutions for the M2 concentration and
the porosity (which corresponds to the collagen concentration) are depicted in Figure 5.33. The
activated M2 is transported with the flow showing the highest concentration at the cell rear. The
porosity is the highest near the cell membrane, as the degradation process is mainly invoked
by M1 and M2 near the cell. In the vicinity, a very homogeneous porosity field is observed,
due to steady M2 degradation. For analysis of the kinetics of the collagenolysis, the evolution
over time of theC1 andC1∗ concentration averaged over the domain are depicted in Figure 5.34.
There, a difference between both simulations can be observed. The concentrations reach a nearly
steady state, however, the simulation with the applied force produces a slightly higher C1 con-
centration and a lower C1∗ concentration level. This is expected due to the stabilizing effect of
the induced strain. Still, the difference between loaded and unloaded configuration is very small.
This has several reasons. First, the induced strain within the ECM by the cell is very small, which
in turn produces only small changes in the chemical potential and the reaction rate. Second, only
the degradation kinetics of M2 are modeled as load dependent. However, the main degradation
here is due to M1. As already mentioned before, the dependency of the degradation kinetics due
to M1 is not included although in [6, 7] a increased degradation speed of loaded collagen due
toM1 is observed in experiments. This dependency is not included for the sake of simplicity and
clearance of the interpretation of the results, yet it can be included into the model formulation in
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(a) M1 concentration
[

µmol
dm3

]
at t = 12 s (b) M1 concentration

[
µmol
dm3

]
at t = 5400 s

Figure 5.32: Cell example: Spatial distribution of M1 concentration at t = 12 s and at the end
of the simulation (t = 5400 s), taken from [245]. Values are plotted in out-of-plane
direction. Results for simulation with force applied by the cell (simulation without
force gives nearly indistinguishable results).

(a) M2 concentration
[

µmol
dm3

]
(b) porosity [−]

Figure 5.33: Cell example: Spatial distribution of M2 concentration and porosity at the end of
the simulation (t = 5400 s), taken from [245]. Results for simulation without force
applied by the cell (simulation with force gives nearly indistinguishable results).

a straightforward way. In order to amplify the effect of M2 degradation another simulation was
performed, where the initial concentration of M2 is increased to 0.1 µmol/ dm3 and also the
same constant M2 concentration enters at the inflow. The evolution over time of the C1 and C1∗

concentration averaged over the domain for this setup are depicted in Figure 5.35. There, the col-
lagen dissolution due to M2 is emphasized and the difference between the loaded and unloaded
case is more evident compared to a zero initial M2 concentration, however still small.
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Figure 5.34: Cell example: Temporal evolution of C1 and C1∗ concentration averaged over the

domain, taken from [245]. Comparison of results with and without applied force.
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Figure 5.35: Cell example: Temporal evolution of C1 and C1∗ concentration averaged over the

domain with initial presence of M2, taken from [245]. Comparison of results with
and without applied force.

This example shows the capability of the method to handle complex coupled flow and reac-
tion processes. It implies that the stabilizing effect of mechanical loading is negligible for this
scenario. However, this conclusion might be premature, as the model might not yet be com-
plete to capture all relevant processes. More complex reactions with different dependencies of
the reaction rates on the loading might be necessary. Additionally, the geometry of the cell and
the flow pattern can have large effects on the results. Also, an inhomogeneous ECM, with spa-
tially varying porosities and stiffness might amplify the importance of the mechano-biochemical
coupling.
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6. Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, a computational approach to porous media problems has been presented. The

governing equations are formulated in terms of non-linear kinematic quantities and are hence
also valid for large deformations, which constitutes an extension to many existing porous media
models. As porous flow equations, general forms of the Darcy and the Darcy-Brinkman equa-
tions are considered. The Darcy equation represents the most common form of flow through a
porous medium. The Darcy-Brinkman equation is popular in case of high porosities. The new
contributions of this thesis, regarding porous media problems, is a solution scheme for the full
coupling of both equations under large deformations and a changing porosity in time and space
for two- and three-dimensional problems. This includes a consistent linearization of all equa-
tions for the monolithic matrix. The pore fluid is modeled as incompressible Newtonian flow.
The constitutive law for the total stress has been formulated in such a way that any arbitrary,
potential-based, macroscopic material can be utilized. This is especially convenient for appli-
cations in biomechanics, where a various number of different non-linear constitutive laws are
frequently applied. Also changes in porosity are modeled by a corresponding contribution in the
energy function. Different porosity laws, in linear and non-linear forms, have been implemented
and tested. The formulation was exemplarily used to simulate the contraction of a porous heart.

Another new contribution of this thesis comprises the analysis and realization of different
forms of the finite element discretization specifically designed for large deformation porous me-
dia problems. Darcy-Brinkman flow with large deformations of the skeleton requires an accurate
evaluation of the spatial porosity gradient. Its influence has been investigated and it was found
that it places special continuity requirements on the finite element ansatz functions. Based on
this, two approaches have been proposed: an isogeometric approach using the C1-continuity of
NURBS functions and a mixed approach, directly discretizing the porosity. For both approaches
a thorough analysis and convergence studies have been performed. Especially the mixed ap-
proach shows large potential for further applications, as it is easy to implement and gives large
flexibility regarding treatment of the porosity with limited additional costs. Also, it has been
shown how complex boundary conditions can be included in the monolithic system via the (dual)
Lagrange multiplier method. After condensation of the degrees of freedom associated with the
Lagrange multiplier, the original size of the linear system can be preserved, which is convenient
for integrating the porous medium into a bigger, coupled problem. Furthermore, a novel volume
coupling approach has been successfully applied to the fluid and skeleton problem. It enables
non-matching volume discretizations. The coupling operator was built via either a simple collo-
cation approach or a mortar-based method. Both approaches were also tested for convergence.

The flexibility of the realized implementation has been shown by the extension to multi-field
problems. The first example given is the interaction between a porous medium and an impervi-
ous solid. This can either be realized by a static, permanent interface or a dynamic contact zone.
Both coupling constraints established are based on the dual Lagrange multiplier method, well-
known from mesh tying and contact solid mechanics. The conditions for the porous fluid at the
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interface were formulated and enforced in a consistent manner. Furthermore, the coupling be-
tween Navier-Stokes flow and a porous medium was demonstrated. Based on known models and
coupling conditions, most importantly the Beavers-Joseph condition, the finite element frame-
work has been enriched by this interaction problem. This is not particularly new, yet noteworthy,
as the FPSI problem is intrinsically formulated for large deformations. The non-linear system
of equations was solved with a fully linearized monolithic scheme. An example of a volume-
coupled problem is transport of a scalar within the porous medium. The governing equations
have strong similarities to regular transport processes, apart from the fact that the porous volume
fraction influences convection and diffusion and thus acts as a coupling variable. The coupled
system of transport and porous medium is solved in a partitioned scheme. Also, a new model
for pericellular proteolysis was proposed. It comprises a computational model for the interac-
tion of surface- and volume-bound scalar transport and reaction processes with a deformable
porous medium. For the porous medium, the presented mixed finite element approach suitable
for high porosity gradients was utilized. The model was applied to specific phenomena in cell
and tissue mechanics. For this purpose, a continuum formulation was developed, incorporating
the bi-directional coupling between the chemical degradation process and the material behavior
of the extracellular matrix. The destabilizing effect of the dissolution process on the structural
integrity was considered via a varying reference porosity similar to a damage parameter often
applied in solid continuum mechanics. Changes in mechanical energy induce changes in chemi-
cal potential, which in turn affect the reaction kinetics. An exponential relation between reaction
rate coefficient and chemical potential was postulated based on known experimental and theo-
retical results. The whole model does not include any unphysical parameters. Up to the author’s
knowledge, this is the first time a numerical method comprising fully coupled transport-flow-
deformation processes within the ECM and on the cell membrane with a dissolving collagen
matrix and deformation-dependent dissolution kinetics was presented. Thus, it gives a computa-
tional tool to investigate the interplay between biochemical dynamics and mechanical properties
in cellular systems. The first numerical example reproduces an experiment, where different dis-
solution times for strained and unstrained fibers were observed. The computational results are
in good agreement with experimental data, even though the dissolution model is still quite sim-
ple. A parameter study indicates the influence of the most important material parameters on the
degradation time. The second example comprises fluid flow and transport processes within the
ECM and the cell membrane. It includes matrix-tethered and free chemical substances involved
in the degradation process. The mechano-biochemical coupling is triggered by a pulling force
applied by the cell. The capability of the proposed methodology to model complex interactions
and analyze specific settings and parameters was demonstrated.

Clearly, even though many aspects of porous media problems were discussed, a number of
open questions and possible future projects remain. In terms of modeling, the implementation
and validation of other hyperelastic material laws for the skeleton, the porosity and the per-
meability are just a technical issue. In terms of formulation, other known extensions could
be included. For instance, heat transport or sound propagation within a porous system might
be of interest, see e.g. [130, 167, 169, 229]. If heat transport is included, the consideration
of compressible fluid flow and special kinds of chemical coupling becomes natural as well,
see e.g. [88, 89, 157, 204]. Poro-plasticity is also a problem often considered in the literature,
see [12, 104, 145]. Furthermore, so-called two-porosity networks are a common problem in soil
mechanics, see [59] and the references therein. There, the existence of two, very different types
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of pores is assumed. They differ in form as well as in size. Such formulations are utilized to
model inter-linked rock formations. Also, multi-phase flow within the pores is computationally
very challenging [49, 146, 199, 210, 218, 259]. Such models add further complexity, as the to-
tal void fraction has to be split in phase fractions composing the fluid (liquid or gas) phase.
Each constituent needs to fulfill its own mass conservation. Mass exchange or reaction processes
can be included, while the interfaces remain smeared. An interesting approach to include the
constraint that all partial volume fractions must sum up to 1 is presented in [154]. There, the
composition of the phase is formulated as a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition. The non-linear sys-
tem is solved with a semi-smooth Newton method and an active set strategy. As such solution
schemes were already used in this thesis for the contact constraints in Section 5.1.1.2, it would
be compelling to see whether similarities in the mathematical problem and the numerical imple-
mentation could be exploited.

From a numerical point of view, the Biot stabilization is a very intriguing aspect, which was
just mentioned briefly here. As the definition of the stabilization parameter was taken from an
analysis of the linear Biot system in the literature, it is most probably not optimal in the large
deformation regime. Actually, it turned out that slight scalings of this stabilization parameter
could already lead to significantly improved the results. However, this strongly depends on the
example and the parameters involved. Also, for a detailed analysis it would be very interesting to
consider a certain aspect of the derivations given in [18]. There, a higher-order stabilization term
is added to the balance of linear momentum of the mixture. In the end, this term is not evaluated,
as only first-order elements are used, for which this term vanishes. However, it seems like this
term is necessary for a consistent stabilization in a general scenario. Furthermore, other locking
phenomena have not been addressed at all in this thesis. It is highly likely that especially volume
locking occurs in case of a nearly incompressible solid phase. It remains an open question in
this thesis whether those effects are already tackled at least partially by the Biot stabilization or
further modifications are necessary. In the latter case, it is likely that standard techniques, like
reduced integration or enhanced-arbitrary-strains (EAS), can be applied to the porous media for-
mulation. Also, in terms of discretization of the Darcy-Brinkman equation it would be interesting
to analyze other smooth shape functions, like Hermite polynomials, and test their performance
compared to the mixed and NURBS-based approaches. Another aspect was already mentioned
briefly in remark 4.3. It concerns the discretization of the relative fluid mass flux instead of the
fluid velocities. Such an approach applied to the general equations for non-constant porosities
in this thesis could bring some benefits. For instance, the no-penetration condition for Darcy
flow would simplify to wf · n = 0. However, the evaluation of the viscous Brinkman term be-
comes more complicated and adds further coupling between the fields. Also, the discretization
procedure including time integration and stabilization would need to be re-examined.

Regarding multi-field problems, future research topics are also easily found. The coupling
in FPSI problems was realized via substitution of the interface terms in the weak form of the
governing equations. Such methods often work and give reasonable results. But they could lack
accuracy and a mathematical proof of stability. For instance, if an example is constructed where
the fluid is flowing perpendicular to the fluid-porous-medium interface, an error in the balance
of mass over the interface can be observed, especially in a highly transient regime. Such an
error could be controlled by enforcing conservation of mass with a Lagrange multiplier. Also, a
Nitsche-type of coupling could give the missing terms for stability at least for a large range of
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parameter values. Based on this, more complex, relevant problems, like blood flow through an
artery with a porous inclusion, representing an aneurysm, could be analyzed.

The contact formulation can also be extended. Naturally, a dynamic no-penetration condi-
tion for the fluid at the contact interface can be beneficial. Furthermore, contact between porous
bodies is then straightforward. This has already been realized [254], see Figure 6.1 for a first ex-
ample. However, instabilities in the pressure field occur if large sliding is considered. This might
originate from the non-smooth finite element approximation of the interface or an incomplete
stabilization of the contact constraints on the porous fluid. At least the former could be tackled
with NURBS functions or a smoothed normal field. Once this is realized, the contact formulation
with free fluid flow would give the opportunity to study wet contact in the presence of a porous
layer.

Figure 6.1: Poroelastic contact example: Pressure (top) and relative fluid velocity as arrows col-
ored according to their magnitude (bottom) [254].

Much work is left in the model for cell migration. The proposed methodology is capable of
including further chemical interactions and other constitutive laws, like viscoelasticity. As al-
ready mentioned before, it has been reported in the literature that collagen fibers exhibit strong
viscoelastic behavior [32, 226]. Viscoelasticity can be included in the framework, as in the exam-
ple in Section 4.4.5. However, for a meaningful application within the ECM model, a thorough
study of the material parameters has to be performed. Other future developments may include an
extension of the model to incorporate intracellular processes. Most cells are capable of sensing
their environment. They react to a number of external cues, like temperature, variations in con-
centration of certain substances or stiffness gradients. Integrating this, would mean a separate
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cell module including growth and active stress models to initiate cell movement. The coupling
between cell and ECM has to be formulated in such a way, that the preferred direction of migra-
tion is determined by the external information available and internal signaling processes. This
introduces a whole new challenge in terms of biological theory and numerical methods. First
steps have been made in [201]. Also, more complex material behavior, e.g. anisotropic fiber
models and fiber remodeling in the ECM, might be of interest. This could give insights into the
dynamics and the persistence of directional proteolytic migration of cells due to durotaxis. As
it can be observed that cells trigger remodeling of the collagen structure, a fiber model could
provide the necessary directional information. Stress-stabilized fibers would resist degradation
representing one form of implicit remodeling. Together with other forms of structural change
of the ECM this could possibly reproduce the well-documented ‘pathway construction’ of mes-
enchymal cells [101, 258].
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A. Appendix

A.1. Examples of Volume Averaging
Even though the main focus of this thesis is rather the numerical treatment of porous me-

dia problems and not the fundamental mathematical theory, a short derivation of some balance
equations using volume averaging will be given here. In order to give an idea of the underlying
methodology, the averaging procedure leading to the balance of momentum will be presented in
Section A.1.1 and the necessary steps in order to obtain the transport equation within a porous
medium in Section A.1.2. This section is based on the analysis performed in [66, sec. 2.5.1]
and [25].

A.1.1. Balance of Momentum using Homogenization
The total stress σ of the mixture occurring in equation (3.21) is a macroscopic quantity. It can

be expressed in terms of the averaged microscopic stress of both phases:

σ = (1− φ)σs + φσf . (A.1)

Hence, the macroscopic stress is a volume weighted average of the microscopic stresses. The
fluid stress is weighted with φ and the skeleton stress with (1 − φ), respectively. This rather
intuitive relation will be derived mathematically in the following using volume averaging.

For convenience of notation (•) is defined as the average of a quantity (•) with respect to the
total volume V0 as

(•) =
1

V0

∫
V π

(•) dV π, (A.2)

with π = s, f denoting fluid or solid phase. The averaged macroscopic densities ρS and ρF of
the skeleton and of the fluid, respectively, can thus be calculated from the respective intrinsic
quantities ρs

in and ρf
in:

ρS = ρs
in = ρs(1− φ), (A.3)

ρF = ρf
in = ρfφ. (A.4)

Analogously, the averaged macroscopic stresses σs and σf are obtained from the intrinsic stress
of both phases σs

in and σf
in as

σS = σs
in = σs(1− φ), (A.5)

σF = σf
in = σfφ. (A.6)

The index ‘in’ denotes intrinsic, true quantities, in contrast to averaged quantities (microscopic
or macroscopic). Here, microscopic quantities like ρs and σf are no intrinsic quantities. They
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are obtained from the intrinsic quantities by averaging over the respective phase volume. Macro-
scopic quantities are obtained by averaging over the total volume of the RVE.

For the intrinsic stresses, the balance of momentum of each phase holds:

∇· σπin + ρπin

(
b̂− aπin

)
= 0. (A.7)

It can be shown [66, sec. 2.5.1], that the following identity holds

∇·σΠ = ∇·σπin −
1

V0

∫
Γfs

σπin · nπin da︸ ︷︷ ︸
fπsf

, (A.8)

with Γfs = Γs ∩ Γf denoting the interface between fluid and structure phase and nπin the outward
pointing normal of the respective phase. The second summand is abbreviated by fπsf . It repre-
sents an averaged resultant of the interface traction. Thus, the spatial macroscopic divergence
of stress ∇ · σΠ is composed of the averaged microscopic divergence of stress ∇·(σΠ) and a
contribution of the interface tractions fπsf . Taking an average of the equation (A.7) and using
equation (A.8) one obtains

∇·σΠ + ρΠ
(
b̂− aπ

)
+ fπsf = 0. (A.9)

By summation of equation (A.9) for skeleton and fluid phase using the balance of tractions at
the interface

σs
in · ns

in + σf
in · nf

in = 0 on Γfs, (A.10)

it follows, that both contributions from the interface traction cancel out and one obtains the
macroscopic, dynamic balance of linear momentum as

∇·
(
σS + σF

)
+ ρs

(
b̂− as

)
+ ρf

(
b̂− af

)
= 0. (A.11)

By comparing this to equation (3.21), the definition of the total stress (A.1) can be identified.

A.1.2. Passive Scalar Transport within a Porous Medium
The transport equation (5.21) of a scalar quantity within the fluid phase of a porous medium

will be derived. On the microscale, the instationary advection-diffusion-reaction equation of a
scalar quantity c with isotropic diffusion reads

∂c

∂t
+ ∇·(cv −D∇c) + σ(c) = 0. (A.12)

Averaging over a representative elementary volume V0 then yields

1

V0

∫
∂c

∂t
dV f +

1

V0

∫
∇·(cv −D∇c) dV f +

1

V0

∫
σ(c) dV f = 0. (A.13)
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As already done in appendix A.1.1, for convenience of notation (•) is defined as the average of
a quantity (•) with respect to the total volume V0 as

(•) =
1

V0

∫
(•) dV f , (A.14)

and analogously (•)
f
as the average of a quantity (•) with respect to the fluid volume V f (or

volumetric intrinsic phase average) as

(•)
f

=
1

V f

∫
V f

(•) dV f . (A.15)

Hence, using the porosity φ = V f

V0
, the following identity holds

(•) = φ(•)
f
. (A.16)

Using this short notation equation (A.13) can be written as

∂c

∂t
+ ∇·(cv −D∇c)σc = 0. (A.17)

The goal is to write this equation in terms of the intrinsic averaged quantities cf , vf and other
macroscopic geometry/problem specific quantities only. Therefore, the terms in (A.17) are eval-
uated using the relations given in [25], describing the averaging procedure for derivatives in time
and space.

• Transient term
[25, Equ. (2.3.9)] gives

∂c

∂t
= φ

∂c

∂t

f

=
∂φcf

∂t
− 1

V0

∫
cu · n dΓfs, (A.18)

with Γfs denoting the microscopic fluid-structure interface, u the velocity of the interface
and n the surface normal pointing outwards with respect to the fluid phase is applied.

• Flux term
[25, Equ. (2.3.29)] gives

∇·(cv −D∇c)=φ∇·(cv −D∇c)
f

=∇·
(
φ(cv −D∇c)

f
)

+
1

V0

∫
(cv −D∇c) · n dΓfs

=∇·
(
φ
(
cvf −D∇c

f
))

+
1

V0

∫
(cv −D∇c) · n dΓfs. (A.19)

• Reaction term
Assuming the reaction coefficient is dependent on the scalar only (i.e. no spatial deriva-
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tives) the average of the reaction term is easily calculated as

σc = φσcf = φσcf . (A.20)

Now, the average of the diffusive flux from (A.19) is further simplified using the following
assumptions:

• Constant diffusion coefficient, i.e. D = const

⇒ D∇c
f

= D∇c
f
. (A.21)

• No diffusive flux over fluid-structure-interface, i.e. ∇c · n = 0 on Γfs

⇒ D∇c
f

= DT ∗︸︷︷︸
D∗

∇cf . (A.22)

T ∗ denotes the so-called tortuosity. It is a symmetric second-rank tensor and a measure for
the curvity of the microstructure. It depends purely on microscopic geometric characteris-
tics of the porous medium, however it in general changes due to deformation and porosity.
See [25, sec. 2.3.6] for mathematical definition and detailed analysis. D∗ is the so-called
molecular diffusivity accounting for the effect of microscopic diffusion – i.e. originating
from the molecular scale – on the macroscopic diffusion. Also, see [25, Sec. 6.1.2 and
2.6.3] for a thorough derivation of the average of the diffusive flux.

The average of the convective flux in (A.19) can be written as follows (see also [25, Sec. 6.1.1
and 2.6.4]) :

cvf = cfvf + c̃ṽ
f
, (A.23)

with ˜(•) denoting the deviation of a quantity (•) from its intrinsic average (•)
f
. It can be

shown [25] that the following identity holds

c̃ṽ
f

= −D′ ·∇cf . (A.24)

Therein,D′ is the so-called advective dispersion. It is a symmetric second ranked tensor, which
depends of the dispersivity of the porous medium, geometric quantities (porosity) and the Péclet
number (again, see [25, Sec. 6.1.1] for details). Note that therein, an isochoric fluid motion
with uniform density is assumed. Physically speaking, equation (A.24) can be interpreted as
such, that the variations of the convective flux at the microscale appear as a diffusive flux on the
macroscale, as the small variations of the convective flux are ‘unseen’ on the coarser description.

Now, having all equations needed at hand, one can insert equations (A.18)–(A.24) into equa-
tion (A.17) to obtain

∂φcf

∂t
+∇·(φ(cfvf −D′ ·∇cf −D∗∇cf︸ ︷︷ ︸

−Deff∇cf

))

+
1

V0

∫
c(v − u) · n dΓfs − 1

V0

∫
D∇c · n dΓfs + φσcf = 0. (A.25)
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Here, the effective macroscopic diffusivity Deff is defined as the sum of advective dispersion
and molecular diffusion, i.e. accounting for all effects that are observed as diffusion-like on the
macroscale:

Deff = D′ +D∗. (A.26)

Assuming no diffusive flux, i.e. ∇c · n = 0, (as already in equation (A.22)) and no convective
flux, i.e. (v − u) · n = 0, on the fluid structure interface Γfs, both surface integrals in (A.25)
vanish. One finally obtains

∂φcf

∂t
+ ∇·

(
φcfvf

)
−∇·

(
φDeff ·∇cf

)
+ φσcf = 0, (A.27)

which is the macroscopic equation (5.21). Note, that in equation (5.21) and all the main parts of
this thesis, the marker (•), indicating an averaged quantity, is omitted for the sake of clarity.

A.2. Details on Linearizations
For the Newton scheme, a linearization with respect to the primary unknowns within the cou-

pled problem is necessary. Those involve some intricate derivatives of scalars and tensors. Most
of them can be found in [120]. Some will be listed here, from which most of the linearizations
needed can be derived.

The linearization of the porosity with respect to pressure and displacements can be calculated
as

∆pφ =
∂φ

∂pf
·∆pf =

∂φ

∂pf
Np ·∆pf , (A.28a)

∆dφ =
∂φ

∂ds ·∆ds =
∂φ

∂J

∂J

∂ds ·∆ds, (A.28b)

with the linearization of the jacobian determinant J = detF with respect to the discrete nodal
displacements

∆dJ =
∂J

∂F
: ∆dF = JF−T : (∇0 (∆dd

s)) = J∇·(∆dd
s) . (A.29)

The derivatives of porosity depend on the constitutive relation applied. For instance, if the non-
linear law (3.87) is used, one obtains for the porosity

φ
(
pf , J (ds)

)
=

1

2a (J, pf)

(
−b
(
J, pf

)
± c

(
J, pf

))
, (A.30)

with the sign of the parameter c chosen such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 holds. The derivatives with respect
to pressure and displacements can then be evaluated in a straigthforward way
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Further, the gradients of the porosity are linearized. It holds

∇φ =
∂φ

∂pf

∂pf

∂x
+
∂φ

∂J

∂J

∂x
, (A.31)

∇0φ =
∂φ

∂pf

∂pf

∂X
+
∂φ

∂J

∂J

∂X
, (A.32)

with the gradient of the jacobian determinant

∂J

∂x
=

∂J

∂F
:
∂F

∂x
= JF−T :

(
ds
,XX · F−1

)
, (A.33)

∂J

∂X
=

∂J

∂F
:
∂F

∂X
= JF−T : ds

,XX , (A.34)

with the second derivative ds
,XX of the displacements with respect to the material coordinate. It

can be calculated as

ds
,AB =

nnode∑
k

∂2Nd,k

∂XA∂XB

ds
k. (A.35)

The directional derivatives of the porosity with respect of the discrete pressure and the discrete
displacement values read

∆p∇φ =
∂2φ

(∂pf)2∇pf ·
(
Np ·∆pf

)
+
∂φ

∂pf
∇
(
∆pp

f
)

+
∂2φ

∂pf∂J

∂J

∂X
·
(
Np ·∆pf

)
, (A.36a)

∆d∇φ =

(
∂2φ

∂pf∂J
∇0p

f +
∂2φ

∂J2
∇0J

)
·∆dJ +

∂φ

∂J
J∇0J · F−T : ∆dd

s
,XX (A.36b)

and for the respective material gradients

∆p∇0φ =
∂2φ

(∂pf)2∇0p
f ·
(
Np ·∆pf

)
+
∂φ

∂pf
·∇0

(
∆pp

f
)

+
∂2φ

∂pf∂J
∇0J ·

(
Np ·∆pf

)
,

(A.37a)

∆d∇0φ =

(
∂2φ

∂pf∂J
∇0p

f +
∂2φ

∂J2
∇0J

)
∆dJ +

∂φ

∂J
J∇0J · F−T : ∆dd

s
,XX . (A.37b)

The directional derivative of the inverse of the right Cauchy–Green tensor is given as

∆dC
−1 = −F−1 ·

(
(∇ (∆dd

s))T + ∇ (∆dd
s)
)
· F−T

= −2sym
(
∇0 (∆dd

s) · F−1 ·C−1
)
. (A.38)
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The directional derivative of the inverse of the deformation gradient reads

∆dF
−1 = −F−1 ·∇ (∆dd

s) = −F−1 ·∇0 (∆dd
s) · F−1. (A.39)

The directional derivative of virtual Green-Lagrange strains can be calculated as

∆dδE =

(
∂2E

(∂ds)2 · δd
s

)
·∆ds =

1

2

(
(∇0(∆ds))T ·∇0(∆dd

s) + (∇0(∆dd
s))T ·∇0(∆dd

s)
)

= sym
(

(∇0(∆dd
s))T ·∇0(∆dd

s)
)
. (A.40)

A.3. Details on Setup of some Examples

A.3.1. Terzaghi’s Consolidation Problem
Here, the major steps for the derivation of the solution of Terzaghi’s consolidation problem

considered in Section 4.4.1 will be sketched. It is based on the derivation given in [242, chap.
2.4.1]. The full one-dimensional equation solved there reads

(α + φβ)
∂pf

∂t
= −α∂σyy

∂t
+
k

µf

∂2pf

∂y2
, (A.41)

with α and β denoting the compressibility of the solid and fluid, respectively.

Remark A.1 Note, that actually, there is a changed sign in the stress term in equation (A.41)
compared to its original form in [242]. This is due to a different sign convention. In the reference,
stresses are positive for compression, which is common soil mechanics practice. Here, the usual
sign convention in solid mechanics (positive for extension, negative for compression) is used.

In order to obtain the initial distribution of the pressure corresponding to the initial loading, this
equation is integrated over a short time ∆t. Assuming ∆t→ 0 gives

∆pf = − α

α + φβ
∆σyy. (A.42)

As the boundary conditions, state that the initial loading jumps from 0 to q, the initial pressure
reads

pf(t = 0) = pf
0 =

α

α + φβ
q. (A.43)

For the solution of equation (A.41), the time derivative of the normal stress is zero, as the loading
remains constant after it has been applied. Hence, the one-dimensional equation to be solved
reads

∂pf

∂t
= cv

∂2pf

∂y2
, (A.44)

with the consolidation coefficient
cv =

k

(α + φβ)µf
. (A.45)
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The boundary conditions are

pf(y = 0) = pf(y = 2h) = 0. (A.46)

The problem can be solved using the Laplace transform method. The Laplace transform of the
pressure is

p̃f =

∫ ∞
0

pfe−st, (A.47)

depending on the positive parameter s. The Laplace transformation of equation (A.44) reads

sp̃f − pf
0 = cv

∂2p̃f

∂2y
. (A.48)

This ordinary differential equation can solved with the general solution

p̃f =
pf

0

s
+ A exp

(
y

√
s

cv

)
+B exp

(
−y
√

s

cv

)
. (A.49)

The solution in the frequency domain using the boundary conditions can then be derived as

p̃f

pf
0

=
1

s
−

cosh
(

(h− y)
√

s
cv

)
s cosh

(
h
√

s
cv

) . (A.50)

The back transform of this solution can be derived [242] as

p

p0

=
π

4

∞∑
j=1

(−1)j−1

2j − 1
cos

(
(2j − 1)

(
π (h− z)

2h

))
exp

(
−(2j − 1)

π2

4

cvt

h2

)
. (A.51)

The question remains, how the one-dimensional equation (A.41) is related to the coupled sys-
tem (3.117) given in this thesis and how the consolidation coefficient can be expressed in terms
of the material parameters used here. As in this thesis only incompressible flow is considered,
the compressibility β needs to be set to zero. Then, equation (A.41) can be derived from (3.117)
as follows. All time instationary terms apart from the derivative of the porosity are neglected and
small deformations are assumed. Further, body forces are neglected. Then, the balance equations
from (3.117) with Darcy flow reduce to

φ̊+ φ∇·vs + ∇·
(
φ
(
vf − vs

))
=0, (A.52)

∇pf + µfφk−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
=0, (A.53)

−∇·σ − φ∇pf − µfφ2k−1 ·
(
vf − vs

)
=0. (A.54)
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Solving equation (A.53) for the fluid flux φ
(
vf − vs

)
, inserting this into the other two equation

and assuming a constant permeability and viscosity, gives

∂φ

∂pf

∂pf

∂t
+

∂φ

∂tr(ε)

∂tr(ε)

∂t
+ φ∇·vs − k

µf
∆pf=0, (A.55)

∇·σ=0. (A.56)

The porosity was expressed in terms of pressure and deformation. Noting that

∇·vs =
∂tr(ε)

∂t
(A.57)

gives for the one-dimensional case

∂φ

∂pf

∂pf

∂t
+

(
∂φ

∂εyy
+ φ

)
∂εyy
∂t
− k

µf

∂2pf

∂y2
=0, (A.58)

∂σyy
∂y

=0. (A.59)

The second equation simply states that the stress is constant. For a linear stress-strain relation,
no viscous stresses and small deformations, the constitutive law (3.81) reads

σyy = Eεyy − pf . (A.60)

Solving this identity for the strains and inserting them into equation (A.58) and using the linear
biot law (3.93), i.e. ∂φ/∂pf = 1/N and ∂φ/∂εyy = b leads to(

1

N
+

1

E
(b+ φ)

)
∂pf

∂t
+

1

E
(b+ φ)

∂σyy
∂t
− k

µf

∂2pf

∂y2
= 0. (A.61)

By comparing the coefficients of this equation and equation (A.41) (as stated before with β = 0)
one obtains

1

N
= 0, α =

1

E
(b+ φ) . (A.62)

For the consolidation coefficient used in the example in equation (4.171) the above relations
with b = 1 and β = 0 were inserted into equation (A.45).

A.3.2. Analytical Solution of 1D Porous Medium Example
A short derivation of the analytical solution used in Section 4.4.2 is given. The solution was

obtained by postulating sensible solution fields for the porosity, pressure and velocity for Darcy
(equations (4.181)–(4.183)) and Darcy–Brinkman flow (equations (4.184)–(4.186)). For both
problems, the porosity and the velocity solution are chosen, such that the following identity
holds:

φ(x)vf(x) = 1. (A.63)

Thus, the continuity equation (4.178) is fulfilled. An important detail is the application of the
displacement field in equation (4.174). It is written in terms of the spatial coordinate. As the
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Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied with respect to the material coordinate, a separate
problem is solved with a Newton scheme to evaluate the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the
skeleton. The determinant of the deformation gradient for the calculation of the spatial perme-
ability (4.177) can determined via

J =
dx

dX
= 1 +

d ds

dX
= 1 +

d ds

dx

dx

dX︸︷︷︸
J

(A.64)

and thus
J =

1

1− d ds(x)
dx

. (A.65)

Using this, all terms can be expressed as functions of the spatial coordinate x. Inserting this
into the respective flow equations, they can be solved for the body forces, resulting in equa-
tions (4.179) and (4.180).

A.3.3. Analytical Solution of Diffusion on Unit Sphere
Here, it will be shown that equation (5.39) and (5.40) are the analytical solution of the heat

equation on a unit sphere, as stated in Section 5.4.1.2.1. The equation to solve reads

∂c

∂t
−D∆Γc = 0, (A.66)

Separation of variables
c(x, t) = v(t)w(x) + co, (A.67)

with the constant c0, gives
v′w −Dv∆Γw = 0, (A.68)

and thus
v′

Dv
=

∆Γw

w
= const. (A.69)

The time dependent part immediately follows as

v(t) = c1e
λt, (A.70)

with the constants c1 and λ. Now, it will be shown that

w(x) = xy (A.71)

is a solution of equation (A.69). The surface Laplacian can be calculated as

∆Γw = tr ((1− n⊗ n) ·∇ (∇Γw)) . (A.72)

The surface gradient is defined as

∇Γw = (1− n⊗ n) ·∇w. (A.73)
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which reads in index notation for Cartesian coordinates

(∇Γw)i = (δij − ninj)w,j = w,i − ninjw,j. (A.74)

Therefore, the Laplacian can be written as

∆Γw = δij

(
(δik − nink) (∇Γw)k,j

)
= (∇Γw)i,i − nink (∇Γw)k,i . (A.75)

Inserting equation (A.73) into equation (A.75) gives

∆Γw = w,ii − (ni,injw,j + ninj,iw,j + ninjw,ji)− nink (w,k − nknjw,j),i . (A.76)

For the outward pointing normal of a unit sphere, it holds

ni =
1

r
xi, r = x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. (A.77)

Equation (A.77) and (A.71) inserted into equation (A.75) and evaluating all derivatives give

∆Γw = − 6

r2
w = −6w. (A.78)

From this relation, it is clear that equation (A.71) fulfills equation (A.69). Hence, a solution for
the heat equation on a unit sphere reads

c(x, t) = c1e
λtx1x2 + co. (A.79)

The missing constants can be evaluated easily be inserting this solution into the partial differen-
tial equation (A.66) and considering the initial condition (5.13). The constants follow as

c0 = 10, c1 = 1, λ = −6D, (A.80)

resulting in the analytical solution (5.39).

A.3.4. Velocity Field for Convection-Diffusion on Surface of Torus
It will be presented how the initial distribution and the velocity field for the example of

convection-diffusion on a surface of a torus in Section 5.4.1.2.2 can be expressed in Cartesian
coordinates. This can be useful as input for the simulation which is referring to a globally fixed
Cartesian coordinate system. A parametrization of the surface can be written as

x = (R + r cos β) cosα, (A.81)
y = (R + r cos β) sinα, (A.82)
z = r sin β. (A.83)
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Therein, R denotes the major radius and r the minor radius of the torus, see Figure 5.15. From
this, the following useful identities can be derived:

sinα =
y√

x2 + y2
, cosα =

x√
x2 + y2

, tanα =
y

x
(A.84)

sin β =
z

r
, cos β =

√
x2 + y2 −R

r
(A.85)

Hence, the initial scalar distribution (5.46) can easily be written in terms of the Cartesian coor-
dinates by solving any equation of (A.84) and (A.85) for α and β.

As stated in Section 5.4.1.2.2, α and β are angles used for description of the geometry. The
basis vectors eα and eβ are defined as

eα =
∂

∂α

 x
y
z

 =

 − (R + r cos β) sinα
(R + r cos β) cosα

0

 =

 −yx
0

 , (A.86)

eβ =
∂

∂β

 x
y
z

 = r

 − sin β cosα
− sin β sinα

cos β

 =


− xz√

x2+y2

− yz√
x2+y2√

x2 + y2 −R

 . (A.87)

As stated in equation (5.47), the velocity field is chosen as a unit vector, which creates an angle of
30◦ with eα, see Figure A.1. Inserting equations (A.86) and (A.87) into (5.47) gives the velocity
field in Cartesian coordinates.

Figure A.1: Advection-diffusion on torus: Basis vectors and velocity.

A.3.5. Surface Divergence of Velocity Field on Moving Curved
Surface

Two different ways to obtain the surface divergence given in equation (5.56) of Section 5.4.1.2.4
are presented.
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1. From the physical interpretation of the scalar as mass density (and also from the form of
the transport equation in the material configuration) it is intuitive that the solution has to
read

c̄ = c0
A0

A(t)
, (A.88)

with the initial concentration c0 = 1 and the initial surface area A0 and the current surface
area A(t). This means, that, as the surface is closed, the total mass has to be conserved.
The prescribed velocity field (5.55) can be rewritten in terms of a prescribed radius as

r(t) = t+ r0, (A.89)

with the initial radius r0 = 1. For a sphere the solution can then be calculated depending
on the prescribed radius as

c̄ = c0
A0

A(t)
= c0

4πr2
0

4π (r(t))2 =
1

t+ 1
, (A.90)

being the analytical solution (5.57). This solution can be inserted in the partial differential
equation and solved for ∇Γ ·v, which results in equation (5.56).

2. The surface divergence can be calculated directly via tensor calculus. Spherical coordi-
nates can be defined by

x(ϕ, φ, r) = r sinϕ sinφe1 + r cosφe2 + r cosφe3, (A.91)

with {e1, e2, e3} forming the Cartesian basis. The given velocity (5.55) can be expressed
in spherical coordinates as:

v = n =

 0
0
1


(ϕ,φ,r)

. (A.92)

and the surface divergence as

∇Γ ·v = tr
((

1− nT ⊗ n
)
·∇v

)
. (A.93)

Hence, once the gradient ∇v is evaluated, the surface divergence can be obtained in
a straightforward calculation. The components of the gradient are the covariant deriva-
tives vi|j , which are defined as

[∇v]ij = vi|j = vi,j + vkΓikj, (A.94)

with the Christoffel symbols of second kind Γikj . All Christoffel symbols vanish for Carte-
sian coordinates. For spherical coordinates, however, the Christoffel symbols can be de-
rived [133] as

[Γ1
ij] =

 0 cotφ 1
r

cotφ 0 0
1
r

0 0

 , (A.95)
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[Γ2
ij] =

 − sinφ cosφ 0 0
0 0 1

r

0 1
r

0

 , (A.96)

[Γ3
ij] =

 −r sin2 φ 0 0
0 −r 0
0 0 0

 . (A.97)

With this, one obtains for the velocity gradient

[∇v]ij =

 1
r

0 0
0 1

r
0

0 0 0

 (A.98)

and the surface divergence follows from equation (A.93) as

∇Γ ·v =
2

r
. (A.99)

With r = t+ 1, one obtains equation (5.56).
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